ABSTRACT

IZQUIERDO, MICHAEL ROBERT. Modeling, Transmission and Multiplexing of
MPEG VBR Video Over Packet Switched Networks. (Under the direction of Dr. Douglas
S. Reeves.)

This dissertation provides a study of the modeling, transmission and multiplexing of
MPEG Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video with an emphasis on the transmission of real-time
video broadcasts. An investigation is given of statistical source models for VBR video
along with a discussion of their applicability and complexity. Autoregressive processes
and Markov Chain based models which incorporate scene changes are presented. Models
for H.261 and MPEG are discussed as well, along with complex models based on TimeExpand-Sample (TES) and self-similar processes for MPEG sequences containing I, B
and P frames. The complexity of each model is quantified by the number of parameters it
requires. A slice layer model for an MPEG VBR encoded video sequence containing I, B
and P frames is also presented.
Two novel algorithms, Bit-Rate Attenuation and Buffer Overflow Prevention, are proposed to enhance an MPEG VBR encoded video transmitter. The transmitter uses a
smoother and a token bucket preventive flow control mechanism. The results show that
the number of low priority packets, decreased by a factor of 2x to 10x with 10 to 20%
reductions in the token bucket size. The Bit-Rate Attenuation Algorithm increases the bitrate of the smoother in order to avoid packets from overflowing the smoother buffer.

Results show that the number of packets dropped at the transmitter was reduced by 9x to
11x. For the movie sequence Star Wars, the number of dropped packets decreased from 61
to 0.
A novel dynamic algorithm, called the Low Priority Packet Ratio (LPR) Tracking
algorithm, is presented. This algorithm allows the MPEG VBR video transmitter to
change the smoother delay bound based on online LPR measurements. A differential slope
triggering mechanism is used in order to determine when changes are needed. The algorithm is tested using an 83 minute sequence of the movie Star Wars and is shown to produce excellent tracking results with few changes in the delay bound.
Finally, a simulation study is presented comparing the performance of a Weighted Fair
Queue (WFQ) and a First come First Serve (FCFS) multiplexer when using MPEG VBR
sources with and without smoothing. The transmitters use trace files of actual MPEG VBR
sequences thirty minutes in length as source inputs. Simulation results for 4, 8, and 16
video sources are shown for various output link capacities. The results show that in all
cases, smoothing significantly reduced maximum packet delay by an order-of-magnitude
and increased Statistical Multiplexing Gain (SMG) by 2x to 6x.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recent video encoding standards to compress digital video, such as H.261 [1], H.263
[2], MPEG-1 [3] and MPEG-2 [4], have made it feasible to transport digital video over
computer networks. Uncompressed video can require very high bandwidths on the order
of 9.1 Mb/s (176x144 pixels) to 36.5 Mb/s (352x288 pixels) at frame rates of 30 frames
per second. By using compression, the bandwidth can be reduced to 384kb/s and 1.5 Mb/s.
Computer networks of today are quite capable of handling bandwidths of this magnitude.
In the very near future, transporting compressed video over computer networks will
become commonplace. Before this becomes a reality, however, problems regarding the
transmission and multiplexing of compressed video need to be addressed.
Compressed video is a traffic source which can have bit-rates with a high peak-tomean ratio (PMR) and significantly high autocorrelations. This is due to the difference in
the number of bits generated by the compression algorithm for frames with different content characteristics. A scene containing many small objects tends to require more bits than
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one with a few large objects. The background luminance level also plays a factor. Night
scenes tend to require fewer bits than day scenes. Both of these effects are primarily the
result of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) algorithm which is used to transform the
pixel data from the time to the frequency domains. Once the frequency coefficients are
generated, a Huffman and Run Length coding is used to reduce the number of bits. In general, the more coefficients generated from the DCT the more bits required to encode the
frame. The high autocorrelation of the bit-rate sequence is due to the fact that scene content changes slower over time relative to the frame rate. Scenes typically change over a
time scale of seconds, whereas frames are encoded at a time scale of milliseconds. As a
result, one scene could require sixty to several hundred frames.
Highly correlated traffic sources with high PMR can degrade the performance of computer networks since it can cause high data loss if network resources are not properly allocated. The basic problem is that it is difficult to determine the proper bandwidth allocation
for these sources. The issue of bandwidth allocation is an important one and has been a
driving force behind much of the research in the transport of compressed video. One simplistic method is to allocate bandwidth at the peak rate, but this is quite inefficient.
Another method is to allocate bandwidth at the average bit-rate; however, this requires
large buffers at the transmitter. Therefore, the desired bandwidth must lie somewhere
between the peak and the average bit-rates.
Networks based on a static bandwidth allocation paradigm require that a fixed bandwidth be specified prior to establishing a connection. It is difficult to determine what this
bandwidth should be for a compressed video source. One solution to this problem is to
2

control the output bit-rate of the encoder towards a target bit-rate. The network bandwidth
can then be the encoder target bit-rate. This encoding method is commonly referred to as
Constant Bit-Rate or CBR encoding. [5] The CBR encoder achieves a nearly constant output bit-rate by varying the video quality in order to decrease or increase the bit-rate. While
the constant output bit-rate makes bandwidth allocation a simple matter, the variations in
video quality can be quite undesirable for applications demanding high resolutions and
high video quality. Also, the desired encoder output bit-rate needs to be determined upfront prior to transmission. For some applications, such as the real-time encoding of a live
event, this bit-rate must be estimated. If the bit-rate is chosen too low, then very poor quality can result. If it is too high, then bandwidth is wasted.

1.1

VBR Encoding
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) encoding differs from CBR encoding in that it attempts to

control video quality rather than the output bit-rate. One simple way to accomplish this is
to keep the quantizer step-sized fixed. The video quality still varies somewhat using this
method because it tends to over quantize scenes with simple content. A more sophisticated
method shown in [6], measures video quality directly and adjusts the quantization scale in
order to maintain constant video quality1. The ramification of keeping video quality constant is that the output bit-rate of the encoder varies considerably. This is illustrated in Fig-

1. Video quality is measured in terms of SNR which is equal to -10log10ε/σ2 where ε is the average least square error of the compressed image and σ2 is the uncompressed image power.
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ure 1-1 which depicts the basic trade-off between video quality and bit-rate of compressed
video.
Another benefit to VBR encoding, besides constant quality, is that the statistical multiplexing gain (SMG) for VBR sources can be much higher than for CBR sources. This is
due to the fact that the likelihood of multiple VBR sources simultaneously transmitting at
their peak bit-rates is small. As a result, the link capacity of the multiplexer output can be
significantly less than the sum of the peak bit-rate for each input. One of the first investigations regarding the SMG of encoded video was done by Haskell [7]. He found that a 2:1
gain was achievable when multiplexing the outputs of several AT&T Picturephone
encoders. The SMG of VBR sources has been further quantified in early works by Kishino
[8], Morrison [9] and Verbiest [10], where gains of up to 4:1 were obtained for simple
video sequences.

Simple VBR (Fixed q)
Bit-Rate

VBR (SNR Controlled)
CBR

R0

Higher
Activity
D0

Quality
Figure 1-1 Distortion versus bit-rate curves for compressed video.
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1.2

Bandwidth Allocation of VBR Sources
The dilemma which arises when using VBR is that it is difficult to determine the

appropriate bandwidth allocation method. Methods developed to address the bandwidth
allocation problem are of two basic types: Equivalent Bandwidth and Dynamic Bandwidth
Allocation. The Equivalent Bandwidth method allocates a fixed bandwidth, but allows a
certain amount of packet loss in order to save bandwidth. For each packet loss rate there is
a corresponding equivalent bandwidth. In general, as the packet loss increases the amount
of bandwidth required decreases. Conversely, as packet loss decreases the bandwidth
required increases. The bandwidth savings using the equivalent bandwidth can be significant. In [11], researchers showed that a significant amount of bandwidth is saved by selectively discarding cells. Also it was shown in [12] that for an Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) link, fairly constant cell2 loss was achieved when multiplexing homogeneous and
heterogeneous sources. In [12], equations were derived to determine the equivalent capacity for an ATM switch for sources constrained using leaky bucket preventive flow control.
For a long video sequence, Equivalent Bandwidth can waste a significant amount of
bandwidth. This is because the bandwidth will be determined by the burst period within
the video sequence where the bit-rate tends to be high. This could occur over a relatively
small interval of time when compared to the total sequence. Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation improves bandwidth efficiency by changing the bandwidth allocation over the course
of a session based on the characteristics of a network input source. In order for this method

2. An ATM cell is a 53 bytes packet.
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to be useful, however, an effective mechanism for determining when to change the bandwidth allocated is needed.
The Dynamic Bandwidth allocation method changes the bandwidth allocated to an
input source based on the source’s output traffic [14]. An approach using this method was
proposed in [15] which requested a bandwidth allocation change whenever the bit-rate
changed by more than one standard deviation. The drawback to this approach is that it
required full characterization of the source prior to transmission. Other approaches proposed in [16,17] used neural networks to provide online characterization of the source
traffic. The neural network predicted when a bandwidth change was needed. When a significant bit-rate change was predicted, a bandwidth allocation change request was sent to
the network. A drawback to this approach is that neural networks can require a significant
amount of traffic measurements before making accurate predictions. While these measurements are taking place, many packets can be lost. A non-neural network technique using
recursive least squares was proposed in [18] which makes dynamic bandwidth more amenable to real-time applications. Another non-neural based technique was proposed in [18]
which used a least mean-square-error linear predictor. This approach yielded a reduction
in the size of the transmit buffer by a factor of 100 and bandwidth utilization increased by
250%.
More recent bandwidth allocation methods [20,21,22] begin by using a fixed bandwidth allocation, but renegotiate their bandwidth allocation when necessary during transmission. This method works in conjunction with a preventive flow control mechanism
such as the leaky bucket. If the leaky bucket parameters are found to be too small or too
6

large, then a new set of parameters are created. A request is sent to the network to allocate
bandwidth based on the new leaky bucket parameters. While the network is considering
this change, the source adjusts the video quality in order to conform to the new allocation.
This reduces packet loss during this time period. Another method takes a completely different approach by using dynamic algorithms to adjust the bandwidth in order to achieve a
target Quality of Service3 (QoS). [23,24,25] In essence, this method does not require the
determination of a fixed bandwidth prior to establishing a connection. The user is only
required to provide the desired QoS and allow the network to converge towards a bandwidth which meets it.

1.3

Traffic Policing
Computer networks which rely on static bandwidth allocation require a description of

the traffic source in order to determine network resources. The parameters used to describe
source traffic are commonly referred to as traffic descriptors. There are two types of traffic
descriptors: statistical and operational. Statistical descriptors are more commonplace in
today’s computer networks and typically use peak and average bit-rates to describe traffic.
Operational descriptors are parameters which are used by a preventive flow control device
to police the traffic. An example of such a device is the Leaky Bucket which uses the
descriptors (σ,ρ) for the token bucket size and the token generation rate.
An important issue in traffic control is the enforcement of a source to its traffic
descriptor. The traffic descriptor is seen as an implicit agreement between the source and
3. QoS in ATM is partially measured in terms of the cell loss ratio (CLR).
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the network in which the source will not exceed its descriptor. The network must assume,
however, that it is possible for a source to exceed its descriptor. This requires the network
to monitor the source for compliance by using a Usage Parameter Control (UPC) mechanism. It is important for the network to detect when a source is exceeding its traffic
descriptor since network congestion can occur due to noncompliance.
The UPC mechanism can be based on either statistical or operational descriptors. The
main disadvantage of using statistical descriptors is that the source traffic must be monitored over a long time period in order to determine compliance. For example, many samples are required in order to determine an accurate measurement of the average bit-rate. If
an insufficient number of samples are taken, then the UPC mechanism can mistakenly
interpret that the traffic is noncompliant when in fact it is. When an operational device is
used, such as a Leaky Bucket, traffic compliance is automatically determined requiring
monitoring only when violations occur. [26] When such violations do occur, packets can
be either dropped or tagged prior to entering the network. Tagging is often referred to as
soft policing. This is the preferred approach since policing mechanisms can sometimes
falsely flag traffic as being noncompliant, thereby unnecessarily reducing throughput. [27]

1.4

Source Modeling
Source models are needed for VBR video due to the stochastic bit-rate variations of

VBR sequences. These models are used mostly as input stimuli for simulations which are
used to determine the performance of statistical multiplexers. Simulation studies are often
used in order to quantify these performance metrics since analytic methods are often
8

intractable. An actual video trace could be used in place of a source model, but this limits
the input to a finite realization of the underlying stochastic process. This could reduce the
generality of the simulation results if an insufficient number of traces are used.
Classical models based on a Poisson arrival process are traditionally used in the analysis of telephony networks, but are not adequate to model video traffic. This is due to the
fact that the Poisson process assumes that arrivals are independent, whereas for compressed video they are not. Also, video sequences consist of multiple stochastic processes
(e.g. frame, scene) which must be captured by the model. As a result, new more advanced
models are needed to model traffic from compressed video sources.

1.5

Compressed Video Transmission Over Computer Networks
The transmission of VBR video poses significant challenges to communications net-

works. The bursty characteristic of this source can severely degrade networking performance by increasing packet loss and reducing both SMG and bandwidth utilization. Low
bandwidth utilization occurs when bandwidth is allocated at or near the peak rate in order
to avoid excessive loss. This overallocation reduces SMG by increasing the probability
that the network will reject a connection due to the magnitude of its traffic descriptors.
One of the significant contributors to the burstiness of compressed video is the use of
different encoding schemes to encode video frames. For example, MPEG uses three different frame types: Intra (I), Predictive (P) and Bidirectional-Predictive (B.) Predictive
encoding uses motion compensation techniques in order to significantly reduce the num-
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ber of bits needed to encode a frame. Intra-coded frames do not use predictive encoding
and, as a result, often require more bits than either P or B frames.
MPEG frames are grouped into a specific pattern called a Group-of-Pictures or GOP.
This pattern repeats for the duration of the sequence. The first frame in a GOP is always an
I frame and is followed by B and P frames (e.g. IBBPBBPBBIBBP...). The distance
between I frames is determined by the parameter N and the distance between P frames or
an I and a P frame is determined by the parameter M. The instantaneous bit-rate is determined by the frame rate and the number of bits required to encode a frame. Since I frames
have the most bits they have the highest instantaneous bit-rate. B frames, on the other
hand, have the lowest bit-rates. P frame bit-rates are somewhere between that of I and B
frames. As an example, an actual movie contains an I frame with 146,296 bits, a B frame
with 17,280 bits and a P frame with 108,288 bits making the I-to-B bit ratio almost 8.5:1
and the I-to-P ratio 1.35:1. Since the frame period is fixed, a significant disparity in the
instantaneous bit-rate between I, P and B frames occur. Since B frames separate I and P
frames, the bit-rate can be quite bursty. Research has shown that shaping sources of this
type can improve both SMG and link utilization [28,29].

1.6

Flow Control
Flow control is used by computer networks in order to prevent network congestion.

There are two basic types of flow control methods: reactive and preventative. Reactive
flow control methods, such as Window Flow Control, rely on the network to detect possible congestion and send control packets back to the source in order to reduce its transmis10

sion rate. This method does not lend itself well to high bandwidth networks due to the
latency involved in detecting possible congestion and the source responding by reducing
its flow. Before the source can respond it would have transmitted many packets which will
eventually be lost. As a result, reactive flow control has been deemed not useful for high
speed networks such as ATM. An excellent overview of congestion control in ATM networks is given in [30].
Preventive flow control is used to control the flow of packets into the network in order
to prevent network congestion. One approach requires the use of a device at the network
input in order to provide packet filtering. An example of such device is called the Leaky
Bucket. The Leaky Bucket operates by using a counter that increments as packets arrive
and decrements at a fixed, predetermined rate. [31] The counter cannot exceed a certain
value and cannot be less than zero. Any packets that arrive when the counter has reached
its maximum value must either be discarded or tagged. A similar method is the Token
Bucket which increments a counter at a fixed rate and decrements the counter when packets arrive. [32,33] The counter cannot exceed a certain value (token bucket size.) When a
packet arrives and the bucket is zero, (this is referred to as a token bucket violation) the
packet is either discarded or tagged. A Virtual Token Bucket [34] tags the packet rather
than discarding it. The Virtual Token Bucket was enhanced in [35] by the addition of a
second token pool for marked packets. A Spacer token was also added which was used to
ensure that the spacing interval between successive packets did not go below a minimum
threshold value. The purpose of these enhancements was to reduce the effect of marked
packets on unmarked ones. Another approach [6] used multiple leaky buckets in which
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one bucket generated tokens at the peak rate while the second generated tokens at the sustained rate. This was done to provide better policing by reducing the peak rate and allowing for a smaller long-term average rate.
Another approach to preventive flow control is to control the flow of packets into the
network by adjusting the video quality at the encoder. This is commonly referred to as a
lossy smoothing technique. This approach is similar to CBR encoding; however, the
adjustments are made at longer intervals based on any traffic policing violations or violations in QoS. This approach was combined with dynamic bandwidth allocation in [20],
where the quantization scale was adjusted whenever a change to the current bandwidth
allocation occurred. This was done to reduce the number of tagged ATM cells while bandwidth renegotiation took place. In [36], the CLR was measured at a multiplexer with multiple MPEG VBR sources. Video quality was adjusted in order to achieve a target CLR at
the multiplexer. In [37] video frames which exceeded a predetermined bit-rate threshold
were encoded a second time at a lower quality level to reduce the bit-rate. This is referred
to as two-pass encoding.
Finally, there is the preventive flow control approach which regulates the flow of packets into the network by using delay. These mechanisms are lossless in that video quality is
not adjusted in order to control the output bit-rate. These are referred to as lossless traffic
smoothers. The primary objective of a smoother is to reduce bit-rate variation. Leaky
buckets can be used as a smoother if they delay packets rather than dropping or tagging
them. Another, more sophisticated, type of traffic smoother calculates the bit-rate to transmit a group of packets (e.g. those belonging to a video frame) [38,39,40,41,42,43].
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Preventive flow control devices, like the token bucket, will be used for compressed
video sources for two reasons. First, traffic enforcement of a source is best done using
operational descriptors, which can be enforced using a leaky or token bucket. Second, it
has been shown that smoothing the source traffic can reduce the magnitude of the descriptors, which is beneficial.

1.7

Traffic Smoothing
Lossless traffic smoothers are attractive because they can offer significant reductions

in the magnitude of the traffic descriptors without degrading video quality. This can
increase the probability of the acceptance of a network connection which in turn can
increase SMG [29,28]. For some video sequences, smoothing can be achieved using
delays of about three frames (about 125 milliseconds at 24 frames per second), whereas
other sequences may require more delay. Video conferencing applications can tolerate, at
most, 250 milliseconds of delay [44]. If network delays can be maintained at or below 125
milliseconds, then 125 milliseconds can be used for smoothing.
An application for which smoothing might be better suited is video broadcasting. This
application is not two-way interactive as in video conferencing, rather it is a one-way
broadcast. This relaxes the delay requirement somewhat allowing for more delay to be
used by the smoother. Examples of possible video broadcasting applications are the broadcasting of trade shows, technical conferences, special presentations and lectures.
Video broadcasting of live events poses the problem that it is not feasible to determine
the appropriate set of traffic descriptors prior to requesting a network connection. This is
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because it is not possible to fully characterize the sequence since it is not prerecorded. As
a result, the descriptors must be estimated using general characterizations of the source
traffic based on the type of broadcast. For example, a trade show might require descriptors
which are much higher than those for a lecture. The specific values for the descriptor itself
would have to be determined by heuristic methods. If the descriptor is not accurate, severe
degradations in video quality could result due to lost or delayed packets.

1.8

Fair Queueing
Many packet switches today use the First-Come, First-Serve (FCFS) buffer service

policy. For some time, researchers had assumed that any congestion control issues in
FCFS based computer networks could be dealt with by using appropriate buffer allocation
and buffer management techniques, irrespective of source characteristics. However, Nagle
showed that an FCFS based packet switch was in fact susceptible to significant packet loss
due to the expiration of Time-To-Live time-stamps, even when the buffer size was infinite
[45]. For example, as each packet enters the network, it is time-stamped with a positive
value. As the packet travels through the network the time-stamp is decremented. If the
time-stamp reaches zero before the packet reaches its destination, the packet is dropped.
Packets which incur excessive delays due to congestion at intermediate nodes will most
likely have expired time-stamps. This congestion occurs whenever a misbehaving4 source
generates excessive traffic, thereby flooding the switch with packets.

4. A misbehaving source is one that exceeds their allocated bandwidth.
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There is no provision within the FCFS service policy to protect well-behaving sources
from misbehaving ones. For non-isochronous traffic, this is not a severe problem since the
only ramification is that the user observes large packet delays. When packets are dropped
by the network they are simply retransmitted and are still usable by the application. This,
however, is not the case with isochronous traffic. Isochronous traffic, such as packet voice
and packet video, require the timely delivery of packets between sender and receiver. For
example, a video decoder at the destination node requires all packets for a video frame at
periodic intervals equal to the frame period (typically 1/30 second). This implies that the
video packets have deadlines for delivery. When packets for a corresponding video frame
have not arrived and the frame is due for decoding, then these packets are late and cannot
be used.
Complete error recovery for video using packet retransmission is not feasible, making
error correction or concealment techniques the only option. However, these techniques
might not be sufficient to completely recover. As a result, the frequent occurrence of late
packets during video transmission can cause severe degradations in video quality. This
makes isochronous traffic very delay sensitive and quite susceptible to the unfairness
aspects of FCFS. A level of service is necessary to provide more predictable packet delay
and average bandwidth for isochronous traffic.

1.9

Thesis Outline
This thesis investigates statistical source models for VBR video, proposes algorithms

which allows a smoother to operate under the constraints of a token bucket and smoother
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buffer size, and investigates the performance of a Weighted Fair Queue (WFQ) using
smoothed sources. Chapter 2 gives an overview of MPEG and describes the video traces
which were used for the simulation experiments. Chapter 3 investigates statistical source
models for both MPEG and H.261 VBR video sequences. Chapter 4 presents an MPEG
slice layer model for VBR encoded video (containing I, B and P frames) which uses Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and Generalized Periodic Markov Chain. Chapter 5 proposes
two algorithms which allow an MPEG VBR smoother to operate under token bucket and
smoother buffer constraints. Chapter 6 proposes a dynamic algorithm which allows a
smoother to operate adaptively using on-line measurements. Chapter 7 presents a simulation study of a packet switch using WFQ and FCFS. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and presents suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2

MPEG OVERVIEW AND STATISTICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF VBR TRACES

2.1

MPEG Overview
The MPEG standard defines the compression and multiplexing of digital audio and

video for motion video. It was intended to be used to encode VCR quality video at a bitrate of 1.5 Mbps. For video conferencing applications, the H series standards (e.g., H.320,
H.323 and H.324) were defined by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).
[47] This standard assumes the bit-rate to be multiples of 64 Kbps. Two versions of the
MPEG standard exist today, MPEG-1 [46] and MPEG-2 [47]. Other versions, such as
MPEG-4, are currently in the draft stage. MPEG-2 is considered to be a superset of
MPEG-1, in terms of syntax, with specific enhancements in the video compression area.
For example, improvements were made to motion compensation in order to handle interlaced frames. MPEG-2 also defines a method to transport video streams over lossy media
such as computer networks.
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The syntax for MPEG-1 is very general which can make the codec implementation
expensive. For example, the standard allows for a horizontal pixel size which greatly
exceeds 768 pixels. In order to reduce costs, codec manufactures might take shortcuts in
their interpretation of the standard. This could lead to the development of many codecs
which are incompatible, and consequently, will not communicate with each other. To
avoid this, the standard defines constraints on the format, encoding and decoding parameters of the video stream. These constraints are shown in Table 2-1. A video bit stream
which adheres to these constrains is referred to as a constrained parameter bit-stream
(CPB).
Table 2-1. Summary of Constrained Parameters

2.2

Horizontal Picture Size

Less than or equal to 768 pels

Vertical Picture Size

Less than or equal to 576 lines

Max Macroblocks per Picture

Less than or equal to 396 macroblocks

Pel Rate

Less than or equal to 2,534,400 pels per second

Picture Rate

Less than or equal to 30 pictures per second

Motion Vector Range

Less than -64 to +63.5 pels (using half-pel vectors, vector scale code <= 4)

Input Buffer Size (in VBV model)

Less than or equal to 327,680 bits

Bit-Rate

Less than or equal to 1,856,000 bits/second (constant bitrate)

MPEG Encoder
A simplified diagram of the MPEG encoder is shown in Figure 2-1. Initially, a frame is

compressed using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and quantization (Q). For motion
compensation, the Inverse Quantizer (Q-1) and the Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform
(IDCT) are used to create compressed reference frames which are stored in the frame
memory. This is used by the Motion Estimator in order to find appropriate motion vectors.
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Figure 2-1. Simplified block diagram of the MPEG encoder.

DCT is used again for motion compensated blocks to compress the difference between the
referenced and current block values. The frame is then run-length coded (RLC) and variable-length coded (VLC) and sent to the output virtual buffer verifier (VBV). The VBV
determines if the buffer is in danger of overflowing or underflowing. If this is the case, the
regulator will adjust the quantization scale in order to decrease or increase the number of
bits in a frame. The output bit-rate of the buffer is assumed to be constant and is specified
in the sequence header. The size of the buffer is also specified in the sequence header. The
basic idea is that if a constant bit-rate channel is allocated using the specified bit-rate and
buffer size, then there is an implicit guarantee that the decoder buffer will not overflow or
underflow.

2.3

MPEG Layered Structure
MPEG defines six layers for the compressed video stream. These layers along with

their corresponding function are listed in Table 2-2. Each layer is identified by a start code
prefix followed by a unique start code. All layers, except for the block layer, contain
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header information. The use of layers allows for the efficient parsing of the compressed
video bit stream. This is necessary in order to support the random access of video frames
using fast forward and reverse video scan methods. Video editing and error recovery
mechanisms are both examples of applications which benefit from the layered approach.
Table 2-2. Structure of MPEG bit stream
Layers of Syntax

Function

Sequence Layer

Random access: context

Group of Pictures

Random access unit: video

Picture Layer

Primary coding unit

Slice Layer

Resynchronization unit

Macroblock Layer

Motion Compensation unit

Block Layer

DCT unit

2.3.1 Start Codes
The MPEG bit stream is delimited by the start code prefix and start code shown in Figure 2-3. The start code prefix is a hex code 01 byte pattern which does not occur normally
in the bit stream. Once the decoder detects a start code prefix it then decodes the next byte,
which is the start code. Following each start code is header information pertaining to that
particular layer.

2.3.2

Block Layer

Video is digitized using an 8 or 10 bit analog-to-digital converter and scaled to a final
8 bit sample. The chrominance samples are often scaled to one fourth that of the luminance samples. This provides an initial compression of the video sequence. Each sample is
organized into an 8x8 matrix referred to as a block. The block is used as the basic encod-
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Table 2-3. MPEG-I Syntax start codes
Start Code Name

Hexadecimal Value

Start of Picture

00

Start of Slice (Also Slice vertical position)

01 through AF

Reserved

B0

Reserved

B1

User Data

B2

Sequence Header

B3

Sequence Error

B4

Extension

B5

Reserved

B6

Sequence End

B7

Start of Group of Picture

B8

System Start Codes

B9 through FF

ing unit for DCT. There is one row of samples per scan line. Therefore, a block contains
samples for 8 pixels per scan line by 8 scan lines.

2.3.3 Picture Layer
There are four types of pictures (or frames) in MPEG. They are referred to as the intracoded (I), predicted (P), bidirectional-predicted (B) and DC frames. I-frames are encoded
using DCT and do not use motion compensation. P-frames use motion compensation and
reference a past I-frame or P-frame by using motion vectors. B-frames also use motion
compensation, but refer to both a past and future I-frame or P-frame by using interpolation. Interpolation involves the averaging of two blocks within the reference frames in
order to produce a block in the B-frame. DC frames are encoded using DCT, but only use
DC coefficients. (DC frames are rarely used in MPEG-1 and are not defined in MPEG-2)
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This provides a simple, but low quality, fast-forward mode. None of the video sequences
studied in this thesis contained DC frames.

2.3.4

Macroblock Layer

Macroblocks consist of a header followed by six component blocks as shown in Figure
2-2. The six component blocks consist of four luminance blocks (Y) and two chrominance
blocks Cr and Cb1.
Component
Block

0 1
2 3

5

6

Y

Cr

Cb

Figure 2-2. Macroblock 4:2:0 structure

The macroblock header contains the macroblock stuffing, address increment, macroblock type, and quantization scale (q) fields. Macroblock stuffing is used by the encoder to
increase the bit-rate of the data stream by adding bits to the macroblock. These bits are
subsequently discarded by the decoder. The macroblock address increment defines the relative position of the macroblock. Macroblocks which are intracoded always have an
address increment of 1. Intercoded macroblocks can have an address increment greater
than 1 and are called skipped macroblocks. The quantization scale is used to calculate the
quantization step for the current macroblock. This is an adaptive quantization technique in
that the quantization scale can be different for each macroblock.

1. This is referred to as the 4:2:0 format. MPEG-2 specifies the 4:2:2 and the 4:4:4 formats. The
4:2:2 format uses two chrominance blocks and the 4:4:4 format uses four chrominance blocks.
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The quantization step limits the range of values for the DCT coefficients. The quantization for DC coefficients is fixed at 8, but for AC coefficients it is calculated using,
i [ u, v ] = 8 × c [ u, v ] ⁄ q × m [ u, v ] .

(2.1)

In this formula, i[u,v] is the quantized coefficient matrix, c[u,v] is the coefficient
matrix, and m[u,v] is the quantization matrix. The quantization matrix can be a default
matrix or maybe downloaded in the sequence header. The output bit-rate of the encoder
can be varied by changing the quantizer step which is accomplished by changing q.
There are four basic types of macroblocks in MPEG: intracoded, forward-predictive,
backward-predictive and bidirectional-predictive. Intracoded macroblocks use DCT
encoding and do not reference any other frame. Forward-predictive macroblocks use
motion compensation and contain a motion vector which points to a macroblock in a past
I-frame or P-frame. Backward-predictive macroblocks contain a motion vector which
points to a macroblock in a future I-frame or P-frame. Bidirectional-predictive macroblocks use interpolation and contain two motion vectors which point to macroblocks in
both a past and future I-frame or P-frame. The frame type determines the type of macroblocks contained within a frame. For example, I-frames only contain intracoded macroblocks while P-frames contain both intracoded and predictive macroblocks. B-frames consist of all four types of macroblocks.
The motion compensation unit must go through a decision process in order to determine which macroblock type to select. This decision is roughly based on which type of
block requires the fewest bits to encode. For example, if an appropriate motion vector is
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found for a P-frame, then the macroblock is encoded as a predictive macroblock; otherwise, it is intracoded.

2.3.5

Slice Layer

Each frame is divided into slices consisting of a header and one or more macroblocks.
The slice header contains the vertical position of the slice within a frame and the quantization scale (q). (slices within a frame can have different quantization scales.) Each slice is
encoded independently. As a result, the slice is the lowest error-recoverable unit within
MPEG. If an error occurs within a slice, it is possible to decode the frame without it.
1 End
2 End
3 End
4 End
5 End
6 end
7 End
8 End
9 End
10 End
11 End
12 End
13 End
14 End
15 End

1 Begin
2 Begin
3 Begin
4 Begin
5 Begin
6 Begin
7 Begin
8 Begin
9 Begin
10 Begin
11 Begin
12 Begin
13 Begin
14 Begin
15 Begin

Figure 2-3. Possible slice arrangement for SIF 352x240 picture.

The number of slices per frame is quite flexible. It is specified when the video
sequence is encoded. A frame can consist of slices which start at the left side of the screen
and end at the right side.2 This slice arrangement is shown in Figure 2-3. An alternate format would be for the slice to start on one horizontal line of the picture and end on another.
This is shown in Figure 2-4. It is also possible for a frame to contain only one slice. This,

2. This is the recommended method of slice encoding in MPEG-2.
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however, is not desirable since a corrupted slice will affect the entire frame. The benefit of
reducing the number of slices within the picture is that the slice header overhead is
reduced. If the video sequence is transported over a very reliable network then reducing
1 Begin

5 Begin
6 Begin

1 End 2 Begin
2 End 3 Begin
3 End 4 Begin
4 End
5 End
6 end 7 Begin
7 End 8 Begin

8 End 9 Begin
9 End 10 Begin
10 End 11 Begin
11 End 12 Begin
12 End 13 Begin
13 End

Figure 2-4. Alternate slice arrangement for SIF 352x240 picture.

the number of slices is acceptable. However, when transmitting over a lossy network,
video quality can be seriously degraded when packets containing slices are lost.

2.3.6 Sequence Layer and Group-of-Pictures
The sequence layer begins with a header followed by one or more Group-of-Pictures
(GOP). It ends with an end-of-sequence start-code. Each GOP may be preceded by a
sequence header. The sequence header contains video information such as the horizontal
and vertical frame sizes, pel aspect ratio, frame rate, bit-rate, and virtual buffer size.
A GOP consists of a collection of frames. Each GOP contains one I-frame located at
the beginning of the GOP. The I-frame is followed by a sequence of B-frames and Pframes. It is not necessary for a GOP to contain B-frames. The GOP ends when the next I-
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frame occurs. B-frames within one GOP reference an I-frame in next GOP. The distance
between I-frames is defined by the parameter N. The distance between reference frames
(e.g., I-frames or P-frames) is defined by the parameter M. Both are in units of frames. A
typical format for a GOP is shown in Figure 2-5.

I

B B P B B I

B

Figure 2-5. MPEG GOP structure with M=3, N=6.

2.4

MPEG Compression Technique
MPEG mainly relies on two compression techniques: spatial compression and motion

compensation. Spatial compression uses DCT and takes advantage of any redundancy
within a frame. Motion compensation takes advantage of redundancy between frames.
There are two types of motion compensation used in MPEG: prediction and interpolation.
Prediction assumes that the current frame can be created by referencing a past or future
frame. Interpolation references both a past and future frame and uses arithmetic techniques to create the current frame. This method can add significant delay to the video
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stream since two frames must be stored. It does, however, provide the most compression.
Prediction only requires that one be stored while DCT does not require a frame to be
stored.

2.4.1

Spatial Compression

Spatial compression is accomplished by using the two-dimensional DCT, quantization,
variable length coding and run length coding. Frames which only use spatial compression
are referred to as intracoded frames or I-frames. The DCT operates on an 8x8 matrix of
pixel values called a block. The DCT translates the time domain representation of the
block into the frequency domain and outputs a DC3 coefficient and a number of AC4 coefficients. The IDCT converts the block from the frequency domain back to the time
domain. The two-dimensional DCT and IDCT is defined as,
 7 7

1
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C ( u ), C ( v ) = ------2

for ( u, v ) = 0,

C ( u ), C ( v ) = 1

3. DC is a frequency term where the frequency is zero.
4. AC is a frequency term where the frequency is greater than zero.
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(2.2)

The quantity F(u,v) is divided by the quantizer step-size and is rounded to the nearest
whole number.
The DC coefficients of the luminance and chrominance blocks are coded using differential pulse code modulation (DPCM). The DC coefficients of the current block are subtracted from the preceding block. A variable length code5 (e.g. Huffman code) is then used
to represent the absolute value of the result which differ for luminance and chrominance.
The DC coefficient of the first macroblock within a slice is an absolute value which makes
slices independent from each other. One can see that if the first macroblock within a slice
is corrupted, the whole slice could decode erroneous DC coefficient values. If the macroblock near the end of a slice were corrupted, only those macroblocks which follow would
be corrupted.
The AC coefficients are run length coded (RLC) using a combination of a run-length
and level code. The run-length value represents the number of zero AC coefficients
skipped between non-zero coefficients. The non-zero AC coefficients are specified using
the level code. This technique takes advantage of the fact that most of the AC coefficients
are zero.

2.4.2

Temporal Compression

Temporal compression is accomplished by using a motion compensation technique.
Frames which employ motion compensation are referred to as intercoded frames. Motion
5. Variable Length Codes use fewer bits to represent data which occurs with high frequency and
more bits to represent data which occur with low frequency. Since the luminance does not differ
greatly between adjacent blocks, the codes for small difference use the fewest bits (2 to 3) while
larger differences use up to 7 bits.
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compensation achieves video compression by using a reference pointer or motion vector to
a past or future picture block instead of duplicating the block of 64 samples. In almost all
cases, sending a pointer to a past or future picture block requires less bits than sending the
actual coefficients. Motion compensation uses only the luminance blocks within a macroblock in order to match a reference block. If an exact match is found, only the pointer is
sent. If an exact match is found with a block in the same position, no pointer is sent and
the block is skipped by specifying a skip-indicator. The skip-indicator tells the decoder to
use the values of the block contained in the reference frame in the current position. If a
close match is found, then the difference between the two blocks is sent along with the
pointer.
There are basically three types of motion compensation used in MPEG: forward-predictive, backward-predictive and bidirectional-predictive. Forward-predictive motion
compensation tries to match blocks from a past frame, whereas backward-predictive tries
to match blocks from a future frame. Bidirectional-predictive motion compensation tries
to match blocks from both a past and a future frame and then uses an arithmetical method
(typically the average) in order to synthesize the current block. This technique is often
referred to as interpolation. Block matching can be exhaustive in that all blocks within a
frame can be searched. Typically however, the search area is constrained to an area of +/16 pixels.
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2.5

MPEG Trace Files for Simulation Studies

2.5.1 Wuerzburg Traces
The Wuerzburg traces consist of a set of twenty trace files containing a list of integers
representing the number of bits in an MPEG frame. The traces are organized into three
categories: Movies, News/Talk, Sports and Others. These traces provide a sample of a
broad section of video content for simulation studies and are used in this thesis.
The encoding information used to generate these traces is listed in Table 2-4. Each
Table 2-4. Encoding information for Wuerzburg videos.

Parameter

Setting

Encoder Input
Color Format
Quantization Values
Pattern
GOP Size
Motion Vector Search
Reference Frame
Vector/Range

384x288 pel
YUV (4:1:1, resolution)
I=10, P=14, B=18
IBBPBBPBBPBB
12
Logarithmic/Simple
Original
Half pel / 10

trace was originally recorded onto a VHS tape and encoded using an MPEG software
encoder developed at the University of California at Berkeley. (This is often referred to as
the Berkeley encoder.) The length of each trace is 40,000 frames which represents about
30 minutes of playing time at a frame rate of 24 frames/second. The resolution was 640 x
480 pixels (this format is referred to as square pixel) with GOP parameters, M and N, set
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to 3 and 9 respectively. These traces were VBR encoded by keeping q fixed at 10 for Iframes, 14 for P-frames and 18 for B-frames.
Table 2-5. Listing and description of Weurzburg video traces.

Name

Description

MOVIES
NEWS/TALK
SPORTS
OTHERS

Bond
Dino
Lambs
Starwars
Terminator
Movie
News 1

James Bond: Goldfinger
Jurassic Park
The Silence of the Lambs
Star Wars
Terminator II
movie preview 1994
German TV news

News 2
Talk 1
Talk 2
ATP
Race
SBowl
Soccer 1
Soccer 2
MTV 1
MTV 2
MrBean
Simpsons
Asterix

German TV news
German Talk Show
German Talk Show
ATP tennis final 1994: Becker vs. Sampras
Formula I race: GP Hockenheim 1994
Super Bowl final 1995: San Diego vs. San Francisco
World Cup final 1994: Brazil vs. Italy
World Cup 1994: Germany vs. Belgium
MTV video clips
MTV video clips
episode from the comedy series Mr. Bean
episode from “The Simpsons,” Cartoon
Cartoon

2.5.2 Statistical Characterization of Wuerzburg Traces
The bit-rate of the Wuerzburg traces is statistically characterized in order to assess the
burstiness of an MPEG-1 VBR sequence. [48] Table 2-6 shows that the peak bit-rates
(Rpeak) are as low as 1.91 Mbps for Terminator to 6.03 Mbps for MTV 2. The bit-rate peakto-mean ratio (RPMR) ranges between 5.992 for SBowl and 18.358 for Lambs. Lambs also
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Table 2-6. Wuerzburg traces statistical results.

BIT-RATE (Mb/s)
Video Trace
Bond
Dino
Lambs
Starwars
Terminator
Movie
News 1
News 2
Talk 1
Talk 2
ATP
Race
SBowl
Soccer 1
Soccer 2
Asterix
Mr. Bean
MTV 1
MTV 2
Simpsons

RPeak
5.87
2.87
3.22
3.0
1.91
4.14
4.67
4.56
2.56
3.19
4.58
4.86
3.38
4.49
4.57
3.54
5.50
5.50
6.03
5.80

RAvg
0.583
0.314
0.175
0.224
0.262
0.343
0.494
0.369
0.349
0.431
0.525
0.738
0.564
0.651
0.603
0.537
0.424
0.591
0.474
0.448

RPMR
10.063
9.148
18.363
13.403
7.296
12.085
9.458
12.366
7.346
7.411
8.720
6.583
5.992
6.9
7.579
6.595
12.982
9.316
12.711
12.940

RCV
1.117
1.272
2.345
1.919
0.868
1.751
1.611
1.613
1.291
1.035
0.869
0.474
0.634
0.916
0.717
0.812
1.368
0.879
1.176
1.237

had the highest bit-rate coefficient-of-variation (RCV) at 2.345 and Race had the lowest
RCV at 0.474. Most traces (11-out-of-20) had an RCV greater than, but close to 1.0. The
remaining traces had RCV near 1.0.
Analyzing the statistic by category, the Sports category had the lowest RCV, but the
highest RAvg. Intuitively, the Sports category would be considered a category whose bitrate is the most bursty of all categories due to its high degree of motion content. In reality,
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it is the smoothest category in terms of RPMR and RCV. This is due to the fact that the high
motion content produces a higher bit-rate since P-frames and B-frames are not compressed as effectively. This tends to increase the Ravg which in turn reduces RPMR.
Table 2-7. Bit-rate statistic by category.

Bit-Rate (Mb/s)
Category
Movies
News
Sports
Others

2.5.3

RPeak

RAvg

RPMR

RCV

1.90
1.64
3.04
2.47

0.317
0.410
0.608
0.494

11.725
9.393
7.155
10.908

1.545
1.388
0.722
1.094

Full-Length Trace of Star Wars Video

An MPEG encoding of the movie Star Wars was obtained from Jurgen Enssle at the
University of Stuttgart, Germany. It is the longest trace used in this thesis, consisting of
123,604 frames. The statistic for this trace is shown in Table 2-8. The resolution was set to
640 x 480 pixels and the GOP parameters, M and N, were set to 3 and 9 respectively.
Table 2-8. Bit-Rate statistic of Star Wars video sequence.

Bit-Rate (Mb/s)
Video
Starwars

2.6

RPeak
9.478

RAvg
1.733

RPMR
5.47

RCV
0.519

Summary
An overview of the video compression part of the MPEG-1 standard was given. The

Wuerzburg video traces were statistically characterized in order to determine the burst
characteristics of these sequences. The bit-rate of these traces showed significantly high
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peak-to-mean ratio and bit-rate coefficient-of-variation. The Movie category was the burstiest category, and the Sports category was the smoothest.
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CHAPTER 3

AN INVESTIGATION OF STATISTICAL
SOURCE MODELS FOR VARIABLE BITRATE COMPRESSED VIDEO

3.1

Introduction
This chapter investigates statistical source models for VBR video which have been

proposed for both video conferencing and movie sequences. Video conference models are
defined as those being encoded using either H.261 or MPEG without B frames. A movie
sequence is one which is encoded using MPEG with I, B and P frames. Some examples of
models presented for movie sequences are: Star Wars, The Last Action Hero, and The Wizard of Oz. Only MPEG-1 models were used in this investigation since a viable MPEG-2
model had not been published by the time this investigation was concluded. For the most
part, the models covered should apply to MPEG-2 equally as well. For introductory material on the encoding standards H.261 and MPEG-1, refer to [49] and [46], respectively.
The models are grouped chronologically into four categories: AR/Markov, Transform Sample (TES), Self-Similar and Analytical/i.i.d. These were done in order so that the evo35

lution of VBR modeling was readily discernible. Detailed descriptions of each model,
where necessary, and discussion of the motivations and merits of each model are provided.
Also included is how each model was validated and the number of parameters used by the
model.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses statistical modeling and
model validation. Section 3 covers models based on Markov Chains and Autoregressive
processes (AR). Section 4 covers models based on the TES process. Section 5 describes
models based on self-similar processes. Section 6 presents analytical and non-Markovian
models which are based on i.i.d. processes. Section 7 covers recent models. Section 8
summarizes the chapter, including a comparison of the number of parameters required by
each model. Recommendations and issues relating to model selection are also discussed,
as well as suggestions for further research in VBR modeling.

3.2

Statistical Modeling and Model Validation
A good model is one which can accurately predict performance measures (statistics) of

a stochastic system. For example, if the researcher is interested in the cell loss probability
for an ATM buffer with VBR sources, then a good source model is one which produces a
sample path which can accurately predict this performance measure, when the system is
simulated. In most cases the validity or “goodness” of a model is determined by comparing model predictions (e.g. simulation statistics using the empirical data as the traffic
source) and the corresponding statistics using the model as the traffic source. It is possible
for a model to predict one metric accurately and another inaccurately. For example, a
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Term
ai
bi
ei, e(n)
ρ,ρκ
µi
σi
vi
fk
fY(y)
G(µ,v)
L,R
α,φ
ζ
Vn
H

Definition
AR Coefficients
MA Coefficients
White Noise
Autocorrelation at Lag 1 and Lag k.
Mean of Sequence i.
Standard Deviation of Sequence i.
Variance of the Sequence i.
Probability Mass Function
Probability Density Function of Random Variable Y.
Gaussian Function of Mean µ and Variance v.
TES Parameters where – 0.5 ≤ L < R < 0.5
TES Parameters controlling magnitude and oscillations of the autocorrelation function. Derived from parameters R,L.
TES Stitching Parameter.
TES Innovation Function.
Hurst Parameter

Table 3-1. Definition of Mathematical Terms

model may provide accurate predictions for cell loss probability, and be inaccurate in predicting mean cell delay. The researcher must decide beforehand what the desired system
metrics should be, and select a model which can accurately predict those metrics.
There are reasons to argue that the validation of a source model requires that its distribution and autocorrelation function match well with their empirical counterparts, while
using as few parameters as possible1. The requirement to use fewer parameters is motivated by the fact that they must be estimated from the empirical data. Each estimate incurs

1. The need to exactly match (at all lags) the autocorrelation function is a subject of on-going
debate (see Heyman [50])
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a certain amount of error which in turn tends to reduce the accuracy of the model as the
number of parameters increases (although those errors may occasionally cancel out).
In order to model a stochastic process, the model should accurately predict both the
distribution and the autocorrelation function of the original empirical sequence. Typically,
one tries to fit the empirical data with a classical distribution (e.g. Normal, Log-Normal,
Gamma, etc.), but in situations where an adequate fit is not found, then one can use the
empirical histogram. A common method is to match distributions using a QQ plot. Matching the autocorrelation function is a more difficult task. The autocorrelation function is a
proxy for the temporal (linear) dependence within a stochastic process. Generally, stochastic processes may be classified into three types: independent, short-range dependent
(SRD) and long-range dependent (LRD). An independent source is always uncorrelated,
e.g., is identically zero for positive lags. The lack of correlation, however, does not imply
independence. If the autocorrelation function is summable (e.g. when it decays exponentially fast) then it is referred to as an SRD process, but if it is not summable (e.g., when it
decays hyperbolically) then the source is referred to as an LRD process.
The models are classified into two types: hierarchical and non-hierarchical. Models
which capture scene changes explicitly are referred to as hierarchical models. A scene
change process aims to model the relative frequency of individual scene types over a
longer time scale (minutes or hours) than the bit-rate process (milliseconds). Scene
changes occur when the mean of the bit-rate process changes significantly as a result of a
considerable change in picture content (e.g., camera cuts).
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The parsimony of a model is determined by the number of parameters it requires and
its complexity by the amount of computer time and memory required to generate a sample.
Models which require many parameters generally require many calculations in order to
generate a sample, but there are exceptions (e.g., TES). On the other hand, some models
require few parameters, but take a long time to generate each sample, since each sample is
calculated from all previous samples (e.g. LRD and self-similar models). It is desirable to
develop a model of minimal complexity which provides sufficiently accurate predictions
of the metrics of interest.

3.3

Models Based on Markov Chains and Autoregressive Processes
A brief review of Markov Chains and Autoregressive (AR) processes is provided since

many of the VBR source models are based on them. Both processes incorporate temporal
dependence. AR processes, in most cases, use Gaussian random variables, producing
sequences which are Normally distributed. Markov Chains, those achieving steady-state,
can produce a wide variety of distributions.

3.3.1 Review of the Markov Process
Models based on a Markov process use states to represent bit-rate regimes (roughly a
range of bit-rates of a video sequence). A stochastic process {Xk}, k=1,2,... with state
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space S={1,2,3,...} is Markovian if for every n and all states i1,i2,...,where i n ∈ S it satisfies the Markov property,
P [ Xn Xn – 1 = in – 1, X n – 2 = i n – 2, …, X1 = i 1 ] = P [ Xn = in X n – 1 = i n – 1 ]. (3.1)

Simply put, the current state of a Markov process depends only on its previous state
and not on any additional previous states. A stochastic process is called a Markov Chain if
the state space is countably infinite or finite.
As an example, a continuous-time, discrete-state Markov process behaves as follows:
it enters a state and remains there for an exponential period of time whose parameter λi
depends on the state i. At the end of this period, the process moves to a different state governed by the Markov property. Transitions between states are controlled by a transition
probability matrix; corresponding transition probabilities are estimated from the actual
video trace. Steady-state distributions, if any, are determined from the transition matrix.
For a more complete discussion of Markov Chains see [51].
Markov Chains are often used to modulate other processes such as Bernoulli, Poisson
or AR. The state of the Markov Chain represents a different set of parameters for the particular process. While in a particular state, the model generates samples according to the
particular process (Bernoulli, etc.), at the specific parameter settings. This is done for a
period of time until the process switches to a different state, then generating samples using
a different set of parameters. Models of this type are referred to as Markov modulated or
Markov modified models. Some examples of such models are the Markov Modulated Ber-
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noulli Process (MMBP) and the Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP). Many
examples of video models which use Markov modulation will be presented.

3.3.2 Review of the Autoregressive Process
In an AR process, the current value is a function of a weighted linear combination of
past values. Formally, it is expressed as
p

x ( n ) = a0 +

∑ ai x ( n – i ) + e ( n ),

(3.2)

i=1

where a0 is called the intercept and {a1,a2,...,ap} are AR coefficients, p is the order of the
AR process and e(n) are the residuals, commonly assumed uncorrelated and Normally distributed. The AR coefficients can be determined using the recursive Levinson-Durbin
algorithm [53, Appendix 2A]. AR processes of order p are denoted by AR(p). A special
case of (3.2) is the AR(1) process
x ( n ) = a 0 + a 1 x ( n – 1 ) + e ( n ),

(3.3)

where a1 is the autocorrelation coefficient at lag-1 when the sequence is stationary2. Note
that (3.3) can be seen as a continuous-state, discrete-time Markov process. A model of this
form was presented in [52].

2. A process is stationary if its distribution is independent of time and its autocorrelation and autocovariance is dependent only on the time between samples and not on when the samples were
taken.
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The AR process is a special case of the autoregressive moving average process
(ARMA) which adds a moving average process (MA) giving
p

x ( n ) = a0 +

q

∑ ai x ( n – i ) + ∑ bj e ( n ) .
i=1

(3.4)

j=0

The ARMA process is typically stated as ARMA(p,q) where p is the order of the AR part
and q is the order of the MA part. Determining the coefficients, bj, is a bit more involved
than an AR process and usually requires some form of spectral analysis. [54]

3.3.3 ATM Cell-Level Model Using ARMA Process
Grunenfelder, et al. [54] developed a model from a four second video conference
sequence, for the ATM cell interarrival process from a video encoder using conditional
replenishment3. The model defined a fixed time interval of 64 slots, where 1 slot equaled
the time to transmit a 36 byte cell. The random process, {Xi}, defined the number of cells
generated by the encoder within this interval. The AR part was defined
Z i = αZ i – m + v i ,

(3.5)

3. Encoders using conditional replenishment only transmit the difference in the pixel areas
between a reference and current frame. This is done using differential pulse code modulation
(DPCM). Areas which do not change are run length coded (RLC). When this difference becomes
excessive, a new reference frame is generated and transmitted.
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where { ν i } is white noise and α is the AR coefficient. The MA part was defined
m⁄2

Yi =

∑

hkεi – k

α <1

(3.6)

k = –m ⁄ 2

where the coefficients, hk, were determined using Fourier analysis and {εi} is white noise.
Combining (3.5) and (3.6) gives the ARMA process
V i = Z i + Yi

(3.7)

which is a zero mean process transformed using a zero-mean nonlinearity (ZMNL) function, g(.), of the form aVi+b, giving
Xi = aVi + b.

(3.8)

Model parameters were estimated from the long-term mean, variance and autocovariance of the empirical sequence (four seconds of video). The model did however, require a
significant number of parameters (10,003). This was mostly due to the MA part, which
requires 10,000 coefficients (h1,h2,...h10,000) in order to cover approximately seven
frames. The remaining three parameters were: α used for the AR process and (a,b), which
were used for the ZMNL function. This model can be viewed as modeling the video
sequence at the sub-frame layer (slice/GOB). It also matched the pseudo-periodic autocorrelation function, typical of these sequences, quite well.
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3.3.4

Video Conference Model Using Markov Chain

Heyman, et al. [55] developed a frame level4 ATM model of a 30 minute video conference sequence which contained no scene changes and moderate motion. The model
defined the number of ATM cells per frame, Xn, and the state of the Markov Chain, Yn,
where Y n =

Xn ⁄ 10

5

. The transition probability matrix, P=[pij], was estimated using,

number of transitions from state i to state j
p ij = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
number of transitions out of state i

(3.9)

This model required many parameters due to the transition probability matrix. In order
to reduce the number of parameters, the authors used the Discrete Autoregressive Process
(DAR) which estimated the transition probabilities by using the empirical marginal distribution and autocorrelation coefficient. The transition matrix was given by
P = ρI + ( 1 – ρ )Q,

(3.10)

where ρ is the autocorrelation at lag 1, I is the identity matrix, and each row of Q consists
of the marginal probability distribution function (pdf) of the empirical data. Empirical data
was found to fit a negative-binomial distribution. Each row in Q contained the probabilic

ties ( f 0, f1, …, f K, f K ) defined by,
k + r + 1 r
k
fk = 
p (1 – p )
k
c

fK =

∑ fk

k>K

4. The frame level corresponds to MPEG or H.261 pictures.
5. x is the floor function, where x is rounded towards – ∞
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(3.11)

where the parameters r and p are estimated from the empirical data, and K is the maximum
number of cells in a frame. By using DAR, the number of parameters was reduced to only
four: peak, mean, variance, and autocorrelation at lag 1.
Interestingly, this model gave rise to better bit-rate predictions than a second order AR
process which was also proposed at the time. This model is suitable for video conferences
with no significant scene changes, since it does not model the scene changes explicitly.
The model does rely on the use of a classical distribution (negative-binomial) in DAR;
however, the empirical distribution could be used.
Lucantoni, et al. [56] proposed a model using a discrete-state, continuous-time
Markov Renewal Process (MRP), which they compared to the DAR model. This model is
of the same vein as MMPP, but instead the bit-rate is fixed, not probabilistic. They divided
the range of possible rates into 40 equidistant levels and assigned a state in the Markov
Chain to each level. One, and sometimes two, geometric distributions were fitted to
sojourn time at each level. Sample paths generated by the model are strikingly similar in
appearance to the empirical trace data. They compared the leaky bucket contour curves,
generated using both models, and found that MRP was better than DAR in approximating
the results produced when using the empirical sequence.

3.3.5

Hierarchical Model Using Composite AR Processes and Markov Chain

Ramamurthy and Sengupta [57] proposed a hierarchical model which used a Markov
Chain to capture the effects of a scene change. The model consisted of two AR processes.
The first attempts to match the autocorrelation function at short lags, and the second to
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match the autocorrelation at long lags. The third process is a Markov process which is
used for scene changes. Combining the three processes gave the final model
Ti = Xi + Yi + Zi

(3.12)

where
X i = a 1 Xi – 1 + Ai ,

(3.13)

Y i = a 2 Yi – 1 + B i and

(3.14)

··
Zi = K i C i .

(3.15)

Equation (3.13) was used to generate a sequence whose autocorrelation function
matched that of the empirical sequence at short lags while (3.14) matched it at longer lags.
Both equations are AR(1) processes, where Ai and Bi are normally distributed with means:
µ1, µ2 and standard deviations: σ1, σ2. Equation (3.15) was used to generate the extra bits
needed when a scene change occurred, where Ki represents the state of the Markov Chain
and Ci is a normally distributed random variable whose mean and variance depends on Ki.
The number of parameters required for Ci is reduced from four to two by making the mean
and variance a function of α and β. When Ki=1, µ=α/2 and σ=β/2 and when Ki=2, µ=α
and σ=β. The basic premise behind the use of the Markov Chain, shown in Figure 3-1, is
to generate the extra bits needed in the two frames following a scene change. The model
proposed by Heyman and Lakshman, discussed later in this chapter, also takes into consid-
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eration the first two frames after a scene change. This model requires a total of eight
parameters (a1,µ1,σ1,a2,µ2,σ2,α,β).
p

1-p

Ki=0

1

1
Ki=1
Ci(µ=α/2, σ=β/2)

Ki=2
Ci(µ=α,σ=β)

Figure 3-1. Markov Chain of scene change process.

3.3.6

MPEG Frame and Slice Layer Models Using Markov Chain

Pancha and El Zarki [15] proposed an MPEG frame and slice layer Markov Chain
model for a 3 minute, 40 second sequence of the movie Star Wars. This model differs
from Heyman’s model in that rather than each state representing the number of cells in a
frame, each state represents a bit-rate change of one standard deviation. This is illustrated
in Figure 3-2. Transition matrices were given for different GOP sizes, and in general, the
larger the GOP size the more states required in the Markov Chain. Also, the slice layer
required more states than the frame layer. The number of parameters required by the models ranged from 51 for the frame layer to 102 for the slice layer. The mean and standard
deviation were estimated from the empirical trace data and were added to the number of
transition probabilities summarized in Table 3-2.
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Figure 3-2. Markov chain model for video sources.

Transition Probabilities
GOP Size (N)

Frame Type

Frame

Slice

1

I

49

64

16

I,P

64

81

2688

I

64

100

Table 3-2. Transition probability count for frame and slice layer models.

3.3.7 Video Conference Model Using Composite AR Processes
Yegenoglu, et al. [58] analyzed a full-motion color video sequence of 500 frames
encoded by discrete cosine transform (DCT), differential pulse code modulation (DPCM)
and motion compensation. The picture resolution was 720x480 pixels with 16 bits per
pixel and a rate of 30 frames per second. The primary motivation for this model was to
produce a multi-modal probability density function (in this case, Gaussian). Previous
work indicated that the probability density functions of VBR video conference streams
appeared to consist of a combination of probability distribution functions; indeed the
model did produce a multimodal probability density function.
The model is based on an AR process whose parameters are modulated by a Markov
Chain. The model quantizes bit-rates into N levels where a quantization level loosely cor48

responds to a scene class. The Markov Chain defines the transition process between quantization levels, where a single distinct AR(1) process is defined for each state of the
Markov Chain. When the bit-rate crosses a quantization level, the first frame of the new
quantization level is sampled from an i.i.d. Gaussian random variable.
The state of the Markov Chain at a particular time instant, t, is defined as xt, where
x t ≠ x t – 1 signifies a state change has occurred. For each state, i, there are a unique set of
coefficients which are used to determine the number of bits per frame given by the regressive relation,
2

 a ( i )y t – 1 + G ( µ ( i ), σ ( i ) ),
yt = 

G ( η ( i ), ν ( i ) ),

if x t = x t – 1 = i
if x t ≠ x t – 1 ; x t = i

(3.16)

where G(.) is a Gaussian random variable and a(i) is the autocorrelation coefficient at lag
one at state i. When a state transition occurs, a sample is drawn from G ( η ( i ), ν ( i ) ) ,
where the mean and variance of the bit-rate process is conditioned on the state of the
Markov Chain, i. The parameters for (3.16) are calculated using the following constraints
2

D (i)
a ( i ) = 1 – ------------- ,
2ν ( i )

(3.17)

2

η(i)(D (i))
µ ( i ) = ----------------------------- ,
2v ( i )
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(3.18)

2

D (i)
σ ( i ) = D ( i ) 1 – -------------  ,
4ν ( i )
2

2

(3.19)

where
2

2

D ( i ) = E [ ( yt – y t – 1 ) xt = xt – 1 = i ]

(3.20)

is the conditioned expected square difference of the bit-rates in adjacent frames. This
parameter allows for the empirical data to be characterized in one pass, rather than the two
2

passes it would have otherwise required. The values η ( i ) , v ( i ) and D ( i ) are estimated
from the empirical data.
The probability density function, fY(y), of the number of bits per frame, yt, is approximated by a combination of N Gaussian densities
N

fY ( y ) =

∑ pi fG ( η ( i ), ν ( i ) ) ( y )

(3.21)

i=1

where pi is the steady-state probability of state i in the underlying Markov Chain.
Three states were used to represent the quantizations (0,44), (44,55) and (55,∞) kbits/
sec, resulting in good agreement between the distributions of the model and empirical data
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The model captured the first, second and fourth
moments of the actual data; however, the third moment in one particular state differed significantly. This was due to the fact that the actual data was not symmetrical about the
mean beyond 55 kbits/sec.
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This model required a total of nine parameters, three for each quantization level
2

{ D ( i ) ,η ( i ) ,v ( i ) } where i={1,2,3}. This model is useful for video conference sequences
with small to moderate motion and scene changes. The tricky part is to determine the
appropriate quantization levels, a task that requires visual inspection of the empirical bitrate distribution.

3.3.8

Block-Based Video Conference Model Using AR Processes

Jabbari et al. [59] developed a block-based, bit-rate model of a video encoder which
adhered to the general MPEG syntax. The encoder differs from the recommended MPEG
implementation in that the resolution is CCIR instead of SIF. Interlaced scanning was
used, producing two fields for every frame. In most aspects, the encoder is more similar to
MPEG-2 than to MPEG-1. The statistics for the encoded blocks contained within the I and
P frames were estimated for a sequence of 350 fields (175 frames). The model does not
account for B frames. The model divided each field into three block types: 0, 1 and 2
where a block is defined as an 8x8 matrix of pixels. Type 0 blocks were encoded using
Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) and were used for sequences with very little
motion. Type 1 blocks used motion compensation on sequences containing moderate
motion. Type 2 blocks used DCT on sequences with high motion. I frames contained only
type 2 blocks while, P frames contained all three types.
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The model consisted of a vector-valued sequence
x 0 ( n ) = a 0 x 0 ( n – 1 ) + e 0 ( n ),
x 1 ( n ) = a 1 x 1 ( n – 1 ) + b 0 x 0 ( n ) + b 2 x 2 ( n ) + e 1 ( n ),

(3.22)

x 2 ( n ) = a 2 x 2 ( n – 1 ) + e 2 ( n ),

whose components represent the number of Type 0, 1 and 2 blocks in each frame, n is the
2

frame index and ei(n) is a Gaussian random variable with mean µi and variance σ i for
i=0,1 and 2. The determination of the parameters for (3.22) was involved and is not
included here; but details can be found in [59].
The average number of bits for block type i, within frame n, is given by
r i ( n ) = c i r i ( n – 1 ) + g i ( n ),

(3.23)

where ci is the first order AR coefficient and gi is a Gaussian random variable. This was
used to find the total bits per block type i within frame n given as
u i ( n ) = r i ( n )x i ( n ).

i = 0, 1 and 2,

(3.24)

The final model for the total number of bits per frame, uT(n), is therefore,
u T ( n ) = u0 ( n ) + u1 ( n ) + u 2 ( n ).

(3.25)

The model produced sample data which was shown to match the distribution of the
actual data well via a QQ-plot. However, the model was not used in the simulation of a
multiplexer and the autocorrelation function of uT was not given. A total of 20 parameters
were required for this model, of which
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{a 0, µ0 ,σ 0 ,a 1 ,b 0 ,b 2 ,µ 1 ,σ 1 ,a 2 ,µ 2 ,σ 2}
were used for the number blocks per frame, and ( c i ,µ i ,σ i ) , i={0,1,2}, were used for the
number of bits per block.

3.3.9 Hierarchical Model Using the DAR Process
Heyman and Lakshman [60] proposed an ATM frame layer model for sequences generated using a DPCM codec (motion compensation was not used) consisting of three different stochastic processes: (1) scene length, (2) size of the first frame after a scene
change, and (3) size of frames within a scene. Scene change boundaries were determined
using the second difference
( Xi + 1 – X i ) – ( Xi – X i – 1 )
∆i = ------------------------------------------------------------m
1
---- ∑ X i – k
m

(3.26)

k=1

where Xi is the number of bits in frame i. A scene change is defined to occur when ∆i is
large and negative (m was heuristically determined). The scene change process was determine to be uncorrelated; therefore, matching the distribution was sufficient. The first
frame after a scene change was found to follow a different stochastic process. Since the
scene content changed completely the frame had to be regenerated. They found that, in
most cases scene lengths fit one of the common failure-time distributions, such as Weibull,
Gamma or Pareto. The number of cells within a scene change frame fit Weibull, Gamma,
and in one case Normal distributions (some sequences, however, did not appear to fit any
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distribution). The frame following a scene change frame was generated using linear prediction of the form
Y i = a + bXi + ε i

(3.27)

where a and b are fixed coefficients and the {ει} is white noise.
A Markov Chain was used where each state represented the integer part of Xi ⁄ N ,
where Xi is the number of bits in the frame and N is a positive integer. The transition probability matrix was determined using DAR. Each row of the Q matrix consisted of the distribution probabilities which fit the particular sequence. This was either Pareto, Weibull or
Gamma. The final models, which are summarized in Table 3-3, required a total of ten
parameters.

Process Name

Process Type

Parameters

Scene Length

i.i.d

Number of Cells in Scene
Change Frame

i.i.d

2
2

Number of Cells in next Frame
after Scene Change Frame

deterministic

3

Number of Cells in Frame within
a Scene

DAR

3

Table 3-3. Process summary of hierarchical model.

Frater, et al., [61] proposed a similar model; however, the scene change boundaries
were determined in a slightly different way. Also processes for the first two frames after a
scene change were not considered. Scene change boundaries were determined by detect-
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ing a large difference in the output of a combination of median and averaging filters of the
frame size. The scene length, pdf, was found to be of the form
a
p ( x ) = ---------------n
2
+
x b

(3.28)

where a and b are constants, and n is estimated from the empirical sequence.
This model used the DAR process and the negative-binomial distribution for the frame
size process; thereby, requiring a total of five parameters (ρ,r,p,b,n). Even though the
scene change frame process was not modeled, cell loss simulation results did appear to
match well the results produced when using empirical trace data.

3.4

Models Based on the Time Expanded Sample Process
The Transform-Expanded-Sample (TES) processes are designed to simultaneously fit

both the marginal distribution and the autocorrelation function of the empirical data. This
general method can match any marginal distribution exactly, and can simultaneously
approximate a wide variety of autocorrelation functions. A software package called TEStool supports TES modeling via a graphical user interface which facilitates both algorithms
and interactive searches for TES models [62]. Recently, Jelenkovic and Melamed [63]
developed an algorithm which largely automates the search process and invariably leads to
a more accurate model than those obtained via human interaction.
TES’s ability to match marginal distributions exactly and approximate many autocorrelation functions makes it an excellent choice for constructing a source model. A brief
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overview of TES processes is included; however, for more in-depth information, the
reader is referred to [64].

3.4.1 Overview of TES Process
TES defines a method for generating an auxiliary background process, {Un}, which
modifies the autocorrelation functions of the target random variables {Xn}. [64] The process {Xn} is referred to as the foreground process and is generated from {Un} by using a
suitable transformation. The process {Un} defines a random walk on the unit circle (circumference 1) based on the modulo-1 (fractional part) operator, defined as
〈 x〉 = x – x

6.

There are two types of TES background processes: {U+} and {Un- }. They are defined
as,
U ,
 0
+
Un =  +
 〈 U n – 1 + V n〉 ,

n = 0
n>0

 +
 Un ,
Un = 
+
1 – Un ,


n even
(3.29)
n odd

where the initial value U0 is uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1). {Vn}, called the
innovation sequence, consists of a sequence of i.i.d. random variables which are independent of U0. The background process {U+} can generate both negative decaying or oscillatory autocorrelation functions. Process {U-} generates autocorrelations which alternate in
polarity between odd and even lags.

6.

x

is the largest integer less than or equal to x (floor function).
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In general, {Vn} is obtained from the innovation density fV, which is typically restricted
to step-functions in order to simplify the parameter search. In the simplest non-trivial case
of uniform innovations, {Vn} is determined by two parameters L and R where
Vn = L + ( R – L )Zn .

(3.30)

This is generally referred to as the single-step innovation function where
– 0.5 ≤ L < R < 0.5 . The process Zn is i.i.d. and uniformly distributed over the interval
[0,1). The parameterization (L,R) is equivalent to the parameterization (α,φ) where
α = R – L,
(3.31)

R+L
φ = ------------- .
R–L

The (α,φ) parameterization is convenient for calculating the autocorrelation function. The
parameter α controls the magnitude of the autocorrelation function and φ controls its oscillations.
Once the background process is determined, the next step is to define the desired fore+

-

ground process, {Xn}. This is done by applying to { U n } or { U n } a transformation called
–1

–1

the distortion function. A common distortion is of the form D = H Y °S ξ , where H Y is
the inverse of the cumulative histogram of the empirical data and S ξ is a stitching transform. A stitching transformation is used, parameterized by a stitching parameter
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 where
 --y
 ξ
Sξ ( y ) = 
1–y
 ----------1 – ξ
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0≤y≤ξ
ξ ≤ y < 1.

(3.32)

+

-

S ξ is an intermediate step designed to “smooth” the sample paths of { U n } and { U n }
when crossing the origin. In most cases, a value at or near 0.5 is selected for ξ. Finally, the
requisite foreground TES sequence is defined by,
–1

X n = H Y ( S ξ ( U n ) ).

3.4.2

(3.33)

H.261 GOB Layer Model

Melamed, et al. [65] developed a model for the number of bits per group-of-blocks
(GOB) for H.261-encoded video. In H.261, each frame consisted of 12 GOBs, each containing 33 macroblocks. A macroblock contained four luminance blocks (block=8x8 pixels) and two chrominance blocks. The simulated system was an 802.3 LAN driven by
multiple video sources. Each data packet consisted of one or more GOBs.
They observed that the bit-rate data, at the GOB level, contained a significant periodic
component. This was due to the fact that a scene tends to change slowly over time relative
to the frame rate. They removed this component from the sample data, and then applied
TES to the residual process, Rn. The periodic component was determined by using periodogram analysis to estimate the parameters K, ωi, Ai and Bi. These parameters were used
to model the periodic component as
K

Pn =

∑ ( A i cos ωi n + Bi sin ωi n ).

(3.34)

i=1

The residual process was then,
Rn = X n – Pn .
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(3.35)

Using the TEStool software, a single-step innovation density with α=0.50 and φ=0.30
was determined for Rn and the stitching parameter, ξ , was set to 0.5. The periodic process
was added to the TES process yielding the final foreground process
-1

+

Xn = H Y ( S 0.5 ( U n ) ) + P n .

(3.36)

The parameters for the model were {α, φ ,ξ ,Ai ,Bi} where i=1,2...K. The model produced an autocorrelation which matched its empirical data counterpart up to a lag of 100
frames. It then was compared to an earlier AR model which did not extract the periodic
component, but distributed the bits within a frame equally across GOBs. When compared
to the results using the AR model, the simulation showed the TES model produced lower
packet loss and delay given the same throughput.

3.4.3

MPEG Frame and Slice Layer Models Using a Generalized TES Process

Lazar et al. [66] developed both a frame and slice layer models for a DCT encoded
version of the movie Star Wars. They used a generalized TES (GTES) process in which the
innovation process was not i.i.d. Each scene was modeled as a stationary process and
scene lengths followed a geometric distribution with parameter
1
p = ------------------------ ,
1 + E [ Ln ]

(3.37)

where E[Ln] is the expected value of the duration of a scene (Ln). Scene change boundaries were determined using the absolute difference in bit-rates of adjacent frames. The
model attempted to capture the large change in bit-rate magnitude observed at scene
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change boundaries. The scene change process was incorporated into the innovation process as
αc
Vn = ( 1 – W n ) ( L + ( R – L )Zn ) + W n – ------ + αc Zn  .
2

(3.38)

{Zn} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with uniform marginals in the interval [0,1),
and {Wn} is a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables signaling that a scene change
occurred. The GTES parameters were determined heuristically to be α c = 0.28 and R=L=0.001. The average scene length, E[Ln], was found to be about 100 frames.
The same innovation process, with only a slight modification, was used for the slice
layer model. In order to replicate the pseudo-periodic behavior of the autocorrelation function, they added a modulating function an. The background process was then defined as
U n = 〈 U n – 1 + a n V n〉 ,

(3.39)

where
1

an = 
 –1


s
if 0 ≤ n%s ≤ --- – 1,
2
s
if --- ≤ n%s ≤ s – 1,
2

(3.40)

with s being the number of slices per frame and % is the modulo operator.
The value of E[Ln] must now be expressed in terms of slices, so a scale transformation
changed it from 100 frames to 3000 slices (30 slices per frame). The parameters L and R
were set to 0.003 and 0.008 respectively, while αcwas left intact.
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The final model for both the frame and slice layer was
-1

X n = H Y ( S ξ ( U n ) ),

(3.41)

where an=1 for the frame layer model, and an is given by (3.40) for the slice layer model.
The parameters for the model were {αs, α c ,ξ ,p}

for the frame layer and

{αs, α c ,ξ ,p, a n} for the slice layer. The frame layer model matched the autocorrelation
function of the empirical data well up to a lag of about 300 frames, but thereafter it
dropped below its empirical counterpart. The slice layer model matched the autocorrelation well up to a lag of 100 frames. The pseudo-periodic behavior was captured, but the
model appeared to underestimate the peaks in the autocorrelation function. The attractiveness of the GTES approach, is that it provided a way to model VBR video at two different
time scales (slice and frame), while directly incorporating a scene change mechanism.
This is the first model considered to be of the hierarchical type.

3.4.4

MPEG Frame Layer Model Using a Composite-TES Processes

Reininger, et al. [67] developed a model for MPEG sequences containing I, B and P
+

-

frames. The model used the background process { U } for I, and B frames and { U } for
I+

P frames giving the background sequences, { U } , { U

B+

P-

} and { U } . This model

didn’t take into account the scene change process.
An interesting point regarding this model is that the number of bits in B and P frames,
within a Group Of Pictures (GOP), depends on the I frame located at the beginning of the
GOP. Recall that in MPEG, a GOP consists of a set of I, B and P frames arranged in a
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GOP 0

GOP 1

I+
U0

I+
U1

I-frames

P-

U1

U3

P-

U1

B+

U4

P-frames

P-

U7

P-

U2
…

I+

Uk
B+

P-

B+

U1

GOP k

.......

B+

P-

U8
…
B+
U 12

B+

U6

U 2k + 1

B+

U 6k + 1
B+

U 2k + M – 1 U 6k + 2
…
B+
U6k + ( N – M ) )

B-frames

Figure 3-3. Generation of background processes for I, P and B frames in
relation to the GOP sequence.

deterministic pattern which repeats throughout the sequence. For example, given a frame
sequence {...I2B3B4P2B5B6P3B7B8I3...} where the subscript is the index number of the
associated frame type, the background sequence variates for B3 and P2 are set equal to the
I+

B+

P-

background sequence variate for I2 ( U 2 = U 3 = U 2 ) . This makes intuitive sense
because both B and P frames, within a GOP, reference the I frame in the encoding process.
An illustration of the relationship of the background sequences for I, P and B frames is
shown in Figure 3-3.
The final model was composed of a deterministic combination of each frame type process. Process selection was determined by the GOP frame sequence pattern, defined by the
MPEG encoding parameters N and M, which are the I frame and P frame distances respectively. The three random processes are defined as
I+

= H YI ( S ξI ( U n ) ),

B+

= H Y B ( S ξB ( U n ) ),

P-

= H YP ( S ξ P ( U n ) ).

Xn
Xn

Xn

–1

I+

–1

B+

–1

P-
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(3.42)

The model required nine parameters, { αi ,φ i ,ξi }, where i is the frame type. An interesting point is that MPEG sequences containing IBP frames exhibited a pseudo-periodic
autocorrelation function similar to that produced by slice layer sequences. This was
caused by the deterministic sequencing of IBP frames defined by the GOP pattern. This
model is well suited to capture the pseudo-periodic behavior of the autocorrelation function.

3.4.5

MPEG Frame Layer Model Using a Markov Modulated TES Process

Melamed and Pendarakis [68] developed a model for a DCT encoded version of the
movie Star Wars (this is the same sequence used in Section 3.4.3 which takes scene
changes into account. The approach taken here is different from that in Section 3.4.3 in
that the scene change process is not assumed to be i.i.d, but Markovian. The first task was
then to segment the video sequence into individual scene segments and classify each segment. Scene boundaries were detected by measuring the sustained absolute difference of
the bit-rates between a series of successive frames. This was similar to the technique used
in Section 3.4.37.
Once the video sequence was segmented, each segment was classified using a clustering algorithm based on the minimum Euclidean distance between mean bit-rates. Four
clusters were sufficient to categorize the video sequence into four scene classes. A TES
model was then created for each scene class. Each class was mapped to a state of a

7. It should be noted, that sequences containing I, B and P frames will require different methods to
determine scene change boundaries. It seems feasible that, in this case, this technique could be
applied to I frames only.
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p2,1

1+

( { Xn }, T 1 )

2+

( { X n }, T 1 )

p1,2

p1

p 2, 3

,4

p1,3

p2,4
p4,2

p3,1

p4

p 3, 2

,1

p4,3

3+

( { X n }, T 1 )

4+

( { Xn }, T1 )

p3,4

Figure 3-4. Modulating Markov Chain to control TES process selection and scene
duration based on class type. Transition probabilities, pij, from class i to class j are
determined from the empirical data of scene transitions. The sojourn time, Ti, is
i+
sampled from the empirical distribution of class i scene durations. { X n } represents
the TES process for scene class i.

Markov Chain, illustrated in Figure 3-4, which is the reason for the name Markov Renewal
Modulated TES (MRMT) process. Scene durations were class dependent; however, its
autocorrelation function was practically zero for lags greater than five frames. As a result,
it was assumed to be i.i.d. random variable, represented by {Ti}, where i = 1,2,3,4 is the
class index. Although it is not explicitly stated, the scene duration distribution is geometric. The video sequence is the same as that used in [66] where its form is stated explicitly.
The final model consisted of four TES processes, one for each class,
i+

-1

i+

X n = HY i ( Sξi( Un ) )

i = 1, 2, 3, 4

(3.43)

as well as four renewal processes for the corresponding scene durations.
The parameters for the model were {αi, φ i ,ξi ,P} , where i is the class index and
P = [ p i, j ] is the transition probability matrix. This yielded total of 24 parameters, 12 for
the matrix, and 3 for each TES process. This model was used to generate 171,000 samples.
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The attendant sample path, histogram, autocorrelation function and spectral density were
compared to their empirical counterparts. In all cases excellent matches were achieved.
This model produced better matches to the autocorrelation function at long lags since the
Markov Chain captures the longer-term scene change behavior.

3.5

Models Based on Self-Similar Processes
Generally, a process is said to be self-similar if the samples for that process appear

“similar” regardless of the duration of the sampling interval (time scale). One of the
important characteristics of a self-similar processes is that it is long-range dependent
(LRD) which means that: (1) the autocorrelation function is not summable, and (2) the
power spectrum at low frequencies is unbounded and approaches infinity as the frequency
approaches zero (DC component). This behavior differs from short-range dependent
(SRD) processes whose autocorrelation functions are summable and power spectrums are
bounded at low frequencies. Recent work by Beran, et al. [69] has shown that long-range
dependence is intrinsic to VBR sequences. Given that there is some evidence that LRD
processes can negatively affect multiplexing performance [70,71] source models which
capture this characteristic were developed. A brief overview of LRD is presented; for
more information the reader should see [69].

3.5.1

Overview of Long-Range Dependence

It has been found that LRD processes occur quite often in nature. Natural phenomena
such as rainfall, the annual growth of tree rings and river levels are often described as a
self-similar process. Hurst first discovered this property by investigating the amount of
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storage required in the Great Lakes of the Nile river basin. [72] He found that the expected
value of the quantity R ( n ) ⁄ S ( n ) (rescaled adjusted range statistic R/S), asymptotically
followed a power law
H

E [ R ( n ) ⁄ S ( n ) ] ≈ cn ,

n→∞

(3.44)

where c is a positive constant independent of n, R ( n ) is the adjusted range, S ( n ) is the
sample standard deviation, and H is the Hurst Parameter with range 0.5 < H < 1. The
rescaled adjusted range was calculated using
max ( 0, W 1, W2, …Wn ) – min ( 0, W 1, W2, …Wn )
R(n)
----------- = --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------S( n )
S(n )

(3.45)

where
W 0 = 0,
n

Wk =

∑ Xi – kX ( n )

(3.46)
k = 1, 2, …, n

i=1

and Xi is the empirical sequence.
The value E [ R ( n ) ⁄ S ( n ) ] was calculated for different values of n and plotted in a Pox
diagram where log ( E [ R ( n ) ⁄ S ( n ) ] ) is plotted on the y axis and log ( n ) is plotted on the
x axis. Linear regression was used to estimate the Hurst parameter where
log E [ R ( n ) ⁄ S ( n ) ]
H = -------------------------------------------- .
log n
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(3.47)
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Figure 3-5. Comparison of the Hurst effect on a random process: (a) samples generated
using fractional ARIMA process (x-axis = sample, y-axis = magnitude) (b) corresponding
empirical autocorrelation functions (x-axis = correlation coefficient, y-axis = lag).

Other methods can be used to estimate H in addition to R/S analysis such as VarianceTime and Periodogram analysis.
Typical values of H for various sequences are given in Table 3-4. Note that the value
of H for i.i.d random processes is 0.5, while for computer traffic it is approximately 1. Figure 3-5 shows the effect of the value of H on a random sequence. Samples generated using
a fractional ARIMA process for four different values of H were plotted. As H increased, a
noticeable low frequency oscillation was evident in the sequence envelope.
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TRAFFIC TYPE
Computer Traffic [73]
CNN [74]
Star Wars (Motion JPEG) [74]
Star Wars (MPEG IBP) [74]
Star Wars (B/W, DCT) [75]
Video Conference [69]
i.i.d [51,76]

H
≈1
0.90
0.88
0.86
0.83
0.6-0.75
0.5

Table 3-4. Hurst parameters of various traffic types.

Once H was estimated, a processes such as Fractional ARIMA, or Fast Fractional
Gaussian Noise (ffGn), was used to create a background sequence. This sequence can then
be used to generate the foreground sequence using the desired empirical marginal bit-rate
distribution.

3.5.2 Frame Layer Model Using a Fractional ARIMA Process
Garrett and Willinger [75] developed a model for a DCT encoded version of the movie
Star Wars (same one used in Section 3.4.3). To match both the left and right tails of the
empirical distribution they used a hybrid distribution, FΓ ⁄ P , which consisted of a concatenation of a Gamma distribution for the left tail and a Pareto distribution for the right tail.
Right tail matching is particularly important because it describes the probabilities of high
bit-rates which can significantly affect queueing performance.
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This model used a fractional ARIMA(0,d,0) process to generate the background
sequence, where d=H-0.5, and its autocorrelation function is given by
d ( 1 + d )… ( k – 1 + d )
ρ k = --------------------------------------------------------- .
( 1 – d ) ( 2 – d )… ( k – d )

(3.48)

The background process, {Uk}, was generated using Hosking’s algorithm8 [77] which
2

is an o(n2) algorithm. Each Uk is Gaussian with mean µ k and variance σ k which are given
by the function φ, defined recursively by
φ kj = φ k – 1, j – φ kk φ k – 1, k – j ,

j = 1, …, k – 1 (3.49)

φ kk = ( N k ⁄ D k ),

(3.50)

where
k–1

Nk = ρk –

∑ φk – 1, j ρk – j ,

(3.51)

j=1

2

D k = D k – 1 – ( N k – 1 ⁄ D k – 1 ).

(3.52)

The initial values were N0=0 and D0=1. The mean and variance were then
k

µk =

∑ φkj X k – j ,

(3.53)

j=1

8. One interesting feature of this algorithm is that, given a discrete autocorrelation sequence, ρk, a
sample path can be generated whose autocorrelation matches it. We will see this technique used
later in a model proposed by Huang.
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2

2

2

σ k = ( 1 – φ kk )σ k – 1 ,

(3.54)

where the random variable, X0, was sampled from a standard normal distribution. Finally,
the number of bits per frame was represented by the foreground sequence, {Yk}, which was
generated using the transformation
–1

Y k = F Γ ⁄ P ( F N ( U k ) ).

k>0

(3.55)
–1

FN was the standard normal cumulative distribution function and FΓ ⁄ P ( . ) was the
inverse of the aforementioned hybrid Gamma/Pareto cumulative distribution function.
Note that the LRD property was preserved when transforming from Uk to Xk.
The parameters required by the model were ( µ Γ ,σ Γ ,m T ,H ) where µΓ and σ Γ are the
mean and variance of the Gamma distribution and mT is the slope of the line which best
fits the tail of the Pareto distribution. The model parsimoniously captured the LRD aspect
of this sequence using a single parameter.

3.5.3

MPEG Frame Layer Model Using a ffGN Approximation

Enssle proposed a VBR model in [78] for an MPEG version of Star Wars containing
I,B and P frames. The model used the fast fractional Gaussian Noise (ffGN) algorithm to
generate the background sequence. [79] This method was an approximation to the fractional Gaussian noise process and had a computational complexity of o(n). The ffGN algorithm provided a faster way to generate the background sequence as compared to
fractional ARIMA.
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The background process, {Us(t)}, was generated using ffGN. The Hurst parameter, H,
was estimated to be 0.856, using Periodogram and R/S analysis, which compared well
with the value 0.83 found in [75]. The ffGN algorithm required two additional parameters
besides H, called the base, B, and quality, Q. Selecting a value for B in the range
1.1 < B < 2 and Q = 20 produced acceptable estimates of the autocorrelation function
(This was heuristically determined). The background process, {Us(t,H)}, consisted of high
and low frequency components,
U s ( t, H ) = U l ( t, H ) + U h ( t, H ).

(3.56)

The low frequency component was a weighted sum of independent Markov-Gauss processes
N

U l ( t, H ) =

∑ Wk G ( t, rk ).

(3.57)

k=1

The number of Markov-Gauss processes were
N =

ln ( Qn ) ⁄ ln ( B ) ,

(3.58)

where n is the length of the time series and the weight factors are
1–H

Wk =

H–1

– 2k ( 1 – H )

–B
)( B
)
H ( 2H – 1 ) ( B
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
Γ ( 3 – 2H )
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(3.59)

The lag-1 covariance was given by
rk = e

–B

–k

(3.60)

which is used in the Markov-Gauss process

G k ( 1 ),

G ( t, r k ) = 
2
 r k G ( t – 1, r k ) + ( 1 – r k )G k ( t ),


t=1

(3.61)

t>1

where Gk(t) is standard normal.
The high frequency component of (3.56) is
H–1

U h ( t, H ) =

(3.62)

B
1 – ----------------------------------------- G ( t )
4 ( 1 – H )Γ ( – 2H )

where G(t) is standard normal.
Each frame type had a corresponding distribution for the number of bits per frame, and
was determined to fit the Lognormal distribution well. The background process, Us(t,H),
–1

was then distorted using the transformation of the frame type distribution, Fi , to give
–1

Xi ( t ) = Fi ( U s ( t ) ),

i = 1, 2, …, n

(3.63)

1
ln ( 1 + Φ )Xs ( t ) + lnE [ Xi ] – --- ln(1+Φ ) ,
2

(3.64)

which translated to the following
Xi ( t ) = exp
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where Φ = ( Var [ Xi ] ) ⁄ E [ X i ]

2

and i is the frame type I, B or P.

The model requires a total of nine parameters: B, Q and H for the background process
and E [ X i ] , Var [ X i ] , for the Lognormal distributions. The model basically operated as
follows. At time t, the frame type i, which is predetermined by the MPEG GOP pattern
(IBBPBBP...), was used to select one of the three transform functions: XI(t), XB(t) and
XP(t). A sample was then generated for {Us(t,H)} which was used in the selected transform
function. Time was then incremented to determine the next frame type and the process
continued for the duration of the video sequence.

3.5.4 A Unified MPEG Frame Layer Model
Huang, et al. [80] developed a model for an MPEG encoding of the movie, The Last
Action Hero, which contains I, B and P frames. It is referred to as a unified model because
it used a hybrid function in order to match the autocorrelation function for both the shortterm and long-term lags. The Hurst parameter, H, was used to generate the LRD part of
the autocorrelation function, and a weighted sum of exponentials was used to match the
SRD part. These parts were then combined to yield the hybrid autocorrelation function
– 0.00565k

e
ρk = 
 1.59k –0.2

k < Kt
k ≥ Kt

(3.65)

where Kt is the boundary between the SRD and LRD parts. The Hurst parameter was
determined using both R/S and Variance-Time analysis. The SRD parameters were determined by using regression analysis. Once the autocorrelation function was determined,
Hosking’s algorithm was used to define the background process, {Un}. Individual histo73

grams were constructed for each frame type, and the attendant background process was
transformed for each frame type via
i

–1

Xn = H Y ( U n ).

i = I, B, P .

(3.66)

Histograms were used since the authors determined that the empirical distributions did not
seem to fit any of the existing classical distributions.
The model required four parameters to estimate ρk, the Hurst parameter H, and one
parameter for each cell in the frame type histogram. Samples were produced which
matched the autocorrelation function well for lags up to 500 frames. The exponential function closely matched the autocorrelation function up to lag Kt ~ 75. This is probably the
most accurate model to date in terms of matching the autocorrelation function for both
short and long lags.

3.6

Analytical and Non-Markovian Type Models
The analytical model proposed by Marafih, et al. [81] was a model whose premise

relied on a discrete-state Markov Chain and used analytical methods such as: stationaryinterval (SI), asymptotic method (ASM) and Queueing Network Analyzer (QNA) in order
to estimate multiplexer cell loss. Model parameters were estimated using the first two
moments of the empirical sequence (I and P frames). Results showed that the SI model
produced results which provided a good upper bound while the ASM model provided a
good lower bound. The QNA model seemed to match the results using the empirical data.
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Skelly, et al. [82] proposed a generalized histogram-based analytical model for ATM,
VBR sources. Each source was characterized by a bit-rate histogram and the histogram of
the aggregate (multiplexed) process was obtained by convolving the individual source histograms. Once obtained, the histogram was used to solve an M/D/1/K system. The buffer
occupancy distribution was given by
N

P(n) =

∑ P ( n λI = λ )P ( λ = λI )

(3.67)

I=1

where P(λ=λI) is the bit-rate histogram approximation of fλ(x), P(n|λ=λI) is the buffer
occupancy distribution given the arrival rate is λI, and N is the number of bins in the histogram. In order to generalize the applicability of their model, they used an MMPP/Ek/1/K
as the source model to determine the buffer occupancy distributions. They found that a
Markov Chain of eight states was sufficient; thereby, requiring an 8x8 transition probability matrix. This model required a total of 72 parameters, 64 for the matrix and 8 for the
average arrival rate of the Poisson process in each state.
Krunz, et al. [83] proposed a model for an MPEG encoding of the movie Wizard of Oz
consisting of 41,760 frames (I,B and P). Each frame type was fitted using a Lognormal
distribution, where parameters were estimated using the Maximum Likelihood Estimators
(MLE). The frame size process for each frame type was assumed to be i.i.d which greatly
simplified the model. Selection of the appropriate frame type processes was done deterministically based on the MPEG GOP structure. While this model is simplistic, simulation
results for cell loss, when multiplexing up to 10 sources, matched the results produced by
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the empirical sequence fairly well. A similar model was proposed by Enssle [74] for a fulllength (123,574 frames) MPEG encoding of the movie Star Wars.

3.7

Recent Models
Two new models, which have recently been published during the review of this survey,

deserve mention. The first is the model by Krunz and Tripathi [84] for an MPEG VBR
sequence containing I, B and P frames. The model consisted of a composite of three random variables, one for each frame type. The random variables for both B and P frame
types was found to be i.i.d. with a lognormal distribution. For I frames, the scene change
process, which was both geometric and i.i.d, was used to define an average bit-rate level
while an AR(2) process was used to produce the fluctuations over this level. The GOP pattern was used to select one of the three random variables. The model by Jelenkovic, et. al.
[85], interestingly, does not model the MPEG sequence at the frame layer, rather it models
the sequence at the GOP layer. Scene changes are discerned by taking the normalized second-order difference between GOP sizes and determining if it is both large and negative.
Scenes are then grouped into four classes based on a clustering of GOP sizes (similarly
done in [68]). Each class was then modeled using an i.i.d. process which was selected
using a Markov Chain. The paper also addressed the controversy over the relative importance of the SRD and LRD components in an MPEG VBR sequence.
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3.8

Comparing Models
It is apparent that one has many choices when it comes to VBR models. In order to

narrow the selection, it is important that the user define the attributes of the source in order
to assist in model selection. Some questions to answer are:
1. Does the VBR sequence contain significant scene changes?
2. What is the frame type sequence pattern? Is it H.261 or MPEG?
3. Does the sequence contain B frames?
4. Does the frame type distribution fit any of the classical distributions, such as
Lognormal, Gamma, etc.?
5. What level is to be modeled? Frame, slice, GOB, or ATM cell?
Answering these questions will assist the user in determining the proper VBR model
to use in simulations. A sequence which contains different frame types (I, B, P) would
likely require a model which utilizes separate processes for each frame type. Another matter to consider is the marginal distribution of the source process. If a classical distribution
will fit, then samples can be generated using many of the existing mathematical transformations; otherwise, samples must be generated using the inversion method on the empirical histogram. A summary of the attributes of each model is given in Table 3-5.
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#

Model Type

Parameters

Scene
Change?

Level

B
Frames?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

ARMA [54]
DARa [54]
MRP [56]
AR/MC [57]
MC [14]
AR/MC [57]
AR [59]
DAR/i.i.d [60]
DAR/i.i.d. [61]
TES [65]
GTES [66]
composite-TES[67]
MRMT [68]
f-ARIMA [75]
ffGN [78]
Unified f-ARIMA [80]
ΣGI/D/1 [81]
MMPP/Ek/1/K [82]

1003
4
40
8
51-102
9
20
10
5
b+3+Hc
2K
5+H
9+3H
24+4H
4
9
4+3H
2
72

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

sub-frame
Frame
Frame
Frame
Frame/Slice
Frame
Block
Frame
Frame
GOB
Frame/Slice
Frame
Frame
Frame
Frame
Frame
Frame
Frame

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

19

i.i.d [74] [83]

6

No

Frame

Yes

Table 3-5. Summary of VBR Model Attributes.
a. MC = Markov Chain
b. K= # of frequency coefficients to match periodic GOB process.
c. “H” is number of histogram cells required by a TES process to match the empirical distribution.

It seems clear that MPEG models require separate processes for each frame type. Each
process is selected deterministically based upon the frame type. The frame type is determined by the GOP pattern which is typically fixed for the duration of the sequence. It is
possible, however, that future encoders will vary the frame type sequence within a GOP
based on the video content. This would be done in order to maximize compression. This
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mode of operation is fully compliant with the MPEG standard. For sequences with varying
GOP patterns, the frame type selection process will be stochastic rather than deterministic.
This opens a new area which is yet to be covered in VBR modeling.
The reliance of the statistical model on the type of encoding is also important. Many of
the models are based on DCT based encoders. Today other encoders on the Internet, such
as the encoder from Iterated Systems Inc., are gaining in popularity using Progressive Networks RealPlayer. This encoder is a non-DCT, fractal based encoder which is proprietary and exhibits good video quality at low bit-rates. The statistical characteristics of this
source is yet to be studied.
One issue concerning self-similar models is the relative importance in matching the
SRD component of the autocorrelation function. We saw that in Huang’s model [80] both
the SRD and the LRD components were matched. In effect, the background process exhibits both a rapid decay at short lags and a much slower decay for long lags. Enssle’s model
(ffGN) does not do this, but claims that the SRD component is sufficiently captured by the
deterministic GOP process. The question then arises: what is the derived benefit in capturing the SRD component of an individual frame type? With regards to the question of the
relative significance of the LRD component in VBR sequences, recent work by Heyman
and Lakshman [50] suggests that short busy periods (typical when multiplexing VBR
sequences) and finite buffers cause a “reset effect” which, for the most part, negates any
LRD effects. They argued that SRD, which is modeled well by using Markov processes,
is a more important aspect of VBR sequences.
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Models which are based on LRD rely on the assumption that the sequence is weakly
stationary. This assumption appears to be invalid given the recent work in [86] which
shows that an MPEG VBR sequence is in fact a shift-level process and not a weakly-stationary process. They also suggest that it is possible for a shifting-level process to appear
as an LRD process, and that an LRD model could give good results in certain cases.
Very few slice layer models for MPEG or GOB layer models for H.261/263 have been
proposed. This is primarily due to the assumption that since the encoder outputs frames
any statistical variations at the slice layer will be irrelevant. Another reason, which is often
raised, is that the buffer capacity in the network will contain more than a frame. Consequently, the bit-rate variations at the slice layer will be smoothed out. However, for systems in which the encoder outputs data in sub-frame fragments (like slices or GOBs) into
a network which does not have a lot of buffer capacity (e.g. a high-speed LAN), then the
stochastic process at the slice or GOB layer will become significant. None of the slice
layer models proposed account for the multiple frame types in MPEG.
It seems apparent that a single, universally agreed upon, statistical source model for
VBR video does not exist at this time. Researchers to date have taken the approach of
developing a model for a single video stream, and then determining if its results statistically match that of the original sequence. The applicability of these models to other types
of content such as sports or news programs has not been explored. As a result, it appears
that the modeling of VBR video has taken the direction of developing point models applicable to specific content.
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This approach will not be beneficial to the network analyst if numerous models are
required to model a network system with many VBR video sources. At a minimum, the
analyst needs to understand not only which model to use for, let say, a movie, but also
needs to understand how to vary the statistical parameters for an action movie versus a
movie with a lot of dialogue. A generalized modeling framework is required which can be
applied to a wide variety of video content. It is not clear that this objective can be achieved
using Markovian based models, since none have been applied to MPEG sequences containing B frames. As to whether a hierarchical model using Markov Chains and DAR can
be used for such sequences, remains to be seen.
The two candidates found in this survey are the self-similar model, proposed by Enssle, and the MRMT model, proposed by Melamed and Pendarakis. Given the arguments
by Heyman that the LRD aspect of VBR sequences is relatively unimportant when compared the SRD aspect, it would appear that a model such as MRMT can provide such a
framework.

3.9

Summary
This chapter has presented a comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art in statistical

models for VBR video sequences. This chapter provides a unification of notation and
compares each model on the basis of the model complexity. Complexity was quantified by
the number of parameters required for the model. Each model was also compared based on
its applicability and limitations. This offers the means for the video modeler to choose a
model appropriate for their application.
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CHAPTER 4

MPEG VBR SLICE LAYER MODEL USING
LINEAR PREDICTIVE CODING AND
GENERALIZED PERIODIC MARKOV
CHAINS

Many researchers have proposed VBR source models for use in simulations in order to
quantify the amount of SMG. The majority of these models model the frame layer as
opposed to the slice layer in that they generate the number of bits, bytes or cells contained
within a frame1 [78,75,55,59,68,58]. This was done for two reasons: (1) The slice layer is
difficult to model because it exhibits an autocorrelation function which is pseudo-periodic,
and (2) network buffering was assumed to be larger than a frame, thereby, minimizing the
stochastic effects at time scales less than a frame period (slice). The second reason has led
to the modeling of longer video sequences in order to capture the long range dependent
(LRD) behavior of VBR video [78,75,88].

1. Throughout the chapter, we use the terms picture and frame synonymously.
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One reason for using a slice layer model is for interactive real-time applications, with
low delay requirements. In this case, the short range dependent (SRD) behavior of the
autocorrelation function could be more important than the LRD behavior [66]. Also,
frame layer models cannot generate samples within a frame interval. Typically, if slice
samples are needed, the model must estimate the size of each slice by distributing the
number of bits per frame either deterministically or randomly. This sacrifices accuracy
affecting simulation results which could be particularly significant in a slice based packet
delivery system.
We proposed a slice layer model for MPEG which is based on Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and Generalized Periodic Markov Chains (GPMC). Each slice was modeled
using an LPC autoregressive function; one per frame type. We modeled four VBR video
sequences called: Bike, Flowg, Tennis and Undersiege which contained I, B, and P frame
types and were 150 frames in length. This model is not specific to a particular frame type.
For example, a model consisting of I and P frames can be created by removing the GPMC
for the B frames.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 gives an overview of past work in
slice modeling. Section 4.2 provides a description of the slice model. Section 4.3 provides
a description of each video sequence and their statistical results. Section 4.4 presents and
discusses the simulation results. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.
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4.1

Slice Layer Modeling
Researchers have proposed several slice layer models for VBR encoded video.

Zdepski, et. al. [92] used a 1st order synthesis lattice filter using a white noise input to
model H.261 video conference sequences at the Group of Blocks (GOB) layer. The mean,
variance, and autocorrelation at lag 1 was estimated from the actual sequences and was
used as model parameters. The model was used to simulate an 802.3 LAN network driven
by H.261 video sources. Each data packet consisted of one or more GOBs (There are
twelve GOBs in each frame). The model generated samples for the number of bits per
frame and estimated the size of each GOB by dividing these bits equally for each GOB.
The previous model was improved by using a TES process in place of the lattice filter
[65]. GOB estimation was accomplished by observing that the pseudo-periodicity of the
GOB data was deterministic and could be removed by determining its fundamental frequency components. This was accomplished by using a periodogram. The periodicity was
removed by subtracting it from the original sequence and TES was applied to the residual
process. Once TES parameters were determined, the periodic process was added back in.
The final model consisted of a TES process and a deterministic periodic process.
Lazar, et. al. [66] used a Generalized TES process to model the slice layer of the Lucas
films movie Star Wars which used an encoding similar to MPEG. The sequence was
encoded using only DCT and consisted of blocks containing luminance values. They modeled the slice layer directly by adding a simple modulating function to the innovation
function. Their model could be used for both the frame and slice layers. The slice model
did produce an autocorrelation function which was pseudo-periodic.
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TES has the advantage that it can match the distribution of the empirical data exactly
and calculate the autocorrelation function quickly using the TEStool [87]. This approach
does require the heuristic determination of parameters which will generate the appropriate
autocorrelation function. This can be a tedious and time consuming process. This has been
alleviated somewhat by using an algorithm, based on minimum weighted distance, which
automates the process of finding the appropriate TES parameters [63]. A simpler method
which allows for the direct calculation of model parameters from statistical measurements
would be more desirable.
Landry and Stavrakakis have shown that it is possible to generate a sequence in which
the autocorrelation function is pseudo-periodic by using a Generalized Periodic Markov
Chain [90]. We build upon this result to create a model whose parameters can be extracted
directly from statistical measurements of the actual video data. We also desire a model
which is modular in that it can be used with any combination of MPEG frame types.

4.2

Slice Model Description
The slice model was based on the observation, shown in Figure 4-1, that if we charac-

terized the slice data based on its location within a frame and frame type the autocorrelation function was not pseudo-periodic. In fact, it exhibited significant correlation at lag 1
(Note, that lag 1 for an I frame slice indicates a correlation over N frames while for P
frames, it was over M frames except where GOP boundaries occurred.). For this reason,
we decided to use a model based on Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) where each slice
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Autocorrelation for Slice 5 of Bike Video
1

Model
Actual

0.8

Autocorrelation
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0
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100
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Lag (frames)

Figure 4-1. Autocorrelation Function for slice position 5 of Bike video.

position within each frame type was modeled using a first order autoregressive process
(AR(1)).
Modeling by slice position has the advantage that it removes the effects of spatial content from the random process, leaving only temporal effects. This is illustrated in Figure 42 which shows separate LPC functions for each slice position. We used a different set of
autoregressive processes for each frame type.
The LPC function consists of an all-pole filter fed by a white noise generator modulated by a constant gain factor. We used the first order LPC function given by
x ( n ) = ax ( n – 1 ) + Gv ( n ),
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(4.1)

x1(n)
x2(n)

xs(n)

slic
slic e 1
e2

slic
e

s

Time

Figure 4-2. I-frame model by slice position.

where a is the first order coefficient, G is the filter gain, and v ( n ) is white noise. In order
to determine a and G, we used a recursive method given in [53] where
φ(1 )
a = ----------- ,
φ(0 )

(4.2)

2
G = φ ( 0 ) ( 1 – a ).

The function, φ ( n ) , is the biased estimate of the autocorrelation function for the sequence.
N–n
1
φ ( n ) = ---N

∑
i=1
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xi xi + n.

(4.3)

We defined three sets of sequences: x i ( n ) , y i ( n ) , and z i ( n ) which consisted of the
slice samples for each I, P and B frame, where i is the slice position within a frame and n
is the frame number. We define the set of sequences to be:
SI={x1(n),x2(n),...xs(n)},
SB={z1(n),z2(n),...,zs(n)},

(4.4)

SP={y1(n),y2(n),...,ys(n)},

and where each set contained the sequence samples for specific slice positions within a
particular frame type and s was defined as the number of slices within a frame. The mean
was removed from the original sequences where:
S = {x1(n)-µx1,x2(n)−µx2,...xs(n)−µxs},
I
S = {z1(n)-µz1,z2(n)-µz2,...,zs(n)-µzs},
B
S

(4.5)

= {y1(n)-µy1,y2(n)-µy2,...,ys(n)-µy2},
P

and are model sets for the zero mean process. The zero mean process for each sequence is
defined as,
x i ( n ) = a i, I x i ( n – 1 ) + G i, I v ( n )
y i ( n ) = a i, P y i ( n – 1 ) + G i, P v ( n )
z i ( n ) = a i, B z i ( n – 1 ) + G i, B v ( n ).
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(4.6)

x1 ( n )

y1 ( n )

z1 ( n )

x 2( n )

y2 ( n )

z2 ( n )

SI

SP

SB

....

....

....

xs( n )

ys ( n )

zs ( n )

Figure 4-3. Periodic Markov Chain structure for each frame type used to modulate
LPC slice process.

To initialize the autoregressive functions, we used the actual slice values, with means
subtracted, from the first I, P and B frames. To get the final sample values, we added the
means back into (4.6) to get
x i ( n ) = x i ( n ) + µ i, I

(4.7)

y i ( n ) = y i ( n ) + µ i, P
z i ( n ) = z i ( n ) + µ i, B

Each sequence within a set, shown in Figure 4-3, was determined by the current state
of the Markov Chain. The model was sufficiently modular in that if the video sequence did
not contain B frames then the corresponding chain was removed. The selection of each
chain was driven by a frame sequence state machine controlled by the MPEG encoding
parameters N and M.
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4.3

Description of Video Sequences
The video sequences were encoded at a resolution of 352 x 240 pixels per frame, a

frame rate of 30 frames/sec, and 15 slices/frame. The first three sequences: Bike, Flowg,
and Tennis were 150 frames long, while Undersiege consisted of 731 frames. The encoding parameters M and N were set to 3 and 6 respectively. A slice consisted of one macroblock row of 352 x 16 pixels.
Bike is a sequence from the Corolco Pictures movie Terminator II. It begins by showing a distant view of man on a motorcycle jumping from a platform. As the sequence continues, the motorcycle gets closer to the camera as it progresses down the screen. Towards
the end of the sequence, the motorcycle is closest to the camera with a final side-view
close-up of the rider. The Flowg sequence shows a flower garden located in the bottom
half of the screen and a row of houses in the background towards the top. The camera
tracks this scenery from left to right. Tennis is a sequence showing two men playing table
tennis while a woman watches. It begins with a close-up of the ping-pong ball which is
being bounced on a paddle by one of the players. The camera zooms out as one of the
players serves. As the camera zooms out, the woman comes into view. There is a scene
change where the camera focuses on the other player. Undersiege is a sequence from the
movie by Warner Brothers. It is a night scene which contains a lot of action with the actors
firing weapons aboard a naval ship. The final portion of the sequence shows a spectacular
shot of a helicopter blowing up and falling off of the deck of the ship.
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4.3.1

Statistical Characterization

The trace file for each of the four sequences was created by using a parsing program
written in C++ which extracted slice data from the MPEG elementary video streams.
These traces were then used to statistically characterize each of the four video sequences.
Some of these results are listed in Table 4-1. Since each video had the same GOP pattern
and slice format, we could easily compare the effect of content on the bit-rate process.
Also, since each slice covered one horizontal macroblock row of a picture, we can easily
relate changes in the location of an object within a frame to the cells/slice plots.
Table 4-1. Video

Video
Bike
Flowg
Tennis
UnderSiege

statistics.
RAVG
(Mbps)
1.23
5.08
2.29
0.85

Compression
Ratio
(Pixels/bit)
19.61
4.48
10.20
29.41

Avg Cells/
Slice
6.44
26.61
12.02
4.46

Cells/Slice
PMR
6.21
3.95
4.41
8.97

We can see in Table 4-1 that of the four sequences Flowg had the highest mean bit rate,
lowest compression ratio, and lowest peak-to-mean ratio for the number of cells/slice.
This was due to the many small flowers located in the flower garden. In contrast, UnderSiege has the lowest mean bit rate, highest compression ratio, and highest peak-to-mean
ratio. This is a sequence which contains a lot of action which many would conclude would
generate high bit-rate. To the contrary, the fact that this is a night scene indicates that the
background of scene might be more significant in determining overall bit-rate than any
foreground motion. One might have expected Flowg to have a lower bit-rate than Undersiege. One explanation for the difference is that apparently DCT does quite well in com91
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Figure 4-4. Plots of the number of ATM cells per slice for the first 20 frames of each video
sequence.

pressing a night scene, but does not do well with scenes containing many small objects.
This implies that the characteristics of the content, rather than motion activity, play a more
significant part in MPEG’s effectiveness in compressing video sequences.
The statistical data also implies that there is a proportional relationship between compression ratio and the cells/slice peak-to-mean ratio (PMR). We see that as PMR increases
the compression ratio also increases. We surmised that this is caused by the effectiveness
of DCT as compared to motion compensation. For example, if a scene has consistent content over time then motion compensation will be very effective in finding appropriate
motion vectors. This reduces the size of P and B frames, thereby increasing PMR by
reducing the mean bit-rate. Conversely, if motion compensation is not as effective, as in
Flowg, the mean bit-rate increases which reduces PMR.
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Figure 4-5. Cells/Slice plot of four different portions of the Bike Video.

4.3.2

Slice Characterization Based on Content

We can see in Figure 4-4 that the number of cells per slice can differ significantly
between videos. All of the sequences show distinctive pulses occurring at deterministic
time intervals determined by the GOP pattern. Every forty-five slices there are alternating
pulses caused by I and P frames. The GOP pattern for the sequences used in this study is
IBBPBBI... Note that at the start of each sequence an I frame is followed by a P frame.
This is required by the decoder in order to decode the first B frame. As a result, one can
see that the first thirty slices are a concatenation of two pulses caused by an I and a P
frame.
The spacing between pulses is due to the number of B frames between I/P frames. The
pulse width is determined by the number of slices in a frame. One can see that the shape of
the pulse differs significantly between videos. Bike shows pulses with peaks on the left
side (first slice of the frame at the top of the picture) while Flowg shows pulses with peaks
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on the right side (last slice of the frame at the bottom of the picture). Tennis produces
pulses which are relatively flat, almost resembling a square wave pulse. Undersiege generates pulses which are rather noisy. Since the encoding parameters and slice formats are
the same for each video, pulse shapes must be due to the content. We surmise that the
pulse shape is determined by the location of significant foreground objects within a picture. Some examples are: (1) The Bike sequence has a motorcycle in the upper right corner
of the screen (left peak), (2) Flowg has the flower garden at the bottom of the screen (right
peak), and (3) Tennis shows a close-up of a ping-pong ball being bounced on a paddle by
one of the players (flat peak).
The shape of the pulse can change as the sequence progresses. This is shown in Figure
4-5 which shows a snapshot of the first, middle and last parts of the Bike sequence. We see
that the peak moves from the left to right which is caused by the motorcycle moving from
the top of the screen to the bottom as time progresses. During slices 1100 to 1250 we can
see that the pulses get flatter, similar to that in Tennis. This happens to be when the motorcycle is closest to camera and covers the majority of the screen.
Each of these videos will produce very different delay statistics, based not only on the
content characteristics (night scene, foreground object, etc.), but on how much and how
fast content changes over time (motorcycle moving from top-to-bottom of picture). It
would be desirable to have a model which can capture these characteristics.
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Figure 4-6. Distribution comparisons using QQ plots.

4.4

Slice Model Results
We used the proposed slice model to determined if the statistical characteristics of the

model compared well with the actual data. This was done by comparing the distribution
and autocorrelation functions. We can see in Figure 4-6 that the QQ plots for each of the
sequences is approximately linear indicating a good fit. Flowg does show a significant
deviation, however, from the reference line as the number of cells/slice exceeds forty.
The autocorrelation function produced by the slice model, shown in Figure 4-7, is
pseudo-periodic and compares quite well with the autocorrelation of the actual sequence.
Matching the autocorrelation function is important since its behavior can have a significant impact on the performance of queueing systems [91].
The model was also used to compare simulation results of cell delay. We used the system shown in Figure 4-8 for an MPEG encoder producing slice data at deterministic intervals equal to τ ⁄ s , where τ is the frame period and s is the number of slices per frame.
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Figure 4-7. Autocorrelation comparisons.

Each slice was then packetized and segmented into 53 bytes ATM cells. The cell payload
equaled 47 bytes with an overhead of 6 bytes. The cells were then sent to an output buffer
which was drained at a constant rate.
We compared the measured cell delay variation for offered loads (ρ) between 0.2 and
0.9. Cell delay variation was measured as the ratio of peak and mean delay. The simulations showed that both Flowg and Tennis compared well with the actual data for ρ up to

Buffer
λ
Packetizer

Encoder

Slice

Segmenter

Slice Packets

Slice Cells

Figure 4-8. Encoding system with slice departures.
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of cell delay variation.

0.8 (we did not go beyond 0.8) while Bike and Undersiege compared reasonably well for ρ
less than 0.3 and 0.6 respectively.

4.5

Conclusions
We have presented a video model for the MPEG slice layer based on Linear Predictive

Coding and the Generalized Periodic Markov Chain. The model is sufficiently modular in
that it can be used for video sources which exclude B frames. The model produced an
autocorrelation function which was pseudo-periodic and which matched the actual video
trace data well. Results for the peak-to-mean ratio of cell delay matched the actual data
well, especially for the Bike, Flowg and Tennis video sequences. The results for Undersiege deviated significantly when the traffic intensity exceeded 0.6 which may be due to
the longer length of this sequence.
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An MPEG slice layer model is useful for producing samples within a frame interval.
Current frame layer cannot produce these samples requiring estimation techniques in
order to compensate. Applications where slices are packetized to transmit into a LAN
could find a slice layer model useful for statistical studies.
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CHAPTER 5

AN MPEG VBR TRANSMITTER
OPERATING UNDER TOKEN BUCKET
AND SMOOTHER BUFFER CONSTRAINTS

5.1

Introduction
Chapter 2 showed that MPEG sources can have a high degree of bit-rate variation

characterized by high RPMR and coefficient-of-variation. These sources can have a negative
effect on the performance of a packet switch. For example, packet switches can have
lower SMG when multiplexing MPEG sources. One way to improve SMG is to reduce the
bit-rate variation of an MPEG source. It has been shown in [28,29] that doing this
improves the SMG of a packet switch which contains a finite buffer. Traffic smoothers are
used to reduce the bit-rate variation of a source by adding delay.
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An ideal smoother calculates the bit-rate required to transmit n frames over a fixed
interval, nτ. Each frame is transmitted at this bit-rate. The bit-rate for frame i is
n–1

∑

Si + m

m=0

r i = -----------------------nτ

n≥1

(5.1)

where Si is the number of bits per frame and τ is the frame period. The smoother is ideal
because the bit-rate over the interval n does not change. This method, however, requires
that all n frames be stored prior to transmission necessitating a very large buffer. It also
does not guarantee that the presentation deadlines of individual frames within the interval
nτ are met.
The work in [40] proposed a smoother which transmits frames at the fastest possible
bit-rate below the peak bit-rate. One clear drawback to this approach is that it can significantly increase the receiver buffer size. In [39], the bit-rate of MPEG I and P frames is
reduced using the formula
Si
r i = -----------τ+d

(5.2)

where d is a delay constant. This equation effectively reduces the peak bit-rate determined
by I and P frames. For B frames, the bit-rate is increased using the formula
Si
r i = ------------------ .
τ–d⁄2

(5.3)

Both RPMR and coefficient-of-variation are reduced by decreasing the peak rate and
increasing the average bit-rate. The advantage of this smoother is that it is simple to imple100

ment. However, the use of a fixed delay constant is too constrictive in that some I and P
frames will require more delay than others.
The smoother proposed in [41] requires the specification of a transmission delay
bound at intervals of one frame period. The algorithm constrains both the transmitter and
receiver buffer sizes in order to calculate the upper and lower bit-rate bounds. The shortest
path algorithm was used to select a bit-rate within these bounds. In [92], this smoother was
enhanced to select the bit-rate using the state of the leaky bucket. The algorithm modified
the video quality by adjusting the quantization scale whenever the leaky bucket was in
danger of overflowing or when any of the transmit or receiver buffers would overflow.
The smoother proposed in [43], referred to as the lossless smoother, used an algorithm
which varied the bit-rate of each frame under the constraints of a delay bound. It differs
from previous smoothers in that it uses a delay bound which is independent of the frame
period. This smoother can guarantee that its buffer is continually served. It also produced a
bit-rate curve which was close to ideal.
The use of a delay bound which is independent of the frame period is desirable since a
delay bound based on the frame period could be inefficient. For example, a video
sequence might achieve excellent smoothing performance using a delay bound of 75 milliseconds. If the delay bound is based on the frame period (e.g. 1/30 second per frames) it
would require a delay bound of 100 milliseconds. This adds an extra 25 milliseconds of
delay. The lossless smoother can use a delay bound of 75 milliseconds as opposed to 100
milliseconds. As a result, the lossless smoother algorithm was chosen for the MPEG VBR
transmitter implemented in this thesis.
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A limitation of the lossless smoother algorithm is that it does not take into account the
state of the token bucket or smoother buffer. It is possible for the smoother to choose a bitrate to transmit a frame which will cause token bucket violations. When this occurs, the
packets associated with that frame can be either dropped, tagged or delayed. It would also
be possible for the smoother to choose a bit-rate which will cause the smoother buffer to
overflow. This would cause packets to be dropped at the transmitter.
For prerecorded video it is possible, using the algorithm outlined in [93], to fully characterize a video sequence before transmission. This algorithm was used to determine the
values of the token bucket parameters (σ,ρ) required to transmit the video sequence without generating any low priority packets. However, for live broadcasts full characterization
to determine these parameters before transmitting the video sequence is not possible. As a
result, these parameters can only be estimated. If the parameters are too small, numerous
token bucket violations will occur generating a large number of low priority packets. If the
parameters are too large, then bandwidth allocation schemes which are based on these
parameters can over allocate network resources. If the estimate of (σ,ρ) is accurate, then it
is possible to reduce or eliminate the generation of low priority packets and to efficiently
allocate network resources. While this would be an optimal scenario it is not a feasible
expectation when dealing with real-time broadcasts. The algorithms proposed in this thesis can reduce the number of low priority packets to zero when the token bucket parameters are not accurately estimated.
Low priority packets are susceptible to both excessive delay and loss within the network. For video applications, packets which arrive late at the receiver cause frames to be
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either skipped or decoded with missing information. In some cases, the lack of certain
information can cause a severe degradation in video quality. Low priority packets from
video sources can also affect other non-video sources by increasing their end-to-end
delays. This can have a negative effect on the overall network performance. It is, therefore, advantageous to reduce the amount of low priority traffic generated by a video session.
Packet loss caused by smoother buffer overflow has an immediate negative affect on
video quality. This differs from priority downgrade since it is possible for low priority
packets to arrive at the receiver in time for decoding. As a result, dropping packets at the
smoother buffer should be avoided, if not eliminated.
The premise behind this chapter is to propose a traffic smoother for MPEG VBR video
which operates under the constraints of the token bucket and smoother buffer size. Two
algorithms are proposed which allow the lossless smoother to operate under these constraints. The algorithms are called Bit-Rate Attenuation and Buffer Overflow Prevention.
The following are the algorithm’s main objectives:
• Reduce the number of low-priority packets without increasing the
magnitude of the token bucket parameters.
• Reduce the token bucket size required to transmit the video
sequence without increasing the number of low priority packets.
• Reduce the number of packets lost due to smoother buffer overflow.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the basic
operation of the MPEG VBR transmitter. Section 4.3 gives a brief overview of the lossless
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smoother. Section 4.4 describes the bit-rate attenuation algorithm and Section 4.5
describes the buffer overflow prevention algorithm. The pseudocode for each algorithm is
presented and described in section 4.6. The implementation of the transmitter is described
in section 4.7. The simulation results are presented in Section 4.8 and Section 4.9 concludes the chapter.

5.2

MPEG VBR Transmitter
Figure 5-1 shows a diagram of the MPEG VBR transmitter. The transmitter is modi-

fied by using the lossless smoother proposed in [43] and by adding the proposed bit-rate
attenuation function. The encoder outputs a video frame, of size Fi bytes, at the frame rate
f (typically 24 or 30 frames/sec). This yields a frame period of 1/f or τ seconds (33 to 43
milliseconds). Each frame is packetized so that one slice of an MPEG frame is contained
in each packet. The value Si is the size of each packetized frame, including overhead due
to packet headers. This value is used by the smoother to calculate the bit-rate required to
transmit the packets, pi,j, of a frame. All packets in frame i are transmitted at the same bitrate, ri, where ri << C. The assumption is that each packet departs the buffer instantaneously at intervals
p i, j
∆d = ------- .
ri

(5.4)

All packets which depart the smoother buffer must pass through the token bucket
policing mechanism. Tokens are added to the bucket at the rate of ρ tokens per second.
Any tokens generated when there are σ tokens in the bucket are discarded. All packets
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Figure 5-1. Diagram of VBR transmitter using lossless smoother and token bucket.

which pass through the token bucket must acquire an amount of tokens equal to the number of bytes in the packet. If an insufficient amount of tokens are present, the packet is
downgraded to low priority. No packets are delayed or dropped at the token bucket. As
each frame arrives, the bit-rate attenuator monitors the state of the token bucket and
reduces the bit-rate calculated by the smoother whenever a token bucket underflow is
detected. A token bucket underflow indicates that there are not enough tokens to transmit
the packet. The objective is to increase the transmission time of the frame by reducing the
bit-rate so that the token bucket has additional time to generate more tokens. This
decreases the number of low priority packets transmitted into the network.

5.3

Overview of the Lossless Smoother
The lossless smoother algorithm uses parameters H, K and D in order to determine the

instantaneous bit-rate needed to transmit each frame. The parameter H is the lookahead
interval which is used to determine the number of future frames necessary to improve bitrate selection. Given i is the frame number, where i = 1,2,..., the parameter K determines
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the number of frames, i+1, i+2,..., which must be in the buffer prior to transmitting the
current frame, i. This is used to calculate the upper bit-rate bound. The algorithm guarantees that the continuous service property1 is satisfied whenever K ≥ 1. The parameter D
represents the maximum frame delay. It is used to calculate the lower bit-rate bound. The
parameter D must adhere to the following relation
D ≥ ( K + 1 )τ

K≥0

(5.5)

which implies that the delay cannot be less than τ.
There are two important variables which are used in the algorithm: ti, is the time when
the server can begin sending frame i, and di is the time when the last bit of frame i departs
the smoother buffer. When K=1, frame i cannot begin transmitting until frame i-1 has
departed and frame i+1 has arrived. (If frame i were to depart prior to the arrival of frame
i+1, then the server would be idle for the interval ( t i + 1 – d i ) . The fact that the server is
idle for this time period violate the continuous service property.) The starting service time
is determined by
ti = max ( d i – 1, ( i – 1 + K )τ )

(5.6)

where the departure time of frame i is
d i = t i + ( Si ⁄ r i )

(5.7)

1. The continuous service property states that a server is never idle. The server is idle when the
buffer is empty and there are no packets to transmit.
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and the delay is
delay i = d i – ( i – 1 )τ.

(5.8)

The upper and lower bit-rate bounds are defined in the following theorem whose proof
is given in [43].
Theorem 5-1: If Si is known at ti, and ri is selected for i=1,2,...,n such that conditions
(5.9) and (5.10) hold
Si
r i ≥ -------------------------------------D + ( i – 1 )τ – t i

Si
r i ≤ ----------------------------( i + K )τ – t i

(5.9)

if t i < ( i + K )τ

(5.10)

then for i = 1,2,...n, the following hold
delay i ≤ D

(5.11)

t i + 1 < iτ + D

(5.12)

ti + 1 = di .

(5.13)

U

In cases where t i ≥ ( i + K )τ , then r i ≤ ∞ . Equation (5.11) states that the frame delay
will always be less than the delay bound. Equation (5.12) shows that the beginning service
time interval between successive frames will not exceed the delay bound. The continuous
service property is stated in (4.13) which says that the departure time of the pervious
frame is equal to the beginning service time of the current frame.
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Using (5.5), the following corollary holds
Corollary 5-1: For all i = 1,2,...n,
lower

upper

≤ ri

ri

(5.14)

which simply states that the lower bound will never be higher than the upper bound.
To improve bit-rate selection, the algorithm makes use of a lookahead interval, which
uses an estimate of the size of future frames Si+h, where h=1,2,.... The size of the frame
Si+h-N is used, to predict Si+h where N is the GOP size. The lookahead interval is, denoted
by the variable h, and can be any number of future frames.
The approximate2 delay of frame i+h, where h=0,1,2,... is
h

∑

Si + m

=0
----------------------- – ( i – 1 + h )τ.
delay i + h = t i + m
ri

(5.15)

This assumes that future frames are sent at bit-rate ri. This equation must satisfy the relation delay i + h ≤ D which yields
h

∑

Si + m

m=0
r i ≥ ------------------------------------------------ .
D + ( i – 1 + h )τ – ti

2. The delay is approximate because the frame sizes are estimated.
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(5.16)

The approximate departure time for frame i+h is
h

∑

Si + m

(5.17)

m=0
d i + h = t i + ------------------------ .
ri

In order to satisfy the continuous service property the relation d i + h ≥ ( i + h + K )τ must
hold, which yields the following
h

∑

Si + m
(5.18)

r i ≤ --------------------------------------( i + K + h )τ – t i
m=0

if t i < ( i + h + K )τ and the upper bound on ri is ∞ when this is false.
L

U

The values r i ( h ) and r i ( h ) correspond to the lower and upper bounds for the interval h. One can find the largest interval h* which satisfies the following relation
L

U

max ( r i ( h ) ) ≤ min ( r i ( h ) )

0≤h≤h

*

0≤h≤h

(5.19)

*

U

L

*

*

where the upper and lower bounds are denoted as r i ( h ) and r i ( h ) respectively. This
L

U

would require estimating a number of future frames until r i ( h ) > r i ( h ) or the number of
future frames is exhausted. Since this must be done for each frame i a more practical
approach is required. It was found in [43] that for an MPEG sequence the reductions in
bit-rate variation diminished as h* exceeded N. The parameter H was used where H = N
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and the search was limited to a maximum value of H-1. The final bit-rate bounds, using
L

U

the lookahead interval H, are denoted as r i and r i .
Once the bit-rate bounds are calculated, the next step is to select a bit-rate which is
within these bounds. One method is to select a bit-rate which is closest to the bit-rate of
U

U

the previous frame. If the previous bit-rate exceeds r i , then r i is chosen. Conversely, if
L

L

the previous bit-rate is less than r i , then r i s chosen.
A better method is to choose the bit-rate moving average where
h

ri =

∑

Si + m
-----------.
hτ

(5.20)

m=0

The advantage of this method is that it produces a bit-rate sequence with a lower coefficient-of-variation. This is the method used in this thesis for the smoother algorithm. Using
both the bit-rate attenuation algorithm, the smoother uses the following in order to select
the bit-rate for frame i
rU
 i

S
ri =  ri
 L
 ri


5.4

U

r i ≥ ri
L

U

r i < ri < r i

(5.21)

L

r i ≤ ri .

Bit-Rate Attenuation
One of the problems with the lossless smoother is that it does not take into account the

state of the token bucket policing mechanism when determining the transmission bit-rate
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of a frame. The algorithm was defined with the sole purpose of reducing the bit-rate variation between frames of an MPEG source. As a result, it is possible for the smoother to
choose a bit-rate which will cause a policing violation to occur. If the bit-rate selected by
the lossless smoother could be reduced, then the number of policing violations would
decrease. This would reduce the number of low priority packets entering the network. The
bit-rate attenuation algorithm is proposed in this thesis to provide the mechanism to
reduce the bit-rate based on the token bucket state. This is accomplished by monitoring
the state of the token bucket and reducing the bit-rate selected by the lossless smoother
when a policing violation is detected. The algorithm does not guarantee that violations
L

will not occur since the bit-rate cannot be less than r i .
The attenuation algorithm operates on the premise that by reducing the bit-rate of a
frame, the token bucket will generate more tokens allowing more packets to be transmitted
without being downgraded to low priority. This is illustrated in Figure 5-2, where the
departure of frame i is delayed by δ seconds, resulting in δρ tokens being added to the
bucket.

5.4.1

Bit-Rate Attenuation Algorithm
S

S

The attenuated bit-rate is defined as αr i , where α is the attenuation factor and r i is
the bit-rate for frame i chosen by the smoother. To see if bit-rate attenuation is neeeded,
the algorithm determines if a token bucket underflow will occur when packets for frame i
depart the buffer. Since only the current state of the token bucket is known at the arrival of
frame i, the future state of the token bucket when frame i begins transmission must be cal-
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Figure 5-2. Impact of delayed frame departure on token bucket state.

culated. To accomplish this, the token bucket state, Ti,j, is defined as the number of tokens
in the bucket just prior to the departure of packet pi,j
T i – q + k, j = max ( σ ,T a i + ρ ( d i – q + k, j – t a i ) )

0≤k≤q–1

(5.22)

where T a i is number of tokens in bucket when frame i arrives, q is the number of frames in
the smoother buffer, t a i is the frame arrival time (iτ), d i – q + k, j is the departure time of the
first packet of frame i – q – k and j is the jth packet in frame i. Subsequent states are calculated using
T i – q + k, j = max ( σ ,T i – q + k, j – 1 + ρ ( d i – q + k, j – d i – q + k, j – 1 ) – p i – q + k, j – 1 ) (5.23)
0 ≤ k ≤ q – 1.
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When k=q-1 the algorithm begins to calculate the state of the token bucket for the current
frame i where the number of tokens in the bucket prior to the departure of the first packet
is
T i, 1 = max ( σ ,T i – 1, s + ρ ( d i – 1, s – d i, 1 ) – p i – 1, s )

(5.24)

and subsequent packets
T i, j = max ( σ ,T i, j – 1 + ρ ( d i, j – d i, j – 1 ) – p i, j – 1 ).

(5.25)

Using (5.24) and (5.25), policing violations will occur if
T i, j < p i, j

(5.26)

is false.
When (5.26) does not hold, a policing violation occurs. The relation can be made to hold
by adding extra tokens to the bucket. This amount is defined as the number of tokens short
and is calculated as
T s = p i, L – T i, L

where p i, L is the Lth packet within frame i.
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Ts > 0

(5.27)

Given that a violation has been detected, the bit-rate must be reduced (attenuated) in
order to avoid it. This is done by first calculating the transmission time for packets 1
through L as
L

tx i, L

1
= d i, L – t i = --- ∑ p i, j.
ri

(5.28)

j=1

The transmission time is increased by the amount δ, where
Ts
δ = ----- .
ρ

(5.29)

tx i, L = tx i, L + δ.

(5.30)

The attenuated transmission time is then
A

Substituting (5.28) and (4.29) into (5.30) we have
L

Ts
1
A
tx i, L = --- ∑ p i, j + ----ri
ρ

(5.31)

j=1

which simplifies to
L

1
A
tx i, L = ------αr i

∑ pi, j.
j=1
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(5.32)

Substituting (5.31) into (5.32) and solving for α gives

 -1



ri Ts 
- .
α = 1 + -------------------k



ρ ∑ p i, j 




(5.33)

j=1

The following theorem is given to show that attenuating the bit-rate by using α
reduces Ts to 0 and therefore satisfies (5.26).
Theorem 5-2: Given the input sequence Si consisting of packets pi,j, where j=1,2,...s,
policed by a token bucket with parameters (σ,ρ), where T i, j ≤ σ . If Ts > 0 when packet pi,L
arrives at the token bucket and the bit-rate is attenuated by α then Ts = 0.
Proof: Since T i, j ≤ σ we can combine and simplify (5.22) through (5.25) to
L

T i, L

ρ
= Tt i + ------- ∑ p i, j –
αr i
j=1

k–1

∑ pi, j.

(5.34)

j=1

Combining (5.34) and (5.27), we need to show that Ts=0 in the equation
L
k–1


ρ
T s = p i, L –  Tt i + ------- ∑ p i, j – ∑ p i, j  = 0
αr i


j=1
j=1

(5.35)

substituting for α we have
L
k–1


ρ
p i, L – T ti + --- ∑ p i, j + T s – ∑ p i, j = 0
ri


j=1
j=1
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(5.36)

rearranging terms we have
L
k


ρ
T + --
 t i r i ∑ p i, j – ∑ p i, j  – p i, L + T s = 0


j=1
j=1

(5.37)

where the part in parenthesis is equivalent to Ti,L when α=1 (no attenuation). Therefore,
from (5.27) it follows that
– Ts + T s = 0

Q.E.D.

(5.38)

We present the following corollaries to show that the range of possible values for α is
constrained by the relation
1
---------------------- ≤ α ≤ 1.
1 + PMR

(5.39)

Corollary 5-1: Given the input frame size sequence Si consisting of packets pi,j, where
j=1,2,...s, policed by a token bucket with parameters (σ,ρ), where T i, j ≤ σ . Define α as the
bit-rate attenuation factor and αmin as the minimum value of α where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 . If Ts > 0
and the bit-rate is attenuated by α, then
1
α min = ---------------------1 + PMR

where RPMR = rpeak/rmean.
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if ρ ≥ r avg

(5.40)

Proof: The maximum number of tokens that can be short for frame i is
s
max

Ts

=

∑ pi, j

(5.41)

j=1

Substituting into (5.33) we have
s




r i ∑ p i, j 


j=1


-------------------α = 1 +
s



ρ ∑ p i, j 




–1

L = s,

(5.42)

j=1

which simplifies to
1
α = -------------------- .
1 + ri ⁄ ρ

(5.43)

The largest possible value for ri/ρ occurs when ri=rmax and ρ=ρmin. Given that ρ ≥ r avg
then max ( r i ⁄ ρ ) = r max ⁄ r avg , which is equal to the bit-rate RPMR. Therefore, it follows
that
1
α min = ---------------------1 + PMR
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Q.E.D.

(5.44)

Corollary 5-2: Given the input frame size sequence Si consisting of packets pi,j, where
j=1,2,...s, policed by a token bucket with parameters (σ,ρ) where Ti, j ≤ σ . If Ts > 0 and the
bit-rate is attenuated by α, then
α max = 1

(5.45)

Proof: To find the maximum value for α, we simply need to find the limit of (5.33) as
Ts approaches 0.

s


ri Ts
lim α = lim 1 + --------- ∑ p i, j
ρ
Ts → 0
Ts → 0


j=1

5.4.3

–1

= (1 + 0)

–1

(5.46)

= 1
Q.E.D.

Token Bucket Overflow

Whenever the bit-rate is attenuated, the algorithm is dependent on the token bucket
level not exceeding σ. In actuality, the token bucket level never exceeds σ. Conceptually,
however, when the token bucket is full any additional tokens are discarded. If this occurs,
the attenuated rate will not be low enough to avoid a policing violation because the
required tokens have been discarded. As packets from the corresponding frame are sent to
the token bucket, some packets will not have enough tokens and must be sent as low priority. In order to prevent this from occurring, the algorithm must recalculate Ti,j starting
from the first packet using the attenuated bit-rate, αri. This process continues until the
L

policing violation is avoided or until αr i < r i .
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The following theorem shows that recalculation of the token bucket state is necessary
following bit-rate attenuation.
Theorem 5-4: Given that Ts=0 when the bit-rate is attenuated by (5.33), let L be the
index where the token bucket underflow occurred, where 1 ≤ L ≤ s . Let b equal the
packet index within the frame when the token bucket overflow occurred, where b ≤ L . If
Ti,j(α) is the new token bucket state at the attenuated bit-rate and Ti,b(α) > σ, then Ts(α) >
0.
Proof: Using (5.24), (5.25) and rearranging terms (assume Ti,j < σ for now) we have
ρp i, 1
ρp i, 2
ρp i, L
Ti, L = T i – 1, s +  ------------ – p i – 1, s +  ------------ – p i, 1 + … +  ------------ – pi, L – 1 . (5.47)
ri
ri
ri

Combining terms and letting
Tt i = T i – 1, s – pi – 1, s ,

(5.48)

we have
T i, L

 L
 L–1
ρ
= T ti +  --- ∑ p i, j – ∑ p i, j.
r
 ij = 1  j = 1

(5.49)

Splitting the summation at packet b and using the attenuated bit-rate we have

T i, L

b
L
L–1

 b–1


ρ
ρ
= T ti +  ------- ∑ p i, j  – ∑ p i, j +  ------- ∑ p i, j – ∑ p i, j
αr
αr
 ij = 1  j = 1
 ij = b + 1  j = b + 1
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(5.50)

where the bracketed term is equal to Ti,b(α). This yields
T i, L

L
L–1


ρ
= T i, b +  ------- ∑ p i, j  – ∑ p i, j.
 αr i

 j= b+1  j =b+1

(5.51)

If Ti,b > σ then
L
L–1


ρ
Ti, L ( σ ) = σ +  ------- ∑ p i, j  – ∑ p i, j.
αr i
 j= b+1  j =b+1

(5.52)

This leads directly to the relation
T i, L ( σ ) < T i, L .

(5.53)

Ts = p i, L – Ti, L ,

(5.54)

From (5.27) we have

but due to the fact that Ti,b > σ, the actual number of tokens short is
T s ( α ) = p i, L – T i, L ( σ ).

(5.55)

Using (5.53) we have the following relation
Pi, L – T i, L ( σ ) < Pi, L – T s .
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(5.56)

Finally, given Theorem 5-2 it follows that
Ts ( α ) > 0

Q.E.D.

(5.57)

This theorem essentially demonstrates that if the occurrence of a token bucket overflow
is not taken into account during bit-rate attenuation, the packet which initially caused the
underflow will still be short tokens. This implies that the bit-rate must be attenuated for
each packet and the token bucket state must be recalculated for each of the previous packets within the frame. This is illustrated in Figure 5-3. Assuming s is the number of packets

policing violation

Packet
pi,1
pi,2
pi,3
pi,4
pi,5

Calculation
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x
x x
x

Note: Calculation is indicated by ‘x’
Figure 5-3.

Token bucket state calculations for packets of frame i.

per frame, the algorithm complexity, determined by the number of token bucket state calculations, is in the form of the sum of consecutive integers where
s

∑k

s(s + 1)
= ------------------- .
2

(5.58)

k=1

This makes the complexity of the algorithm o(n2). Two methods are presented to reduce
the number of token bucket state calculations. The first method uses the pivot-point to
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reduce the number of token bucket state recalculations. The second method uses the minimum-distance to determine if the state of the token bucket needs to be recalculated at all.

5.4.5

Pivot-Point

The pivot-point is used to reduce the number of token bucket state calculations when
the bit-rate is attenuated. The pivot-point is defined as the packet index, j, where a token
bucket overflow occurs. The idea is that any bit-rate reduction will not change the number
of tokens in the bucket at the pivot-point. Consequently, the algorithm does not have to
recalculate the state of the token bucket before the pivot-point. This reduces the number of
calculations required by the attenuation algorithm.
To illustrate the mechanism behind the pivot-point, we see in Figure 5-4 that the token
bucket state is represented by a saw-tooth wave. Between packet departures the token
bucket level rises at the rate ρ and decreases by the amount pi,j when each packet departs.
The token bucket overflows between packet departures pi,b and pi,b-1. Reducing the bitrate pushes the saw-tooth (indicated by the dashed line) out to the right; however, doing so
does not change the number of tokens in the bucket at time di,b+δ. Also note, that any
additional overflows which occur prior to di,b will also have no affect. Therefore, the state
of the token bucket can be recalculated from the pivot-point rather than from the first
packet of the current frame. The following theorem is provided in order to formally state
the effect of the pivot-point.
Theorem 5-6: Define T i, b ( α ) as the number of tokens in the bucket when the bth
packet begins to trasmit at the attenuated bit-rate αri. If Ti, b = σ when the bit-rate is not
attneuated and αr i < r i , then T i, b ( α ) = σ
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Tokens

overflow caused
by rate reduction

overflow

tokens
generated

...

δ

Bucket Size = σ

...

.....

packet
departure
pivot tokens
pivot-point
di,a

additional
tokens
di,b

di,b-1

di,b+1
di,L

Time

underflow

Figure 5-4. Effect of decreasing bit-rate on token bucket state and pivot-point b.

Theorem 5-7: Proof: Using (5.25)
T i, b = Ti, b – 1 + ρ ( d i, b – d i, b – 1 ) – p i, b – 1 .

(5.59)

The delta departure times between packets is equivalent to
p i, b
d i, b – d i, b – 1 = -------- .
ri

(5.60)

p i, b
T i, b = T i, b – 1 + ρ  -------- – pi, b – 1 .
ri

(5.61)

Substituting into (5.59) we have
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Attenuating the bit-rate, the token bucket state becomes
p i, b
T i, b ( α ) = Ti, b – 1 + ρ  --------  – p i, b – 1.
αr i

(5.62)

Given that αri < ri then it follows that Ti,b(α) > Ti,b. Since Ti,b = σ and the constraint that
Ti,j<σ, it follows that Ti,b(α) = σ. Q.E.D.
The improvement is best illustrated in Figure 5-5 where a token bucket violation
occurs at 5th packet of frame i.

pivot-point

Packet Calculation
-- -- -- -- -pi,1
pi,2
-- -- -- -pi,3
-- -- -x x
pi,4
pi,5
x

Note: Calculation is indicated by ‘x’
Figure 5-5.

Token bucket state calculations using pivot-point.

The token bucket states for packets pi,1, pi,2 and pi,3 where b=3 do not have to be recalculated. The number of calculations is determined by
s–b

∑k

(s – b)(s – b + 1 )
= ------------------------------------------ .
2

(5.63)

k=1

In some cases, attenuating the bit-rate will not cause a token bucket overflow. If this
occurrence could be detected during the initial calculation of the token bucket state, the
algorithm could be improved further by avoiding the token bucket state recalculation altogether. This is accomplished by the using minimum-distance, shown in Figure 5-6. The
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B

Tokens

minimum distance

....

underflow

Time
Figure 5-6. Illustration showing minimum distance.

minimum-distance is calculated by finding the smallest difference between σ and Ti,j. The
basic premise behind the minimum-distance is that if Ts < min(σ-Ti,j), then it is not possible for the token bucket to overflow when the bit-rate is attenuated. As a result, the token
bucket state does not have to be recalculated. The following theorem is used to formally
state this assertion.
Theorem 5-8: Given that an underflow is detected for the Lth packet in frame i and
min(σ-Ti,j) > Ts where j=1,2,...L, then Ti,j(α) < σ for α<1.
Proof: We define the token bucket state using the attenuated bit-rate as
T i, j ( α ) = T i, j + ∆T i, j ,
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(5.64)

where the numbers of new tokens generated due to attenuation is
p i, j 1
p i, j p i, j
∆T i, j = ρ  ------- – -------  = ρ ------- ------------ .
ri 1 – α
r i αr i

(5.65)

The objective is for the number of new tokens to equal Ts since this avoids the policing
violation. Therefore, the number of tokens short is
L

Ts =

∑ ∆Ti, j.

(5.66)

j=1

Given that min(σ-Ti,j) > Ts it follows that
L

min ( σ – Ti, j ) >

∑ ∆Ti, j.

(5.67)

j=1

If the minimum-distance occurs at point b, where 1 ≤ b ≤ L , then
L

σ – T i, b >

∑ ∆Ti, j

(5.68)

j=1

which leads to
L

σ > T i, b +

∑ ∆Ti, j.
j=1
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(5.69)

Since the attenuated bit-rate extends the transmission time by δ, the number of new
tokens generated for each packet is
δ
∆Ti, j = ρ  ---  .
L

(5.70)

The number of tokens at point b after attenuation is then
δ
T i, b ( α ) = Ti, b + ρ  ---  .
L

(5.71)

Given that
L

∑ ∆Ti, j

= ρδ

(5.72)

j=1

it follows that
δ
T i, b + ρ  --- < T +
L
i, b

L

∑ ∆Ti, j.

(5.73)

j=1

Cancelling terms leads to
δ
ρ  --- <
L

L

∑ ∆Ti, j.

(5.74)

j=1

Simplifying the above equation gives
δ
ρ  ---  < ρδ
L
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(5.75)

which is simplifies to
1
--- < 1
L

Q.E.D.

(5.76)

which is certainly true since L > 1.
This theorem states that if min(σ-Ti,j) > Ts then the algorithm does not have to recalculate the state of the token bucket, and can continue on to the next packet. This can significantly reduce the number of calculations required by the bit-rate attenuation algorithm.
This is illustrated in Figure 5-7 where the token bucket violation occurs at the 5th packet
of frame i and the minimum-distance is found at the 3rd packet.
Packet
pi,1
pi,2
pi,3
pi,4
pi,5

Calculation
-- -- -- -- x
-- -- -- x
-- -- x
-- x
x

Min-

Note: Calculation is indicated by ‘x’
Figure 5-7. Token bucket state calculations using the minimum-distance.

The algorithm checks the minimum-distance and finds T s < min ( σ – T i, 3 ) to be true.
The bit-rate attenuation algorithm will then continue to packet pi,6. The number of calculations is determined by the number of packets in the frame. This is because the minimumdistance must be calculated for each packet. This makes the worst case number of calculations, to be s when the minimum-distance condition is satisfied.
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5.5

Buffer Overflow Prevention
The Buffer Overflow Prevention algorithm is used to increase the smoother bit-rate in

order to avoid a buffer overflow. Since the smoother does not take the state of the buffer
into account, it is possible for it to select a bit-rate which could cause the buffer to overflow. By increasing the bit-rate, packets will depart the buffer sooner which reduces the
probability of an overflow. The algorithm requires that the state of the smoother buffer, Bi,
and the size of future frames, Si+h, be known in order to determine if a bit-rate increase is
needed. Frame size prediction is accomplished by using the same predictor as in the
smoother lookahead algorithm.
The diagram in Figure 5-8 illustrates the basic premise behind the algorithm. The ith
frame arrives at time ai and begins service at time ti. Once the bit-rate, ri, is calculated for
frame i, packets will depart at intervals of p i, j ⁄ r i seconds. Arrivals ai+h, where
h=1,2,3,...H-1, are future arrivals whose frame sizes must be predicted. The size of the
current frame, Si, as well as any future frames whose arrivals occur before time ti are
added to the buffer length estimate. This estimate is used to determine if a buffer overflow
will occur. When a possible overflow is detected, the algorithm finds the packet pi,j whose
earlier departure can prevent the overflow. Given that the overflow occurred due to the
arrival of frame i+k, the algorithm finds the packet pi,j departing after time ai+k which satisfies the condition
b

∑ pi, j > Bo
j=a
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a i + h < d i, a < b

(5.77)

where Bo is the number of overflowed bytes, pi,a is the first packet where packet departure
time di,a > ai+k, and di,a < di,b. To avoid an overflow, packet pi,b must depart the buffer
prior to the arrival of frame i+k. Therefore, the new bit-rate must be
b

∑ pi, j
B
j=1
-,
r i = -------------------------( i + k )τ – t i

0 ≤ k < H.

(5.78)

The algorithm continues until one of the following three conditions occur: h=H,
B

U

U

r i > r i ( 0 ) or ai+h > di. Note that the bit-rate can be as high as r i ( 0 ) which differs from
U

the bound r i calculated using the lookahead interval. (This is the highest bit-rate which
U

can be selected while still adhering to the delay bound.) This was done because r i was
frequently too low to avoid an overflow. One of the problems with using the upper bound
U

r i ( 0 ) is that it can be ∞ . The bit-rate chosen by the algorithm can, therefore, be quite
high. This can cause a significant increase in RPMR. To minimize this effect, a bit-rate constraint was added where ri cannot exceed rmax. This constraint will cause some packets to
be dropped when ri is required to be greater than rmax to avoid an overflow.
Using both algorithms, the bit-rate for frame i is then the bit-rate attenuation and the
buffer overflow prevention
U
B

 min ( r max, r i , r i ), buffer overflow detected
ri = 
 max ( r Li , αr Si ),
buffer overflow not detected.
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(5.79)

Buffer Length (bytes)

overflow
Buffer Size

.....

.....

time
ai

τ

ai+1

ai+2

increase bit-rate
to speed-up ai+3
departure

Arrivals
tb

Time
Departures

departures for
frame i

pi,j pi,j+1

pi,b-1 pi,b

.....

pi,s

Si ⁄ ri
ti

di

Figure 5-8. Example of frame arrival causing buffer overflow and speed-up required, tb,
to avoid it.

5.6

Algorithm Design
In this section, the pseudocode for the bit-rate attenuation and the buffer overflow pre-

vention algorithms are described. The bit-rate attenuation algorithm is divided into two
main parts. The first part deals with the token bucket state and the second part deals with
the attneuation.
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5.6.1

Bit-Rate Attenuation

The pseudocode to determine the future state of the token bucket is shown in Figure 59. It determines the number of tokens that will be in the bucket when the first packet of a
frame begins service. The global variable smoother_buffer is an array containing a record
of each packet in the smoother buffer. The fields within each record are the packet size,
(denoted as packet.size) and the index of the packet within the frame (denoted as
packet.frame.) The global variable rateQ is an array containing the bit-rates of all frames
currently in the buffer. The variables tokens, depart, tgr, bucket_size and rate denote the
number of tokens in bucket, the departure time of the first packet in the buffer, the token
generation rate, the token bucket size and the bit-rate of the current frame.
When a frame arrives, the number of tokens generated before the next packet departure of the frame currently being transmitted must be determined. This is done in (1),
where level represents the token bucket state when a frame arrives. Whenever tokens are
added to the bucket, a check is done for an overflow condition. If an overflow is detected,
the number of tokens is set to the bucket size. In (2) the number of tokens generated while
waiting for a packet to depart is calculated, and the bucket is checked for an overflow. In
(3), we check for a policing violation, where tokens are only subtracted from the bucket
when the number of tokens in the bucket exceed the number of bytes in the packet size. In
(4) the frame number of the current packet is checked against that of the previous packet
and, if different, a new rate is selected from the rateQ. The variable tokens will be the
number of tokens in the bucket when the last packet of frame i-1 departs the smoother
buffer.
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Input: level, number of tokens in bucket when frame i arrives.
depart, time when packet at head-of-queue will depart.
curtime, time when frame i arrives.
tgr, token generation rate.
bucket_size, token bucket size;
Output: tokens, the number of tokens when frame i begins transmission.
procedure TokenBucketPredict(curframe, level: integer; var tokens: integer);
var tokens, i, j, tframenum, framenum, psize: integer;
packet: Packet;
rate: real;
begin i := 0, j := 0, tframenum=0;
packet := smoother_buffer[i];
{ Check if first frame. }
if (curframe > 1) then
psize := packet.size;
{ Calculate tokens for first packet in buffer. }
tokens := level + tgr(depart-curtime); { Tokens generated until first packet departs. }
1:
{ Bucket overflow check. }
if (tokens > bucket_size) then tokens := bucket_size
tframenum := packet.frame;
{ Get frame sequence number.}
i := i + 1;
packet := smoother_buffer[i];
{ Calculate tokens for each packet in buffer except }
repeat
psize := packet.size;
{ for curframe which just arrived. }
tokens := tokens + tgr(psize/rate); { Tokens generated while waiting to transmit. }
2:
if (tokens > bucket_size) then tokens := bucket_size
if (tokens >= psize) then tokens := tokens - psize;
3:
framenum := packet.frame;
i := i + 1;
packet := smoother_buffer[i];
4:
if (framenum != tframenum) then
tframenum := framenum;
{ New frame; save frame number and get next rate. }
j := j + 1;
rate := rateQ[j];
end { if }
{ Terminate when current frame reached. }
until framenum = curframe;
else
tokens := level + tgr(time-curtime);
{ Tokens for first frame departure. }
end { if }
end; {TokenBucketPredict}

Figure 5-9. Token Bucket State pseudocode.

The pseudocode of the bit-rate attenuation algorithm is shown in Figure 5-10. The initial value of the variable tokens is determined by the token bucket state part of the algorithm. In (1), the number of tokens are calculated and added to the bucket prior to the
departure of the first packet of the latest arriving frame. A check for a token bucket overflow is done in (2). The variable tokens is set to bucket_size whenever it exceeds
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bucket_size. The pivot-point is set in (3) when a token bucket overflow occurs; otherwise,
(4) is used to calculate the minimum-distance. In (5), the bit-rate attenuation factor, α, is
calculated when a policing violation occurs. Finally, in (6) the minimum-distance is used
to determine if recalculating the token bucket state is needed. If the minimum-distance is
not satisfied, the token bucket state must be recalculated from the pivot-point to determine
if further bit-rate attenuation is necessary; otherwise, the algorithm continues until all
packets of the latest arriving frame are processed.

5.6.2 Buffer Overflow Prevention
The pseudocode for the buffer overflow prevention algorithm is shown in Figure 5-11.
In (1), the number of bytes in each future frame arriving before time ti is added to the
buffer length. The buffer overflow detection portion of the algorithm begins with (2).
Packets for frame i are added to the buffer and when the departure time of a packet
exceeds the arrival time of frame i+h, a new frame size is predicted and added to the
buffer. A check for buffer overflow is done anytime a frame is added to the buffer. If an
overflow is detected, then (3) begins the search for the packet whose earlier departure
would prevent the overflow. This is done by subtracting the size of each packet within the
frame until the buffer length is less than the buffer size. Once this packet is found, the new
bit-rate is calculated in (4).
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Input: smoother_rate, bit-rate calculated by the smoother.
buffer_ptr, pointer to first packet of current frame in smoother buffer.
tokens, number of tokens predicted to be in bucket when current frame begins service.
Output: rate, new bit-rate calculated by attenuator.
procedure Attenuate(smoother_rate : real; buffer_ptr, tokens: integer; var rate : real);
var psum, psize, pivot_tokens, pivot, tmin, dist : integer;
packet : Packet;
alpha : real;
flag : boolean
begin i := buffer_ptr; psum := 0; pivot := buffer_ptr; pivot_tokens := tokens;
tmin := bucket_size; rate := smoother_rate; flag := true;
while (rate > lower_bound and i < L)
packet := smoother_buffer[i];
psize := packet.size;
tokens := tokens + tgr(psize/rate);
{ Calculate tokens generated before departure. }
1:
if (tokens > bucket_size) then
{ Token bucket overflow check. }
2:
tokens := bucket_size;
{ Tokens cannot exceed bucket size. }
pivot := i+1;
{ Set pivot pointer. }
3:
pivot_tokens := tokens - psize;
tmin := bucket_size;
else
{ Bucket overflow does not occur; find tokens distance to bucket size. }
dist := bucket_size - tokens;
if (tmin > dist ) then tmin := dist;
4:
end { if }
psum := psum + psize;
if (tokens < psize)
{ Do we have enough tokens?}
tokens_short := psize - tokens;
alpha := 1/(1+(rate/tau)* (tokens_short/psum)); { Calc attenuation factor. }
5:
rate := alpha * rate;
{ This is the new, slower bit-rate. }
tokens := 0;
sum_tokens := sum_tokens + tokens_short;
flag := true;
else
{ We’re short tokens; find tokens needed and calc }
tokens := tokens - psize;
end { if }
i := i + 1;
{ Check for recalc tokens if rate reduction might cause bucket overflow }
6: if (i = L and rate > lower_bound and sum_tokens > tmin and flag = true)
i := pivot;
{ Restart from next packet after pivot point. }
tokens := pivot_tokens;
flag := false; psum := 0; sum-tokens := 0;
end { if }
end { while }
if (rate < lower_bound) then
rate := lower_bound;
end { if }
end { Attenuate }

Figure 5-10. Bit-rate Attenuation Pseudocode.
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Input: attn_rate, bit-rate determined by the Attenuator.
size, size of the current frame, in bytes, including packet overhead.
framecnt, number of frames which have arrived.
framenum, frame sequence number.
buffer_length, number of bytes in buffer; includes current frame.
time, time when current frame begins transmission.
L, number of packets in the buffer.
start_of_frame, buffer index of first packet for last frame.
Output: rate, bit-rate to transmit current frame.
procedure BufferCheck(attn_rate, upper_bound, time : real;
framecnt, framenum, buffer_length,
start_of_frame,L, size : integer;
var rate : real);
var h, psize : integer;
next_arrival, next_depart : real;
begin buffer_length := length;
next_arrival := tau(framecnt+1);
rate := attn_rate;
next_depart := time+(!/rate)size;
h := 0;
{ Sum estimated frame sizes which arrive while current frame waiting for service. }
1: while (next_arrival < time and j < H)
frame := predict(framenum+h);
buffer_length := buffer_length + 1;
next_arrival := next_arrival + tau;
h := h + 1;
end { while }
psum :=0; next_depart := time;
{ Sum estimated frame sizes which arrive prior to current frame departure. }
i := start_of_frame;
2: while (i < L and rate < upper_bound and h < H)
packet := smoother_buffer[i];
psize := packet.size[i];
next_depart := next_depart + psize/rate;
if (next_depart <= next_arrival)
buffer_length := buffer_length - psize;
psum := psum + psize;
else
frame := predict(framenum+h);
buffer_length := buffer_length + frame;
if (buffer_length > buffer_size and next_arrival > time)
overflow := buffer_length - buffer_size;
3:
repeat
i := i + 1;
packet := smoother_buffer[i];
psize := packet.size[i];
overflow := overflow - psize;
next_depart := next_depart + psize/rate;
psum := psum + psize;
until (overflow <= 0 or i > L);
4:
rate := psum/(next_arrival-time);
end { if}
end { if }
i := i + 1;
end { while }
end { BufferCheck }
Figure 5-11. Buffer Overflow Prevention Pseudocode
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Figure 5-12. MPEG VBR transmitter and Network Interface Unit.

5.7

Implementation of the MPEG VBR Transmitter
An implementation of the MPEG VBR transmitter is shown in Figure 5-12 which

incorporates the bit-rate attenuation and buffer overflow prevention algorithms. The transmitter packetizes MPEG frames and controls the delivery of these packets into the network. The transmitter reduces the bit-rate variation between frames, reduces the number
of low-priority packets entering the network and reduces the number of packets lost due to
buffer overflow. The Network Interface Unit (NIU) contains the token bucket traffic policing function. This transmitter will be used in the simulation experiments to study the performance of the proposed algorithms.
The transmitter consists of three major components: the Packetizer, the Rate Control
Unit (RCU) and the Scheduler. The Packetizer receives MPEG frames from the encoder
and segments each frame into packets. When a frame arrives, its corresponding packets
are stored in the smoother buffer while the RCU determines the bit-rate to transmit this
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frame and its starting service time. The Scheduler uses the bit-rate and the starting service
time in order to transmit each packet within a frame. Both the RCU and the Scheduler
operate asynchronously and are linked by the Rate Queue and Service Queue contained
within the RCU.
As each packet departs the buffer it must pass through the NIU. The NIU contains the
token bucket packet filtering mechanism which uses the traffic descriptor parameters
(σ,ρ). The parameter σ is the token bucket size, measured in units of tokens, and ρ is the
token generation rate, measured in units of tokens per second. (One token corresponds to
one byte of packet data.) If the number of tokens in the bucket is less than the number of
bytes in the packet, then a policing violation has occurred and the packet is downgraded
from a high priority packet to a low priority packet. If the number of tokens is greater than
or equal to the number of bytes in the packet, then the packet is transmitted into the network without downgrading the priority.
Prior to entering the network, packets are stored in an output buffer which is serviced
at the constant bit-rate of C Mbits/sec. where C >> ri. This buffer is mainly used to multiplex data from other sources located within the workstation or server. The simulation
experiments in this thesis will, however, will only use a single source.
The Packetizer takes each slice within an MPEG frame and stores it into the payload
of a packet. The header is added to the payload and the packet is forwarded to the
smoother buffer. A header size of zero bytes is used in the simulator. Each packet will contain one MPEG slice and each frame will contain 15 slices per frame. The size of each
packet is added to the frame size to give the value Si This value is the value used by the
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Figure 5-13. Diagram of the Rate Control Unit.

RCU. If a packet arrives at the smoother buffer when the buffer is full, then the packet is
dropped.
The RCU, shown in Figure 5-13, determines the bit-rate by using the smoother, bitrate attenuation and buffer overflow prevention algorithms. Once it calculates the bit-rate
and starting service time of the frame, both values are stored in the Rate Queue and Service Queue. The output of these queues is used by the Scheduler to determine when to
begin servicing the next frame and when the next packet of the frame departs.
The departure time of each packet within frame i is calculated as
p i, j
di, j = d i, j – 1 + ------- ,
ri
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(5.80)

where
p i, 1
d i, 1 = t i + -------- .
ri

(5.81)

After each packet is removed from the buffer, the frame number field located within the
header of the packet at the head of the smoother buffer is checked to determine if the
frame has been transmitted. A frame is considered transmitted when the frame number in
the packet header does not equal the frame number of the frame currently being transmitted. After a frame has been transmitted, the Scheduler removes the starting service time
and bit-rate for the next frame from the Rate and Service queues. The starting service is
then used to schedule the departure of first packet of the next frame.
In all of the experiments in this thesis, the minimum smoother delay bound, D, is equal
to 2τ, since D=(K+1)τ and K=1. This implies that at least one frame is in the buffer before
transmission of a frame can begin. Whenever smoothing is disabled, all packets for K
frames stored in the buffer depart as a burst. All packets for frame i are transmitted at the
rate C. In this case, the RCU and Scheduler mechanisms are not being used.

5.8

Simulation Results
The algorithms were tested using an object-oriented implementation of the transmitter

and a discrete-event simulator written in C++. Four video traces from the Weurzburg
library were used. One trace from each video category was selected in order to observe the
effect of different content on the performance of the bit-rate attenuation and the buffer
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overflow prevention algorithms. The eighty-three minute trace of the movie Star Wars was
added to assess the algorithm’s performance on longer video traces.
The metric Low Priority Ratio (LPR) was used to measure the performance of the bitrate attenuation algorithm. It is defined as
P lo
LPR = --------------------Phi + Plo

(5.82)

where Plo and Phi are the number of low and high priority packets transmitted respectively.
The performance of the buffer overflow prevention algorithm was determined by simply
comparing the number of packets dropped at the buffer with and without using the algorithm. Bit-rate variation is measured in terms of bit-rate peak-to-mean ratio (RPMR) and
coefficient-of-variation (RCV) which is defined as
MEAN ( { r i } )
RCV = --------------------------------- .
STD ( { r i } )

(5.83)

The delay bound, D, was empirically determined for each video trace. Values were
selected at M intervals, where M is the number of B frames between reference frames (I
and P). For these sequences, M was equal to 3 which produced intervals of 3τ, 6τ, 9τ and
12τ or 125, 250, 375 and 500 milliseconds at 24 frames per second. This interval was chosen as the delay bound, D, because it contained two B frames, which were low bit-rate,
and a reference frame (I or P), which was high bit-rate. The idea is that the smoother can
smooth the reference frame bit-rate over the B frame interval. Simulations were run for
each sequence at each of these delay bound intervals. The delay bound, D, which provided
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the most efficient smoothing was used in the simulations. This was determined by using
the formula,
5
PMR 0 – PMRD
Q = ------------------------------------- x 10 ,
max
max
B 0 – BD

(5.84)

which is the difference of the RPMR and maximum buffer size without and with smoothing
using a delay bound D. The bound which produced the highest value of Q was selected.
For the sequence Dino and News 1, D was found to be 125 milliseconds and SBowl, Simpsons and Star Wars it was found to be 250 milliseconds.

5.8.1

Bit-Rate Attenuation

A series of simulations were run for each video sequence comparing the LPR with
smoothing disabled, smoothing enabled and smoothing enabled with attenuation. For each
video sequence ρ was kept fixed and σ was varied. The results in Table 5-1 show that by
using attenuation, LPR decreased by 2x to 10x for the Dino and Simpsons traces. Attenuation also reduced the values of σ needed to make LPR equal to 0 by 10% to 20%. This is
significant because this can increase the probability that a connection is accepted by the
network since the allocated resources are based on this traffic descriptor. SMG rises when
the number of connections through a multiplexer increases without adding to the output
link capacity. The News 1 and Simpsons traces did not show a reduction in σ; however,
LPR was generally less when attenuation was used as compared to when it was not.
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Table 5-1. LPR comparison using no smoothing, smoothing and attenuation.
Video
Sequence

σ

(x103)

No
Smoothing

Smoothing

Attenuation

8.833x10-5

5.167x10-5

Dino

10

3.917x10-4

ρ=1.12x105

20

7.167x10-5

3.167x10-5

1.833x10-5

D=125 msec

25

4.5x10-5

1.0x10-5

0

27

4x10-5

1.667x10-6

0

30

2.833x10-5

0

0

News 1

10

1.204x10-1

8.833x10-5

6.167x10-5

ρ=2x105

20

2.517x10-4

4x10-5

3.5x10-5

D=125 msec

30

4.667x10-4

1.667x10-5

1.333x10-5

35

3.667x10-5

6.667x10-6

1.667x10-6

40

2.333x10-5

0

0

SBowl

12

1.052x10-3

3.5x10-5

1.167x10-5

ρ=2x105

14

2.083x10-4

1.667x10-5

6.667x10-6

D=250 msec

16

7.667x10-5

1x10-5

1.667x10-6

18

3.833x10-5

5x10-6

0

20

2.5x10-5

0

0

Simpsons

10

5.95x10-3

3.667x10-4

2.267x10-4

ρ=1.6x105

20

2.533x10-4

1.733x10-4

9.667x10-5

D=250 msec

30

1.117x10-4

7.833x10-5

2.5x10-5

40

3.333x10-5

1.5x10-5

1.667x10-6

50

3.333x10-6

0

0

10

1.161x10-1

1.079x10-6

1.079x10-6

12

8.340x10-2

1.618x10-6

5.394x10-7

14

5.876x10-2

5.394x10-7

5.394x10-7

16

4.131x10-2

5.394x10-7

0

18

2.889x10-2

0

0

Star Wars
(long version)

ρ=5x105
D=250 msec
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The results in Table 5-2 are used to determine the side-effects of using the attenuation
Table 5-2. Bit-rate statistics for videos sequences under different transmission modes.
Bit-Rate (Mb/s)
Video
Sequence

Mode

RPeak

RCV

Max
Buffer
(bytes)

Ia

2.87

1.272

14,954

IIb

1.82

0.4722

IIIc

1.82

I

Dino

News 1

SBowl

Simpsons

Star Wars

Delay (msec)
DAvg

DCV

24,481

103.973

0.019364

0.4721

24,481

103.975

0.019365

4.67

1.611

24,302

II

3.34

0.5945

31,941

103.287

0.0209925

III

3.34

0.5941

31,941

130.288

0.0209929

I

3.38

0.634

17,605

II

3.32

0.1580

60,164

178.7

0.0615622

III

3.32

0.1580

59,499

178.8

0.0615596

I

5.80

1.237

30,047

II

2.74

0.2562

59,499

171.9

0.0862184

III

2.74

0.2560

59,499

171.9

0.0862083

I

9.48

0.5192

49,365

II

5.24

0.0396

121,782

178.399

0.031945

III

5.24

0.0396

121,782

178.4

0.031945

Total
Rate
Changes

120

8

84

124

6

a. No Smoothing.
b. Smoothing.
c. Smoothing with Attenuation

algorithm. The results show that attenuation changes RCV and packet delay slightly, and
has little on the maximum buffer size.

5.8.2 Buffer Overflow Prevention Algorithm
The buffer overflow prevention algorithm was tested by running two simulations, one
with the algorithm disabled and the other with it enabled. The value of rmax was set to 4.8
Mb/s for all traces except for Starwars, where it was set to 8 Mb/s. These values were cho-
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sen because selecting a lower rmax resulted in an increase in the number of dropped packets. The buffer size was set for each video in Table 4-2 to be slightly less than that
specified in row II of the Max Buffer column. The results in Table 5-3 show that the algorithm reduced the number of packets dropped by 9x for the News 1 and 11x for the SBowl
traces. However, the algorithm did not significantly reduce the number of packets dropped
for the Dino and Simpsons traces. The results for the Starwars trace were the most impressive in that the number of dropped packets was reduced from 61 to 0.
For all sequences, the algorithm caused RPMR to increase by 1.4x to 3x. This is due to
the bit-rate increase required to accelerate the current frame departures packet in order to
avoid a buffer overflow. This does not necessarily defeat the purpose of the algorithm in
that when an overflow does not occur, the smoother algorithm is still working to reduce
bit-rate variation. It is only when an overflow is detected that the algorithm can significantly increase the peak rate, which in turn increases RPMR.
Table 5-3. Buffer overflow prevention simulation results.
Algorithm Disabled
Video
Sequence

Algorithm Enabled

Packets
Dropped

RPMR

RCV

Packets
Dropped

RPMR

RCV

Dino

13

6.185

0.471

12

17.073

0.564

News 1

9

7.642

0.594

1

11.256

0.737

SBowl

11

5.877

0.158

1

8.462

0.204

Simpsons

9

6.189

0.256

9

10.753

0.379

StarWars

61

2.523

0.039

0

4.599

0.071
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5.9

Conclusion
A novel MPEG VBR transmitter was presented which uses both bit-rate attenuation

and buffer overflow prevention algorithm. This is the first implementation which uses the
lossless smoother and the token bucket with both devices joined together via the attenuation function. These algorithms allow the transmitter to operate under the constraints
imposed by a token bucket policing mechanism and a finite smoother buffer size. The
transmitter is capable of operating in an environment where accurate determination of the
token bucket parameters and smoother buffer size is not possible.
Results showed that bit-rate attenuation reduced LPR by 2x to 10x without increasing
the magnitude of the token bucket parameters. The algorithm also reduced the magnitude
of the token bucket size, σ, by 10% to 20% while not increasing the LPR rate of 0. The
buffer overflow prevention algorithm reduced the number of packets dropped at the
smoother buffer by 9x to 11x for News 1 and SBowl, but had little effect on Dino and Simpsons. This was due to constraints on the maximum bit-rate. The algorithm was found to
be very effective in significantly reducing the number of packets dropped at the smoother
buffer, which decreased from 61 to 0 packets for the Star Wars trace.
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CHAPTER 6

ADAPTIVE SMOOTHER FOR MPEG VBR
VIDEO

6.1

Introduction
The quality of a compressed video stream transmitted over a computer network is sig-

nificantly determined by its Low Packet Priority Rate (LPR.) Recall from Chapter 5 that
LPR is the ratio of the number of low priority packets to the total number of packets transmitted. If the LPR is high, then the rate that low priority packets are sent into the network
is high. These packets are susceptible to being either dropped by the network or incurring
high delays when network congestion occurs. Video frames containing low priority packets can have missing packets or packets that arrive late at the video receiver. Video quality
is degraded when the video receiver must skip frames with missing packets or decode
them with partially reconstructed packets by using an error recovery mechanism.
In most cases when transmitting compressed video one should select a set of token
bucket parameters, (σ,ρ), which reduces LPR to zero. For prerecorded video, this is certainly feasible; however, when encoding video from a live event it is not possible accu147

rately determine these parameters. As a result, these parameters can only be estimated
when transmitting video for live events. One approach at estimating the token bucket
parameters is to take a conservative approach by selecting large values. This, however,
would convey to the network connection admission control that the average bit-rate and
burst period of the source is high. As a consequence, the network might disallow the connection due to insufficient resources. Reducing the magnitude of these parameters will
increase the probability that the connection is accepted, but doing so risks increasing LPR
to intolerable levels.
In certain cases, it might be desirable to transmit a video sequence with an LPR on the
order of 10-4 when the network load is light or when error recovery mechanisms are used
at the receiver.1 The reasoning behind this is that when the network is lightly loaded the
probability of dropping a low priority packet is low. The user could benefit from a cost
savings by transmitting at a higher LPR and sending fewer high priority packets into the
network. Also, error recovery mechanisms can compensate for any packets that are
dropped by the network or arrive late at the receiver. On the other hand, if the network load
is heavy or if the receiver does not contain an error recovery mechanism then an LPR on
the order of 10-6 might be needed.2 It would be desirable for the user to have a control
mechanism which produces a video stream at a specific LPR to take advantage of these
conditions.

1. An LPR of 10-4 equates to one low priority packet every 28 seconds at 24 frames/second and 15
packets/frame.
2. An LPR of 10-6 equates to one low priority packet every 46 minutes at 24 frames/second and 15
packets/frame.
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The LPR of a smoothed video stream is primarily determined by the burstiness of the
video sequence, the smoother delay bound (D), and the token bucket parameters (σ,ρ).
Currently empirical methods must be used to determine the value for these parameters to
produce a video transmission at a specific LPR. This assumes that the trace data for the
video sequence is available. This is certainly possible for stored video, but this would
require the processing of the entire video sequence. When encoding a live event, it would
be possible to estimate D, σ and ρ based on the anticipated burst characteristics of the
video source. In general, however, this is not an effective way for the user to transmit
video at a given LPR since these estimates can be very inaccurate.
It is reasonable to conclude that it would be desirable for the video transmitter to operate adaptively and adjust its output bit-rate in order to meet a specific LPR. The bit-rate
can be controlled by adjusting the smoother delay bound, D. This would make the video
transmitter capable of compensating for inaccurate estimates of D, σ and ρ. It would also
alleviate the need to characterize the entire video sequence to determine these parameters
for stored video. Using an adaptive approach, the target LPR would be selected based on
an LPR required to achieve a desired video quality. The transmitter would automatically
make adjustments to the smoother delay bound based on the on-line measurements of LPR
and the desired or target LPR.
Chapter 5 demonstrated that D and LPR were inversely related (e.g., as D increased
LPR decreased, and as D decreased LPR increased.) This characteristic of the smoother
provides a basic control mechanism for LPR. What is required is a feedback mechanism to
make adjustments to D based on the on-line measurements of LPR. A diagram of such a
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Figure 6-1. Diagram of smoother with adjustable delay bound based on online LPR
measurements.

mechanism is shown in Figure 6-1. The user specifies the desired target LPR (LPR) before
video transmission begins. The token bucket parameters are also provided. The only
requirement is that ρ > ravg and σ > pmax, where pmax is the maximum packet size. The
algorithm proposed in this chapter, called the LPR Tracking algorithm, is used to calculate
the new smoother delay bound, D(t), based on the value of LPR and the measurement of
LPR(t). This algorithm is used in the implementation of an adaptive smoother for MPEG
VBR video.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the premise of the algorithm. Section 5.3 provides a description of the algorithm. Section 5.4 presents an analysis
of the algorithm. Section 5.5 gives an implementation of the algorithm. Section 5.6 shows
the experimental results. Finally, section 5.7 concludes the chapter.
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6.2

Algorithm Premise
The algorithm is based on the premise that for a given set of token bucket parameters,

σ and ρ, the metric LPR is inversely proportional to the smoother delay bound D. This
forms the basis for a feedback control mechanism to control LPR.

6.2.1 Decreasing LPR
Decreasing the LPR of the transmitted video stream is accomplished by the smoother
choosing a lower bit-rate. This is done by decreasing the lower bit-rate bound of the
smoother. This is shown in the following formula from Chapter 5,
h

∑

Si + m

(6.1)
L

m

=0
- = r i ( D ),
r i ≥ ----------------------------------------------D + ( i – 1 + h )τ – ti

where Si + m is the size of frame i, τ is the frame period, ti is the starting service time for
L

frame i, h is the lookahead interval and r i ( D ) is the bit-rate lower bound for frame i using
the delay bound D. Recall that the smoother chooses the moving average bit-rate calculated over the lookahead window consisting of h frames. This is shown in the formula
where
h

ri =

∑

Si + m
------------ .
hτ

m=0
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(6.2)

For frames where
L

r i ≤ r i ( D ),

(6.3)

the lower bound will be selected such that
D

L

r i = r i ( D ),

(6.4)

D

where r i is the bit-rate for frame i chosen by the smoother using a delay bound of D. Note
that
D

ri > r i .

(6.5)

Now take the case where the delay bound is increased by the amount δ. From (5.4) the
following relation must hold
L

L

r i ( D + δ ) < r i ( D ).

(6.6)

Now if
L

ri ≥ ri ( D + δ )
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(6.7)

then the smoother will choose the moving average bit-rate calculated in (5.5),
D+δ

ri

D+δ

where r i

= ri ,

(6.8)

is the smoother bit-rate for frame i using a delay bound of D+δ. Using (5.7)

and (5.9) we have
D+δ

ri

D

< ri ,

(6.9)

which indicates that the bit-rate for frame i has been decreased.
The decrease in LPR occurs when the bit-rate reduction causes an increase in the
packet departures times. This is seen in the following equation where the packet departure
time is calculated as
p i, j
di, j = d i, j – 1 + -------,
ri

(6.10)

where di,j is the departure time of the jth packet of frame i. The later packet departures
allow the token bucket to generate more tokens. This is shown in the following equation
from Chapter 5,
T i, j = max ( σ ,T i, j – 1 + ρ ( d i, j – d i, j – 1 ) – pi, j – 1 )
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(6.11)

where Ti,j is the number of tokens in the bucket before the jth packet has departed and pi,j is
the packet size in bytes. Taking the difference of the departure times in (5.14) and substituting (5.13) produced the term ρ ( p i, j ⁄ r i ) which is the number of new tokens added
between packet departures. It is clear from this that decreasing ri will increase Ti,j.

6.2.2

Increasing LPR

The LPR of a video stream is increased by decreasing the smoother delay bound, D.
When D is decreased the bit-rate lower bound for frame i increases. This forces the
smoother to choose a higher bit-rate whenever this exceeds the moving average bit-rate.
For frames where
L

ri ≥ ri ( D )

(6.12)

the moving average bit-rate is selected,
D

ri = r i ,

(6.13)

since it is greater than the lower bound.
If the smoother delay bound is decreased by the amount δ, then from (5.4) the following
relation holds
L

L

r i ( D – δ ) > r i ( D ).
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(6.14)

The bit-rate is increased whenever
L

r i < r i ( D – δ ),

(6.15)

which implies that the moving average bit-rate is now less than the new bit-rate lower
bound calculated using the smoother delay bound D-δ. Therefore, the smoother bit-rate
for frame i is the new lower bit-rate bound
D–δ

L

= r i ( D – δ ).

ri

(6.16)

Using (5.15) through (5.19) leads to
D–δ

ri

D

> ri ,

(6.17)

which indicates that the bit-rate for frame i has been increased.
The number of tokens in the bucket when the delay bound is decreased is related to the
change in the smoother delay bound in the following way,
D–δ

T i, j ( r i

D

) > T i, j ( r i ).

(6.18)

This implies that there are fewer tokens in the bucket which increases the likelihood that a
low priority packet is generated when Ti,j < pi,j. This results in an increase in the number of
low priority packets transmitted leading to an increase in LPR.
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6.3

Algorithm Description

6.3.1 LPR Measurement Interval
The algorithm uses a delta LPR measurement to determine if the smoother delay
bound needs to change. Whenever LPR is measured, it is compared to the previous measurement, LPR(t-1). This is done in order to determine if LPR has increased or decreased.
The change between measurements is calculated using the equation
LPR ( t 2 ) – LPR ( t 1 )
dLPR
∆LPR
-------------- = --------------- = ----------------------------------------------- .
t2 – t 1
dt
∆t

(6.19)

The value of ∆t is defined to be fixed at one second simplifying equation (5.22) to a difference equation
∆LPR = LPR ( t ) – LPR ( t – 1 ).

(6.20)

It is clear that if LPR increases, then ∆LPR will be a positive. Conversely, if it decreases
then ∆LPR will be negative.

6.3.2

Delay Bound Adjustment

The algorithm uses ∆LPR to determine if LPR is diverging away or converging towards
the LPR. There are two cases where LPR is said to be diverging away from LPR. The first
case occurs when ∆LPR is positive and LPR(t) > LPR. This indicates that LPR is increasing as it diverges away from LPR. To compensate, the algorithm must increase the
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smoother delay bound in order to decrease LPR. The second case occurs when ∆LPR is
negative and LPR(t) < LPR. This indicates that LPR is decreasing as it diverges away from
LPR. In this case, the algorithm must decrease the delay bound in order to increase LPR.
Using these two divergent conditions, the new smoother delay bound is determined by the
following equation
 D ( t – 1 ) + τ log ( LPR(t) ⁄ LPR ),

D(t ) = 
τ
 D ( t – 1 ) + --2- log ( LPR(t) ⁄ LPR ),


if (∆LPR > 0) & (LPR(t) > LPR)

(6.21)

if (∆LPR < 0) & (LPR(t) < LPR)

where τ is the frame period.
Defining the gain terms, τ and τ/2, in equation (6.21) as γ1 and γ2, these gains determine the magnitude of the response to the log10 error function. Note that γ1 > γ2. This was
done in order to increase the delay bound faster than decreasing it. As γ1 increases, the
positive rate of change of the delay bound, +D(t)/dt, increases so that D(t) approaches
Dmax quickly. Reducing γ1 decreases the magnitude of the delay bound increases a +D(t)/
dt decreases. This weakens the response of the algorithm to increases in LPR. This will
increase LPR and can increase the convergence time. As γ2 increases, the delay bound
decreases faster as negative rate of the delay bound, -D(t)/dt, is increased. Care must be
taken in that decreasing the delay bound too quickly can significantly increase the number
of low priority packets generated in a short period of time. This can increase the convergence time of the algorithm. As γ2 decreases, -D(t)/dt is reduced. Decreasing D(t) too
slowly will cause it to be higher than required for the specified LPR target. Several combi-
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nations of the gain terms were tried (i.e. (2τ,τ), (τ,τ), (τ,τ/4)) and the gain terms show in
(6.21) were found to provide the best results.
There are two cases when LPR is converging towards LPR. The first case occurs when
∆LPR is negative and LPR(t) > LPR. This indicates that the LPR is deceasing towards
LPR. The second case occurs when ∆LPR is positive and LPR(t) < LPR. This indicates that
LPR is increasing towards LPR. Since the LPR is converging, the algorithm does not
change the delay bound.
A special case occurs when LPR(t) = 0 and LPR > 0. This indicates that a low priority
packet has not been generated. This is a case where LPR is neither diverging away from or
converging towards LPR. As a result, equation (5.24) does not apply since the error function, log10(LPR(t)/LPR), is not defined when LPR(t)=0. In order for the algorithm to cause
LPR to increase and begin converging towards LPR it must decrease the smoother delay
bound. This is accomplished by using the following equation
τ
D ( t ) = D ( t – 1 ) – --- .
2

6.3.3

(6.22)

LPR Quiescent Region

Since LPR is measured in magnitudes of 10-4 or 10-6, it is unlikely that LPR will ever
be exactly equal to LPR. As a result, when LPR is approximately equal to LPR equation
(5.24) will constantly be invoked yielding numerous minute changes to D. To prevent this
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from occurring, a quiescent region is defined bounded by the values LPR upper and
LPR lower where
LPR upper = 1.5 × LPR

(6.23)

LPR lower = 0.5 × LPR.

(6.24)

and

Whenever LPR satisfies the relation

LPR lower ≤ LPR(t) ≤ LPR upper

(6.25)

the algorithm is said to be converged on LPR and D is not changed. If at any time during
the video transmission (5.28) becomes false, the algorithm can again change D using
equation (5.24).

6.4

Conditions for Non-Convergence
There are certain cases for which the algorithm might not converge. The first case

occurs when LPR(t) is non-decreasing over the interval ( 0, ∞ ) . The worst case is when
LPR(t) is one, which occurs when ρ « r avg (ravg is the average bit-rate of the video
sequence) or when σ < pmin (where pmin is the minimum packet size of the video
sequence.) The former case will cause all packets to be downgraded to low priority pack159

ets. In certain cases where the token bucket parameters are not sufficient given LPR, the
algorithm could decrease D to zero or increase it significantly. To constrain D, bounds are
defined to limit its maximum and minimum.
To analyze the limits of D, equation (5.24) is generalized so that
D ( t ) = D ( t – 1 ) + γε

(6.26)

where γ is the gain term (τ,τ/2) and the error term is ε is log10(∆LPR/LPR). Using the
worst case scenario for LPR(t), the error term is
ε = log 10 ( 1 ⁄ LPR ).

(6.27)

Given that LPR is in the form a10-c, equation (5.31) is approximately equal to c. The limit
of the delay bound adjustment equation is
lim D ( t ) = D ( t – 1 ) + γε = D ( t – 1 ) + cγ.

LPR → 1

(6.28)

This implies that the delay bound will be continually increased by increments of cτ.
Therefore, as t → ∞ then D ( t ) → ∞ . This is the reason for constraining D,
D ( t ) ≤ D max ,
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(6.29)

so that as t → ∞ , D(t) converges to either D* where D* is defined as the smoother delay
bound which converges on LPR, or Dmax, where Dmax, is the maximum smoother delay
bound.
The second case for non-convergence occurs when LPR(t) approaches zero. This
occurs when ρ » r avg or when σ » r peak and ρ ≥ r avg .The delay bound adjustment equation
becomes
lim D ( t ) = D ( t ) + γε

LPR → 0

(6.30)

+

where 0+ indicates that LPR is a negligibly small positive number. The error term becomes
 a × 10 –b 
ε = log 10  ------------------–e 
 d × 10 

(6.31)

where a and d are greater than zero and b >> e. The error term will then approximate
ε ≅ b – e.

Since b >> e, the delay bound adjustment equation approximates
D ( t ) ≅ D ( t ) – ( b – e ) γ,
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(6.32)

where (b-e) > 0. This implies that the delay bound will be continually decreased by increments of (b-e)τ/2 until eventually D ( t ) = 0 This will essentially disable the smoother.
This is avoided by constraining the delay bound to obey the following relation
D ( t ) ≥ D min ,

(6.33)

so that as t → ∞ , D(t) converges to either D* or Dmin, where Dmin is the minimum
smoother delay bound. Dmin is always set to (K+1)τ, where K is the minimum number of
frames which must be in the buffer before transmission begins. This is done in order to
preserve the continuous service property of the transmitter. Recall from Chapter 5, that the
smoother algorithm guarantees continued service if D ≥ ( K + 1 )τ .

6.5

Algorithm Implementation

6.5.1

Pseudocode Description

The pseudocode for the algorithm is shown in Figure 6-2, statements 1 and 2 define
the quiescent region for LPR. The value of ∆LPR(t) is calculated in statement 4 and is used
in statement 6 to determine if a delay bound adjustment is required. The value of ε is calculated in statement 5 and is used to calculate the new delay bound in statements 7 and 9.
The special case where LPR(t) = 0 is checked in statement 12 and the corresponding delay
bound is calculated in statement 13. Statements 15 through 19 are used to constrain D(t)
within Dmin and Dmax.
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Input: lpr, measured LPR at time t.
lpr_target, objective LPR.
prev_lpr, LPR at time t-1;
D(t), current smoother delay bound.
tau, frame period (1/24 sec).
Dmin, minimum delay bound.
Dmax, maximum delay bound.
Output: Dj+1, new smoother delay bound.
procedure LPR_Tracking(lpr, lpr_target, prev_lpr, D(t): float; var D(t-1): float)
var lpr_max, lpr_min, delta_lpr, error : float;
begin
1: lpr_upr := 1.5(lpr_target);
2: lpr_lwr := 0.5(lpr_target);
3: if ((lpr > 0) and (lpr_target > 0) and ((lpr > lpr_upr) or (lpr < lpr_lwr))) then
4: delta_lpr := lpr - prev_lpr
5: error := log10(lpr/lpr_target);
6: if ((lpr > lpr_target) and (delta_lpr > 0)) then
7:
D(t) := D(t-1)+ (tau x error);
8:
else
9:
D(t):= D(t-1) + ((tau/2) x error);
10: end
11: end
12: if ((lpr = 0) and (lpr_target > 0)) then
13:
D(t) := D(t-1) - ((frame_period/2);
14: end
15: if (D(t) < Dmin) then
16:
D(t) := Dmin;
17: else (D(t)> Dmax) then
18:
D(t) := Dmax;
19: end
end
Figure 6-2. LPR Tracking algorithm pseudocode. ( Numbers on the left are for reference
only.)

6.5.2

Rate Control Unit Modifications

The LPR Tracking function is added to the Rate Control Unit (RCU) as shown in Figure 6-3. Instead of a fixed smoother delay bound provided by the user, a variable delay
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Figure 6-3. Rate Control Unit with LPR tracking function.

bound is applied by the tracking function. The user specifies the LPR as well as the
smoother delay bound parameters Dmin and Dmax. The values Dmin and Dmax define the
minimum and maximum values for the smoother delay bound. The Network Interface Unit
(NIU) provides LPR(t). Each measurement is processed and compared to LPR by the algorithm in order to determine the new smoother delay bound, D(t).

6.6

Experimental Results

6.6.1

Setup

Simulations were performed using a C++ object-oriented discrete-event simulator.
The video sequence chosen was the MPEG-1 encoding of the movie Starwars.3 The val164

ues for LPR were chosen at 10-3, 10-4 and 10-5. Dmin was set to 2τ, where K=1. The value
for Dmax was set to Nτ, where N is the number of frames in an MPEG GOP. At 24 frames
per second, this makes Dmin = 83.33 milliseconds and Dmax = 500 milliseconds. At the
start of each video sequence, the initial delay bound was set to Dmin. The token bucket
size, σ, was set to 10,000 tokens and the token generation rate, ρ, was set to 433,176
tokens/sec. The value of ρ was selected to be about twice the average bit-rate of the video
sequence. The value of σ was chosen so that a burst of approximately 4 times ρ can be
absorbed over the GOP interval of 375 milliseconds. The token bucket was initialized with
10,000 tokens at the start of the video sequence. For the simulations where D was fixed, σ
and ρ were kept constant and the value of D was chosen which produced the desired LPR.

6.6.2

Simulation Results

In order to obtain an LPR of 10-3, the smoother delay bound D was fixed at 83.33 milliseconds. The corresponding LPR plot is shown in Figure 6-4 (a). The LPR Tracking
algorithm attempts to maintain LPR at 10-3, shown in Figure 6-4 (b), by adjusting the
delay bound. Figure 6-4 (c) shows D(t) as it changes in response to changes in LPR(t).
When t=1, 50, 89 and 600 seconds, D(t) is reduced in response to decreases in LPR(t)
beyond LPRlower. When t=156 and 1067seconds, D(t) is increased in response to increases
in LPR(t) beyond LPRupper. Changes to D(t) cease after t=1067 seconds (approximately
17.8 minutes). The convergence latency for LPR=10-3 is approximately 2.8 seconds. This
is apparent as LPR(t) appears to approach LPR rapidly.

3. Refer to chapter 2 for additional information on this sequence.
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Figure 6-5 shows the simulation results when LPR=10-4. In this simulation, the magnitude of the increase in D(t) is much more than the simulation when LPR=10-3. This is due
to the fact that { LPR(1)-LPR(0) } will always indicate a divergence condition unless
LPR(1)=0. Therefore, reducing LPR from 10-3 to 10-4 increased the magnitude of ε which
in turn increased D(t). The convergence latency in this case is 27.8 seconds. Figure 6-5 (a)
shows the LPR plot using a fixed D at 104.2 seconds. Using the LPR Tracking algorithm,
D(t) is decreased at t=400 seconds in response to LPR(t) being less than LPRlower. It is
increased at time 1 and 1200 seconds in response to a sudden increase in LPR(t) which is
divergent from LPR. No further changes to D(t) occur after time 1200 seconds. Note that
LPR(t) drifts below LPR; however, D(t) is not changed because LPR(t) is within the
bounds defined by the quiescent region.
Figure 6-6 shows the simulation results when LPR = 10-5. In order to achieve an LPR
of 10-5, D is fixed at 125 milliseconds. The LPR plot in Figure 6-6 (a) shows the resultant
LPR when D is fixed at 125 milliseconds. Using the algorithm, Figure 6-6 (b) shows that
LPR(t) reaches 10-5 after 2500 seconds. Note that for the interval between 0 to 900 seconds LPR(t)=0. The convergence latency, Tc, is approximately 278 seconds. The algorithm has converged on LPR at time 2000 seconds. The algorithm is still enabled which is
evident by the change in D(t), shown in Figure 6-6 (c), occurring at time 4533 seconds.
Table 6-1 shows the results of the performance of the algorithm. The algorithm
achieved the desired LPR with an average bit-rate (RAVG), peak-to-mean ratio (RPMR), and
coefficient-of-variation (RCV) at or below that when using a fixed delay bound. The mean
time between the occurrence of a low priority packets (MTBL) is significantly improved,
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Figure 6-4. Star Wars transmission with LPR ~ 10-3 using: (a) D = 83.33 milliseconds, (b)
LPT(t) , (c) D(t).
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increasing from less than one second to over 13 seconds for an LPR of 10-3. MTBL
increased significantly for LPR of 10-4 as well; however, it only increased slightly for LPR
of 10-5. These improvements were made at the expense of a slightly longer average packet
delay and a slightly higher average bit-rate.
Table 6-1. Results using a fixed smoother delay bound.
Bit-Rate (Mbps)

Variable

Fixed

D(t)

6.7

LPR

LPR

MTBL
(sec)

R PMR

RAvg

RCV

Avg
Packet
Delay
(ms)

10-3

3.767x10-3

0.736

5.47

1.733

0.5192

83.333

10

-4

1.656x10

-4

16.67

3.911

1.616

0.1876

93.788

10

-5

3.188x10

-5

75.15

3.263

1.657

0.0946

104.164

1.95

4.886

1.651

0.363

87.246

34.258

3.938

1.647

0.1274

101.232

123.98

3.741

1.733

0.0409

166.893

10-3
10

-4

10

-5

1.42x10-3
0.804x10
2.05x10

-4

-5

Conclusion
An algorithm was presented which adjusts the smoother delay bound based on the

measured LPR and the user specified target LPR. The results showed convergence of
LPR(t) to LPR. The algorithm also responded to situations where LPR drifted beyond the
quiescent region. The algorithm also produced a smoother video stream since the bit-rate
RCV was lower than the fixed D case. Finally, the MTBL was significantly increased which
can have a significant bearing on the quality of the decoded video sequence. This algorithm makes the VBR transmitter adaptive and better suited for real-time live video broadcasts by producing a video stream at a given LPR. This in turn allows the user to control
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video quality at the receiver since high LPR can result in poor quality due to late low priority packets.
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CHAPTER 7

SIMULATION STUDY ON THE
MULTIPLEXING OF MPEG VBR
SOURCES USING FIRST COME FIRST
SERVE AND WEIGHTED FAIR QUEUEING

7.1

Introduction
As the transmission of MPEG VBR video becomes more commonplace the multiplex-

ing of these sources will be a significant issue. Previous work on VBR multiplexing would
develop a statistical model based on a single MPEG VBR trace. This model was then replicated to drive the inputs of a multiplexer. The reasons for this approach have been discussed in chapter 3. Simulations were then carried out to determine the performance of the
multiplexer in terms packet loss and packet delay. The Wuerzburg traces, however, presents an opportunity to drive up to twenty inputs to a multiplexer with video sequences of
various content.
One of the main reasons for the interest in the multiplexing of VBR sequences is that it
can yield a higher SMG than CBR sequences (CBR is currently used today.) [10] How171

ever, the work in [28,29] has pointed out that for certain VBR sequences improvements in
the SMG might not be realized and that, in general, smoothing VBR sources was required.
This work quantified the amount of SMG using a Markov On-Off model which simulated
the worst-case leaky bucket constrained source. This brings into question the amount of
SMG which is achievable when multiplexing MPG VBR sources. It also implies that
smoothing is necessary for VBR sources. To determine if this is the case, the performance
of a multiplexer when multiplexing actual MPEG VBR sequences is needed.
This chapter presents a simulation study which uses actual MPEG VBR traces to
investigate the multiplexing performance uses both a First Come First Serve (FCFS) and a
Weighted Fair Queue (WFQ) buffer service policy. The VBR sources used in the simulations are the Weurzburg traces described in chapter 2. The performance criteria is based on
the multiplexer packet delay and the SMG. The benefits of smoothing the VBR source
will also be investigated as well as its impact on the packet delay and SMG.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 gives and overview of the issues
relating to the transport of packet video over computer networks. Section 6.3 gives an
overview of fair queueing algorithms. Section 6.4 gives an overview of the Generalized
Processor Sharing algorithm and its relationship to WFQ with token bucket constrained
sources is described. The simulation environment is described in section 6.5. The simulation results are given in section 6.6 and section 6.7 concludes the chapter.
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7.2

Packet Video Transport

7.2.1

Isochronous Traffic

Isochronous traffic, such as packet video and audio, require packets to be delivered in
a timely fashion. In particular, these sources deliver packets which have deadlines for their
use. Packets which arrive late are assumed to be unusable, regardless of the fact that the
data is not corrupted. This differs from other data transport which have no such delay
requirements. This places stringent demands on the congestion control of packet switches.
It was thought that the delivery of isochronous traffic required rigid guarantees on
delay jitter. This premise was mostly derived from the telecommunications community
which has a long history of transporting digital voice over large networks. The communications channels used in these dedicated circuit-switched networks were synchronous and,
therefore, required very little data buffering compared to a packet switched network. Minimizing the buffer size within the network was important because it meant significant cost
savings in switching equipment. Also, telephone handsets did not contain any buffering
since they were analog devices. As a result, it was not possible for the unit to provide any
compensation for any network delay.
While minimizing the buffer size is still important in the’s packet switched networks
of today, most switches have a significant amount of buffering. Also, but the workstation
servers and clients contain a significant amount of buffering. As a result, minimizing delay
jitter is not a critical factor in the delivery of isochronous traffic. What is important, however, is to provide a predictable level of service on packet delay.
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7.2.2

Delay Jitter

Partridge argued in [94] that it was not necessary to guarantee delay jitter for isochronous traffic. Rather, what was necessary was for the network to provide guarantees on
both the average bandwidth and maximum packet delay. Given these guarantees, the
amount of buffer space needed at the receiver (or client) can be determined. Each packet
can contain a timestamp indicating their presentation time. If the operating system at the
receiver could decode these packets in a timely fashion, then the receiver can be said to be
behaving isochronously. As a result of this behavior, it would not be necessary for the network to deliver packets isochronously and can instead deliver them in an asynchronous
fashion.
A conclusion which could be drawn from this argument is that if the network could
provide the required guarantees, then it would be feasible to transmit isochronous traffic
over packet switched networks without tight jitter control. In fact, multimedia applications
exist today which transport audio and video over computer networks using this principle.

7.2.3 FCFS Service Policy
One of the problems delivery packet audio and video over the networks of today is that
they suffer from periods of excessive delay. This is evident in the performance of current
video streaming software used on the Internet such as RealPlayer from Progressive Networks, Inc. or CuSeeMe from White Pine Software, Inc. These programs include software codecs which encode the video sequence prior to entering the network and decode it
after it leaves the network. Before the video sequence begins to play-out, several seconds
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of the sequence is buffered at the receiver. The amount of buffering is based on the estimated path delay in the network. What often occurs is that the receiver will have to
rebuffer during playback due to increased congestion at a node along the path. The
receiver must increase the size of its buffer and fill this buffer with enough packets in
order to compensate for the estimated maximum packet delay. During this period, the
video or audio is frozen causing a discontinuity in its play-back. This can be quite disturbing to the user.
The occasional excessive packet delay occurs because network switches and routers
are primarily based on a FCFS buffer service policy. The FCFS service policy does not
have a mechanism to protect a session from other sessions which monopolizes the output
bandwidth of the multiplexer or packet switch. This is due to a lack of isolation between
session traffic. As a consequence, traffic from other sessions can significantly delay packets generated from a video session by flooding the switch with packets. Multiplexers
which are based on a fair service policy, such as the WFQ provide the isolation needed to
protect sessions from other sessions attempting to monopolize the multiplexer bandwidth.
Bounds on the maximum packet delay can be guaranteed using fair service policies,
thereby, providing the framework for the transport of packet video and audio. Bounds on
the maximum packet delay can be calculated for FCFS as well; however, they are generally much higher than WFQ. This is especially true as the number of hops a packet takes
as it traverses the network increases.
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7.3

Overview of Fair Queueing Algorithms
A fair queueing algorithm allocates its resources equitably while protecting well

behaving sessions from misbehaving sessions. More formally, the Max-Min Fairness Criterion states that a fair allocation is one where: (1) No user receives more than it
requested, (2) No other allocation scheme satisfying (1) has a higher minimum allocation
and (3) Condition (2) remains recursively true as we remove the minimal user and reduce
the total resource [14]. Nagle [45] first addressed the fairness problem associated with
FCFS. He proposed a fair queueing algorithm called Round Robin which used separate
FIFOs for each session.
The FCFS fairness problem was explained as follows. Each packet contained a TimeTo-Live (TTL) timestamp which was decremented as the packet traversed the network.
When the timestamp reached zero it was considered expired and the packet was dropped
from the network. Nagle showed that, under these conditions, even when a packet switch
contained an infinite buffer packets would be dropped if the switch was flooded with
packets. This was due to the expiration of the TTL time stamp.
The Round Robin algorithm was described as follows. A service round is defined in
which each session’s FIFO receives service. One packet at the head of each FIFO is sent
during a service round. When all FIFOs were serviced another service round would begin.
Any FIFOs which were empty during a service round were skipped. Any packets with
expired TTL timestamps were dropped. The service rounds continue until all FIFOs are
empty at which the server goes idle.
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The Round Robin algorithm offered a significant improvement, in terms of fairness,
over FCFS. The advantage of this algorithm was that it prevented a single user from
monopolizing the output link by ensuring that only one packet was sent per round for each
session. The major disadvantage of Round-Robin, however, was that it did not account for
packet size. A session sending large packets would, on average, get a larger share of the
output link capacity than other sessions sending smaller packets. In the extreme case, if
the packet size was not limited by the network, a session could completely monopolize the
bandwidth by sending very large packets.
Zhang developed the Virtual Clock algorithm [95] which ensured that each session
received its allocated average bandwidth. It attempted to mimic the characteristics of a
Time Division Multiplexing system, typically used in circuit-switched telephony networks.
The algorithm required that each session contain a Virtual Clock which incremented by an
amount equal to the packet interarrival time. As a packet arrived at the switch, it was
timestamped with the current value of its virtual clock. Packets were then serviced in
increasing timestamp order. One of the drawbacks to this algorithm was that sources could
not take advantage of the extra bandwidth available when a switch was lightly loaded.
Golestani noted that as packets traversed a network they tended to cluster, which
potentially could cause congestion at a switch. [96] This was in lieu of the fact that the
packets might have entered the network in an evenly dispersed, or “smooth” manner. He
developed the Stop-and-Go algorithm which attempted to avoid this clustering effect and,
thereby avoid congestion at intermediate nodes. The algorithm reduced the clustering
effect by using a framing structure throughout the network. Packet transmission could
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only occur during a frame1 interval. Packets which were queued prior to the start of the
frame interval would be transmitted in that interval. Any packets which arrived during a
frame interval must wait for the next interval to be transmitted. Once all packets were
transmitted, the server goes idle until the next frame interval begins, even though there
might be packets queued in the system. This is essentially what makes Stop-and-Go a nonwork conserving2 algorithm and is mostly seen as a drawback. On the other hand, what is
attractive about this algorithm is that it does in fact smooth the traffic within the network
and provides a guarantee on a constant delay with a small bounded delay jitter.
Demers, et. al. [97] proposed an algorithm called Bit-by-Bit Round Robin (BR), which
solved the packet size problem in the Round Robin algorithm. It does this by sending one
bit from each active session’s packet per service round rather than sending the whole
packet. Of course, sending a bit from each packet is not feasible, so they proposed an
approximation to BR which stamped each packet with its calculated departure time. These
packets were then serviced in increasing timestamp order. The algorithm was improved by
allowing for varying degrees of session delay requirements.

7.4

Generalized Processor Sharing and the WFQ
Parekh and Gallager [98,99] provided proofs which showed that the maximum packet

delay can be calculated for packet switches using Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS)
with token bucket constrained sources. In GPS, each session is given its weighted share,

1. This is not the same as a video frame, but rather it represents a fixed interval of time.
2. A work conserving server will never go idle if there is a packet in the queue.
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φi, of the output link capacity, r, and is guaranteed a bandwidth, gi, determined by the formula
φi
r,
g i = -------------------N
φ
∑ j

(7.1)

j=1

where, i, is the session number and, N, is the total number of active sessions. (An active
session is defined as a session which currently has at least one packet stored in the multiplexer.)
The amount of bandwidth that is instantaneously available to a session is a function of
φi and the sum of all φi’s for the currently active sessions. To calculate the instantaneous
bandwidth available to a session, the vector Bj(k)= {b1,b2,...,bm} is defined. This is the set
of weights for currently active sessions, where bk = φi, m is the number of active sessions
and j is the time when a packet arrives or departs the buffer. The amount of bandwidth for
session i at time j is then
φi
i
- r.
r j = ----------------------------m
∑ Bj ( k )

(7.2)

k=1

As an example, the weights for three sessions are defined as: φ1 = 1, φ2 = 2 and φ3 = 3.
When all sessions are active, each will share the output link. Using (6.2), the instantaneous
1
2
3
1
2
3
bandwidth for each session is r j =  ---  r , r j =  ---  r and r j =  --- r . If session 3
6
6
6
2
1
becomes inactive, then sessions 1 and 2 will share the output link with r j =  ---  r and
6
3
2
r j =  ---  r . Note that the bandwidth for each active session is increased. Taking this
6
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2

example a step further, if session 1 now becomes inactive, then r j = r giving session 2
all of the available bandwidth. In general, as more session queues go empty the bandwidth
available to active sessions increases. On the other hand, as more session queues become
non-empty the bandwidth available to active sessions decreases. This implies that the
instantaneous bandwidth for each session is quite dynamic and can increase or decrease
significantly. However, the algorithm always ensures that the relation
i

rj > gi

∀j

(7.3)

holds. This states that the instantaneous bandwidth is never less than the minimum bandwidth guarantee.
GPS as defined is not feasible to implement because it assumes, as does BR, that all
active sessions must have their packets serviced simultaneously. A practical implementation, which approximates GPS, is called Packetized GPS (PGPS). In PGPS, each packet’s
departure time is calculated using GPS. The departure time is then used to timestamp each
packet as it is stored in the system. Packets are then serviced in increasing timestamp
order. It was shown in [14] that PGPS packet departures, F p , will always be earlier than
GPS departures, F p . It was also demonstrated that the following relation will always hold
L max
Fp – Fp ≤ ----------- ,
r

(7.4)

where Lmax is the maximum packet size, p is the packet number, and r is the server bitrate. PGPS is similar to BR and is often referred to as WFQ.
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One of the most significant contributions from Parekh’s work was a proof which
showed that it was possible to obtain a bound on the maximum packet delay for a WFQ
using token bucket constrained sources. This was a significant finding because, as stated
earlier, a guarantee on the maximum packet delay is a critical component in enabling the
delivery of isochronous traffic. A modified, yet equivalent, version of Parekh’s formula
was given in [100] which calculates the maximum packet delay a,
σ i ( h i – 1 ) li
D i = ----- + --------------------- +
gi
gi

hi

∑
m=1

l
----*- ,
rm

(7.5)

where σi is the token bucket size for session i, ρi is the token generation rate, gi is the session bandwidth (g i ≥ ρ i ,) hi is the maximum number of hops, li is the maximum session
packet length, l* is the maximum packet length allowed in the network and rm is the multiplexer output bandwidth at hop m. By setting ρi = gi the maximum delay bound for the
source can be determined. To obtain the guaranteed bandwidth for a given delay bound,
the following formula, derived from (7.5), is used where
σi + ( hi – 1 )li
-.
g i = ----------------------------------hi
l*
----Di – ∑
m = 1 rm

This study implements the WFQ buffer service policy as defined in PGPS.
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(7.6)

7.5

Simulation Environment
The system used for this simulation study is shown in Figure 7-1. The system consists

of multiple MPEG VBR transmitters, described in the chapter 5, which were used as input
sources to the multiplexer. The transmitter obtains its data from the trace files generated
from actual MPEG VBR video sequences. These traces were obtained from the
Wuerzburg library described previously in chapter 2. Each source began playback starting
at frame one and all sources began transmission simultaneously. This was done in order to
synchronize the transmission of I-frames between sources. Since I-frames generally have
the highest instantaneous bit-rate of the three frame types this mode of operation should
create the burstiest input to the multiplexer. Packets are considered to have arrived at the
multiplexer once after they have departed the transmitter. Each frame consisted of fifteen
packets with over 9.6 millions packets passing through the multiplexer when sixteen
sources were used.

Trace File 1

MPEG VBR
Transmitter

Trace File 2

MPEG VBR
Transmitter

Trace File 3

MPEG VBR
Transmitter

Trace File N

MPEG VBR
Transmitter

Figure 7-1. Diagram of simulation system.
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The same multiplexer is used for both FCFS and WFQ. It consists of separate FIFO
queues for each session. When a packet arrives, a service record is created which contains
a timestamp and a pointer to the FIFO for the corresponding session. If the multiplexer is
using a FCFS service policy, then the timestamp is the packet arrival time. If WFQ is
being used, then the timestamp is calculated using the GPS algorithm. Once the timestamp
has been determined, the service record is stored in a service queue which is sorted by earliest timestamp order and then serviced using LIFO policy. Since the only difference
between FCFS and WFQ mode of operation is how the timestamp is calculated, the same
multiplexer can be for both service policies. The next service record is retrieved from the
head of the service queue after the departure of a packet from the system. The pointer contained in the service record will point to the FIFO requiring service. The packet at the head
of this FIFO is then transmitted. This process continues until the service queue is empty at
which point the server is idle.
At least one video sequence was selected from each video category. The video categories consisted of movies, news and talk shows, sporting events and television programs.
Simulations were run using four, eight, and sixteen video sources. The video traces used
for the simulation with sixteen sources consisted of the eight traces used in the simulation
with eight sources plus eight new traces. In addition, the simulation with eight traces consisted of the four traces used in the simulation of four sources plus four new sources.
Essentially, the traces used in the simulation of four sources are a subset of the simulation
with eight source which is a subset of the simulation of sixteen sources. First order statistics was gathered for each session as well as the multiplexer.
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7.5.1

Token Bucket

The token bucket parameters were set to values which prevented the generation of low
priority packets. For WFQ, the weight assigned to each session, gi, was set equal to,
ρ i ⁄ ∑ ρ i.

The token bucket parameters required for each source when smoothing was not

i

applied is given in Table 6-1. The parameters required when smoothing was applied is
Table 7-1. Statistics of VBR video sources with smoothing disabled.

Token Bucket Parameters
Video
Bond
Dino
Lambs
Starwars
News 1
News 2
Talk 1
Talk 2
ATP
Race
SBowl
Soccer 1
Asterix
MrBean
MTV 1
MTV 2

ρ
(tokens/sec)
218,750
120,000
100,000
111,760
200,000
230,365
109,650
155,000
200,000
300,000
200,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
300,000
400,000

σ
(tokens)
30,625
30,875
21,375
15,625
50,875
76,500
20,125
26,625
30,000
62,250
27,125
97,375
79,250
34,125
38,625
31,375

Bit-Rate (Mb/s)
Peak
5.87
2.87
3.22
3.0
4.67
4.56
2.56
3.19
4.58
4.86
3.38
4.49
3.54
5.5
5.5
6.03

Average
0.583
0.314
0.175
0.224
0.494
0.369
0.349
0.43
0.525
0.738
0.564
0.651
0.536
0.424
0.59
0.475

PMR
10.063
9.147
18.358
13.402
9.451
12.366
7.346
7.411
8.720
6.583
5.992
6.900
6.595
12.982
9.316
12.711

shown in Table 7-2. The bit-rate statistic of each source is also shown. When smoothing
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Table 7-2. Statistics of VBR video sources with smoothing enabled.

Token Bucket Parameters
Video
Bond
Dino
Lambs
Starwars
News 1
News 2
Talk 1
Talk 2
ATP
Race
SBowl
Soccer 1
Asterix
MrBean
MTV 1
MTV 2

D
(ms)
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
250
125
250
250
250
250
125
125
250

ρ
(tokens/sec)
218,750
120,000
100,000
111,760
200,000
230,365
109,650
155,000
200,000
300,000
200,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
300,000
400,000

σ
(tokens)
12,875
27,875
13,875
10,500
41,000
61,125
16,750
16,750
24,750
52,125
19,750
29,125
24,000
21,500
22,375
14,875

Bit-Rate (Mb/s)
Peak
3.712
1.823
1.814
1.498
3.344
3.441
2.474
1.854
3.914
3.971
3.319
4.118
2.900
3.795
3.944
5.448

Average
0.5227
0.2798
0.1472
0.1935
0.4230
0.3213
0.3075
0.4285
0.4878
0.7411
0.5648
0.6519
0.5383
0.3763
0.5569
0.4775

PMR
7.048
6.517
12.322
7.739
7.905
10.711
8.045
4.328
8.024
5.358
5.877
6.317
5.387
10.085
7.082
11.410

was applied, the token generation rate, ρi, was held constant and the token bucket size, σi,
was decreased.
Briefly, the token bucket operates as follows. As each packet is transmitted, the number of tokens equaling the packet size (in bytes) is removed from the token bucket. If the
packet size exceeds the number of tokens in the bucket, the packet is downgraded in priority. Tokens are added to the bucket at the constant rate of ρi tokens per second. The capacity of token bucket is σi tokens. Any tokens generated when the bucket is full are
discarded. The token bucket is initialized with σi tokens.
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7.6

Simulation Results
Table 7-3, Table 7-4 and Table 7-5 shows the detail results of the maximum packet

delay, DMax, the average packet delay, DAvg, and the packet delay coefficient-of-variation,
DCV. Results show that the maximum packet delay for FCFS was lower than WFQ; however, the average packet delay for WFQ was less than FCFS. The delay jitter, measured by
DCV, was higher for WFQ than for FCFS. This was due to the isolation property of the
WFQ service policy. Whenever a source sends a burst of packets to the multiplexer using
WFQ, that source must absorb its own burst by having its packets delayed. This differs
from FCFS in that these packets will not be significantly delayed and will be serviced
based on their arrival time. The burst is essentially absorbed by the other sessions when
their packets are delayed. This result was suggested in [101]. In summary, WFQ produced
a lower average packet delay while FCFS produced less delay jitter.
The results for the maximum packet delay are shown in Figure 7-2, Figure 7-3 and
Figure 7-4. For both FCFS and WFQ there was an order-of-magnitude reduction in the
maximum packet delay when smoothing was applied at the source. There was not a significant reduction in the maximum packet delay as the multiplexer output link capacity was
increased. An exception to this, however, is the rapid increase in the maximum packet
delay at low link capacities. This was due to the sum of the token generation rates of each
source exceeding the multiplexer link capacity. This implies that the multiplexer capacity
was insufficient to satisfy the guaranteed average bandwidth of each source.
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Table 7-3. Comparison of multiplexer packet delay for four smoothed MPEG VBR sources.
Packet Delay (ms)
Link
Capacity
(Mbps)

D Max

DAvg
FCFS

DCV

FCFS

WFQ

WFQ

FCFS

WFQ

2.22

1011.94

2327.73

23.3

14.33x10-2

14.67

49.43

2.67

347.49

540.85

3.63

2.36

14.92

28.67

3.33

46.48

79.28

81.39x10-2

67.81x10-2

7.92

10.80

4.44

23.31

39.70

38.15x10-2

36.92x10-2

3.46

3.55

5.33

11.95

28.94

30.53x10-2

29.85x10-2

3.4

3.47

6.66

4.07

4.38

23.66x10-2

23.30x10-2

3.49

3.52

8.88

3.05

3.09

17.21x10-2

17.01x10-2

3.62

3.62

13.33

2.02

2.03

11.17x10-2

11.07x10-2

3.71

3.71

26.65

0.9928

0.99

5.42x10-2

5.37x10-2

3.72

3.72
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Figure 7-2. Multiplexer performance comparison for four smoothed and unsmoothed MPEG VBR
sources using: (a) FCFS and (b) WFQ.
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Table 7-4. Comparison of multiplexer packet delay for eight smoothed MPEG VBR sources.
Packet Delay (ms)
Link
Capacity
(Mbps)

D Max
FCFS

DAvg

DCV

WFQ

FCFS

WFQ

FCFS

WFQ

6.01

90.21

275.36

72.68x10-2

56.75x10-2

11.24

30.53

7.21

18.69

61.57

36.88x10-2

32.67x10-2

2.86

3.69

9.02

4.56

5.89

25.90x10-2

23.77x10-2

2.70

2.94

12.02

3.40

3.97

17.53x10-2

16.53x10-2

2.90

3.04

14.43

2.83

3.19

13.90x10-2

13.27x10-2

3.0

3.1

18.03

2.25

2.52

10.61x10-2

10.23x10-2

2.95

3.16

24.04

1.67

1.72

7.59x10-2

7.40x10-2

3.14

3.20

36.07

1.09

1.1

4.82x10-2

4.74x10-2

3.16

3.20

72.13

0.52

0.54

2.26x10-2

2.24x10-2

3.03

3.09
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Figure 7-3. Multiplexer performance comparison for eight smoothed and unsmoothed MPEG
VBR sources using: (a) FCFS and (b) WFQ.
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Table 7-5. Comparison of multiplexer packet delay with sixteen smoothed MPEG VBR
sources.
Packet Delay (ms)
Link
Capacity
(Mbps)

DMax
FCFS

DAvg
WFQ

DCV

FCFS

WFQ

FCFS

WFQ

12.4

25.1

141.7

390.3x10-3

310.1x10-3

5.34

16.59

14.88

11.3

38.4

244.1x10-3

209.5x10-3

3.66

5.11

18.60

3.64

5.93

170.5x10-3

152.2x10-3

4.06

5.14

24.80

2.69

3.57

112.6x10-3

104.4x10-3

4.49

5.29

29.76

2.22

2.83

88.2x10-3

83.35x10-3

4.7

5.38

37.20

1.74

2.06

66.5x10-3

63.8x10-3

4.89

5.46

49.60

1.27

1.40

47.0x10-3

45.8x10-3

5.03

5.51

74.41

0.8

0.91

29.3x10-3

29.0x10-3

5.08

5.52

148.8

0.36

0.43

13.4x10-3

13.4x10-3

4.81

5.31
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Figure 7-4. Multiplexer performance comparison for sixteen smoothed and unsmoothed MPEG
VBR sources using: (a) FCFS and (b) WFQ.
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Figure 7-5. Performance comparison using 4, 8 and 16 sources for (a) FCFS, (b) WFQ.

To contrast the difference in multiplexer performance based on the number of sources,
we use the results shown in Figure 7-5. As expected, as the number of sources decreased
the maximum packet delay decreased. Of particular note, however, is that the delay does
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not differ significantly, at a link capacity of 50 Mbps, when the number of sources
increased from eight to sixteen.

7.6.1 Packet Delay Results
In order to compare the packet delay performance between FCFS and WFQ, a simulation was run using the first 1000 frames of the VBR sequences Lambs, News 2, ATP and
Mr Bean. The results are shown in Table 7-6. We can see that for FCFS the delay is about
the same for each of the VBR sequences. The weighted value, φi, assigned to each session
is used for WFQ. Note that session 1, Lambs, has the lowest weighting and session 2,
News 2, has the highest. When WFQ is used, we can see that session 2 now had the highest
maximum packet delay while session 2 had the lowest delay. This result is expected since
the lower the weighting a session has the less bandwidth it receives. Conversely, the
higher the weighting the more bandwidth it receives.
Table 7-6. Comparison of FCFS and WFQ max packet delay for 1000 frames.

Session
1
2
3
4

Sequence
Lambs
News 2
ATP
Mr Bean

φi
0.1369
0.3154
0.2738
0.2738

Max Packet Delay (ms)
FCFS
3.77
2.84
3.60
3.77

WFQ
4.52
1.72
2.81
3.68

The results leaves the impression that FCFS produces lower maximum delay results
than WFQ. It must be noted, however, that the disadvantage of FCFS is that it does not
offer the session isolation that WFQ offers. This is discussed further in the next section. To
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illustrate this problem the ATP was modified so that frames 49 through 98 were increased
to 900,000 bits. This should create a significant burst of traffic to the multiplexer. We see
in Table 7-7 that the burst caused by session 3’s, ATP, traffic was absorbed by all of the
sessions. This illustrates the lack of isolation provided by FCFS. In contrast, we see that
WFQ, kept the maximum packet delays for sessions 1, 2 and 4 relatively the same as was
shown in Table 7-6. However, for session 3, the session which produced the burst, it solely
absorbed the delay.
Table 7-7. Comparison of FCFS and WFQ Maximum Packet Delay with
modified ATP source.

Session
1
2
3
4

Sequence
Lambs
News 2
ATP
Mr Bean

φi
0.1369
0.3154
0.2738
0.2738

Max Packet Delay (ms)
FCFS
5796.4
5795.5
5796.5
5796.4

WFQ
5.92
4.34
5806
5.07

When transmitting all 40,000 frames of each of the four sequences using FCFS, the
packet with the maximum delay of occurred in the session 3 sequence ATP. The packet
was contained in the 11th packet of the 3304th I-frame or the 39,648th frame in the
sequence at time 1652 seconds. When WFQ is used, the maximum packet delay again
occurs in the ATP sequence; however, the delay occurs in the 1st packet of the 3306th Iframe or the 39,672nd frame in the sequence at time 1653 seconds. Referring to Figure 76 we observe that for both the ATP and Mr Bean sequences the number of average kbits/
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GOP is significantly high in the time period 1600 and 1667 seconds. This can explain the
increased packet delays seen during this time period.
To gain more of an insight in the packet delay behavior through both the FCFS and
WFQ multiplexer, the packet delay for the ATP sequence is plotted in Figure 7-7. This
sequence was found to produce the maximum packet delay. The output link capacity was
set to 3 Mbps which produces an offered load of 0.8. The plots in (a) and (b) show the
packet delay near the time when the maximum packet delay occurred. The maximum
packet delay for FCFS occurred earlier, approximately 1355 seconds, than WFQ, which
occurred at approximately 1652 seconds. Comparing the two plots, it is clear that in WFQ
the ATP sequence is absorbing its own burst. This is indicated by the spikes in plot (b)
which are a result of I-frame packet arrivals. Comparing both FCFS and WFQ packet
delays for ATP from time 1300 seconds to the end of the sequence, we see that WFQ
packet delays in (d) appears significantly burstier than FCFS the delays plotted in (c).

7.6.2

Delay Bound Comparison

The simulation results appear to indicate that a multiplexer serviced using FCFS will
yield lower maximum packet delays than one serviced using WFQ. While this might be
the case for MPEG VBR sources it is not the case in general. The theoretical delay bounds
for FCFS are typically much higher than WFQ. The delay bound for an FCFS multiplexer
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Figure 7-6. Average kilobits/GOP plots for Lambs, News 2, ATP and Mr Bean traces.
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Figure 7-7. Packet delay comparison of ATP sequence: (a) (c) FCFS, (b) (d) WFQ.
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with bit-rate constrained sources was derived Cruz [102]. He determined that the maximum packet delay was
D

FCFS

σ0
1
*
= l ( 1 – kρ ) + ------ ---------------------h- – 1 ,
ρ ( 1 – kρ )

(7.7)

where L is the maximum packet size in bits, k is the number of sources, h is the number of
hops as the packet traverses the network, σ0 is the initial number of tokens in the token
bucket and ρ is the token generate rate. It is assumed that all sources are constrained using
the same token bucket parameters and the multiplexer output link capacity is one. Also,
the following must hold in that kρ < 1 and
σ
L ≤ ------------ .
1–ρ

(7.8)

The second term in equation (6.7) shows that the maximum packet delay grows exponentially as the number of hops increases. This differs from the delay bound equation for
WFQ shown in equation (6.5) where the delay bound increases by an additive term as the
number of hops increases. Also note, that the delay bound for FCFS is dependent on the
number of sources being multiplexed (indicated by the parameter k), whereas the delay
bound for WFQ is not. The delay bound can increase significantly for FCFS as the number
of sources is increased from four to sixteen sources. This is demonstrated in Table 7-8
where the delay bound for WFQ is calculated using equation (6.5).
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Table 7-8. Packet delay (in milliseconds) bound comparison.
(σ=0.006, ρ=0.06, l*=6.38x10-3, h=1, rm=1.)

7.6.3

k

DWFQ

DFCFS

4

1.06x102

4.95x103

8

1.06x102

1.45x104

16

1.06x102

3.76x105

Statistical Multiplexing Gain

The SMG for the simulations in this study was calculated using two different methods.
The first method is used to determine the gain achieved by taking advantage of the burstiness of the sources. This method calculates the SMG by taking the ratio of the multiplexer
output link capacity and the sum of the maximum bit-rate of each source. This is calculated using the equation
Method I:

∑i max ( ri )

SMG = ---------------------------- ,
r

(7.9)

where max(ri) is the peak bit-rate for session i and r is the multiplexer output link capacity
for high priority packets. Table 7-9 shows the SMG for both unsmoothed and smoothed
sources using this method. The results show that SMG decreased when the sources were
smoothed. This was the trade-off for the significant reductions in the maximum packet
delay achieved when smoothing was applied.
The second method better demonstrates the benefit of smoothing. This method calculates the SMG by taking the ratio of the link capacities required to achieve approximately
the same maximum packet delay when the source is not smoothed and smoothed. The
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Table 7-9. SMG using Method I.
Number of
Sources

Link
Capacity
(Mbps)

SMG
Unsmoothed

Smoothed

4
8
16

5.33
14.43
29.76

2.8
2.53
2.28

2.07
1.86
1.72

multiplexer link capacity was heuristically determined by first running the simulation with
smoothing disabled. The link capacity was then reduced by a factor of 2, 3, 5 and 6 when
smoothing was applied and then fine tuned until the maximum packet delay was approximately equal to the delay produced when smoothing was disabled. The results in Table 710 shows that smoothing produced an SMG between 2 and 6. Also, the SMG for FCFS
was higher than WFQ and it increased as the number of sources increased.
Table 7-10. SMG using Method II.
Number
of
Sources

4
8
16

7.7

Service
Policy

Maximum
Packet Delay
(ms) approx.

WFQ
FCFS
WFQ
FCFS
WFQ
FCFS

30
30
20
20
20
20

Link Capacity to Achieve Delay
Unsmoothed

Smoothed

SMG

13.326
13.326
14.426
36.065
49.603
74.405

5.330
4.442
7.213
7.213
14.881
12.401

2.5
3
2
5
3.333
6

Conclusion
The results showed that significant reductions in the maximum packet delay was

achieved when the MPEG VBR sources were smoothed. The maximum packet delay did
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not differ significantly between WFQ and FCFS, although the delay jitter was higher for
WFQ than for FCFS.While the theoretical bounds on the maximum packet delay is higher
for FCFS than WFQ, the results did not show a significant difference in the performance
between these service policies. This could be due to the bit-rate characteristics of an
MPEG VBR sequence caused by the GOP structure.
The SMG calculated using the ratio of the summation of the input peak bit-rates and
the multiplexer output link capacity was between 2:1 and 3:1 for unsmoothed sources.
This decreased slightly when smoothing was applied as a result of the reduced burstiness
of the sources. Calculating the SMG using a second method showed that smoothing produced an SMG from 2:1 to 6:1.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

This research presented a study on the modeling, transmission and multiplexing of
MPEG VBR video. An in depth investigation was given on the state of the art in VBR
source modeling. This investigation provided a unique and extensive survey from classic
statistical models to more advanced modeling techniques using TES and self-similar processes. A comparison of the model complexity was given which was based on the number
of parameters required to drive the model. Models for MPEG VBR, in general, were found
to be fairly complex in that each frame type required a model in addition to a model for the
scene change process.
An example of such a model was the hierarchical TES model by Penderakis and
Melamed. Another example was the unified model by Huang, et. al., where the scene
change process (represented by a Markov Chain in Penderakis’s model) was modeled
using a self-similar process. The self-similar process has the advantage that the number of
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parameters is greatly reduced to a single Hurst parameter. Recent work by Jelenkovic simplified the modeling requirements for MPEG sources further by using a rate level process.
Two novel algorithms were presented which allowed an MPEG smoother and a token
bucket to work together more effectively. The Bit-Rate Attenuation algorithm was shown
to reduce LPR by a factor of 2x to 10x without requiring an increase in the magnitude of
the token bucket parameters. This reduced the number of low priority packets entering the
network which can result in an significant improvement in video quality. The algorithm
also reduced the magnitude of the token bucket size by 10 % to 20 % without increasing
LPR. This reduced the burst requirement of the source and will increase the likelihood of
connection acceptance. The Buffer Overflow Prevention algorithm enabled the smoother
to select a higher transmission rate for a frame if there was the possibility that the
smoother buffer would overflow. The results showed that the number of packets dropped
at the transmitter was reduced by 9x up to 11x. In one case, the number of packets dropped
decreased from sixty-one to zero packets. Preventing packets from being dropped at the
transmitter is more significant than reducing LPR since low priority packets might not be
dropped from the network.
An adaptive algorithm was also presented which adjusted the smoother delay bound
based on the online measurements of LPR and a user specified target LPR. The simulation
results showed that the algorithm converged onto LPR target values of 10-3, 10-4 and 10-5
for long versions of the Star Wars sequence. It also produced a smoother video stream
measured in terms of the bit-rate coefficient-of-variation. This algorithm makes the
MPEG VBR transmitter more flexible when transmitting compressed video from a live
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event, such as a sporting event. In this case, the user could specify a desired LPR which
would translate into a desired subjective video quality level. The transmitter would then
automatically adjust the smoother delay bound to achieve the desired LPR. This alleviates
the need for the user to determine the appropriate fixed smoother delay bound setting prior
to connection establishment.
A simulation study was presented contrasting the performance of FCFS and WFQ
buffer service policies. The simulation results showed that smoothing the MPEG VBR
sources reduced the maximum packet delay by an order-of-magnitude for both the FCFS
and WFQ multiplexer. The SMG was found to be between 2:1 to 3:1 for both FCFS and
WFQ when the VBR sources were not smoothed. This decreased slightly when the
sources were smoothed. Using a second method to calculate SMG showed that SMG
ranged between 2:1 to 6:1 when the sources were smoothed. There was not a significant
difference in the maximum packet delay between FCFS and WFQ; however, the delay jitter for WFQ was higher.
If the user is willing to sacrifice guarantees on the maximum packet delay, the simulation results show that perfectly acceptable performance can be achieved using FCFS when
multiplexing MPEG VBR sources. If delay bound guarantees are needed, then WFQ
should be used. One of the impediments in the use of WFQ is that it is an O(n) algorithm
due to the storage and sorting requirements of service queue. Simplifications to the implementation of WFQ have been proposed in [103,104,105]. These proposal makes the
implementation of WFQ feasible.
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8.1

Suggestions for Future Research
While there exists many models for VBR video, none of the models investigated in

this thesis model the output sequence from a smoother. Current models will not accurately
reproduce the empirical sample path of a smoothed source and, as a result, might not be
suitable. The only paper found in the survey which partially addressed this issue was the
model by Lucantoni, et. al., where the leaky bucket contour curves were studied. However, the leaky bucket is more of a traffic policing device rather than a smoothing device.
There are a whole class of smoothers which have not been studied in conjunction with any
of the proposed models.
Most all of the models for MPEG VBR video were developed from MPEG-1 traces.
However, MPEG-2 is gaining in popularity due to its recognized improvements in video
quality and scaleability options. Unfortunately, there is not a great abundance of generally
available of MPEG-2 trace files for researchers to develop new models. This has not been
a significant problem because the transport of MPEG-2 video over computer networks is
not yet pervasive. This is primarily due to bandwidth limitations of the Internet today
since MPEG-2 is used quite heavily used in satellite transmission systems such as DSS.
Also, the high cost of MPEG-2 encoders limits its widespread use. This, however, is
changing as ASIC technology moves from a 0.5 micron to 0.25 micron process which significantly reduces the cost of an MPEG-2 encoder. Many of these chips will be providing
VBR capability. In addition, the bandwidth issues relating to the Internet are currently
being addressed. Both of these factors will enable the transport of MPEG-2 VBR video
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over the Internet. Therefore, it is important that adequate source models for MPEG-2 VBR
video be developed for simulation studies.
Most of the focus in VBR research has centered on packet loss at a multiplexer buffer.
This metric was assumed to be directly related to QoS. However, aggregate loss might not
be sufficient metric in determining end-user “perceived” quality. In fact, loss “bursts” and
their frequency of occurrence might be a more significant. More specifically, VBR
streams with similar aggregate loss, but significantly different mean time between losses
(MTBL) might be perceived as having very different quality by the end user (This phenomena has been suggested in [75] and [44]). As a consequence, more research is needed
to determine how well useful these models are in predicting this metric.
Another avenue for future research is to study the cross-correlation effects between
MPEG sequences. It is very possible that the GOP structure of an MPEG sequence will
have a significant impact on multiplexer performance. I-frames and P-frames which overlap in time as they are multiplexed can increased the burstiness of the input. Since these
frames have more bits than B-frames, their overlap could cause serious degradations in
multiplexer performance. Due to the deterministic repetition of this pattern, the performance degradation will continue for the sequence duration.

8.2

The Future of Digital Video
Digital video is already beginning to take hold in the marketplace. MPEG-2 has been

used in DSS systems for a several years now and DVD has recently appeared in video
retail outlets and rental stores. DVD players have also begun appearing on store shelves
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this past Christmas and are standard options in personal computers. Digital Camcorders
using a DV1 encoding format offers users the ability to record and download digital video
clip to their computer. These camcorders can be used with video editing software to
develop production quality video clips. Video conferencing standards, such as H.320,
H.323 and H.324, are beginning to see increased use. Video streaming applications such
as the RealPlayer and CuSeeMe are become very popular on the Internet. These applications are used for broadcasting a wide variety of events from space shuttle flights to the
Mars Pathfinder mission. They are even used for the live broadcast of tradeshows such
TeleCon ‘97.
It is quite feasible for future routers to switch packets at gigabit speeds. In fact, with
the advent of 100 Mbps Ethernet, work has already begun on Gigabit Ethernet. This demonstrate a significant amount of effort to improve the overall infrastructure of the internet
and, in fact, is embodied in the successor to the internet, Internet II. This in combination
with the current rise of applications and source content at the fringes of the network will
make the use of digital video in our daily lives both useful and cost effective.
Digital video will change the way we work, the way we are entertained, the way we
learn and the way we communicate with our loved ones. Having a video conference
between your children and Grandma on a Sunday morning will become commonplace.
Attending a lecture given by a professor located at a University across the country (or
even the world!) --while seated in front of your workstation will be a normal educational

1. DV is similar to MPEG, but only offers DCT encoding.
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experience. In essence, digital video will break down the physical constraints imposed by
vast geographical distance.
VBR will play an important part in this future. As the number of video sessions
increases and, as the bandwidth requirements for high quality video (like MPEG) becomes
more prevalent the need to use the network bandwidth resources more efficiently will
increase. Coding MPEG video using VBR offers increased SMG with a more consistent
level of quality than coding it using CBR. This highlights the importance of MPEG VBR
video. The research presented in this thesis advances the field of study for MPEG VBR
modeling, transmission and multiplexing.
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